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ABSTRACT
WRITING INSTRUCTION: EXAMINING ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’
SELF-EFFICACY, BELIEFS, AND PRACTICES
Tammy L. Bennett, Ed.D.
Department of Literacy and Elementary Education
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Donna Werderich, Director

This mixed-methods study focused on first-, second-, and third-grade elementary teachers
from a northwest suburban Chicago school district who were fully implementing the Being a
Writer (Developmental Studies Center, 2007) program for the first time in their classrooms. The
Being a Writer program provides teachers with daily writing lesson plans in addition to mentor
texts that serve as proficient writing models for students. The quantitative portion of the study
included administering pre-and post-study surveys to 11 teacher participants. The four survey
components were a Demographic Information questionnaire (Graham et al., 2001), the Teaching
Efficacy Scale for Writing (Graham et al., 2001), the Writing Orientation Survey (Graham et al.),
and the Teaching Writing Survey (Graham et al.). Three focal teachers also participated in a
qualitative multiple case study. The qualitative portion of the study included individual teacher
interviews, classroom writing lesson and workshop observations, teacher self-reports, and
document collection. A cross-case analysis was then conducted to examine similarities and
differences across the three focal participants’ data.
The quantitative findings indicated there were no statistically significant changes in either
the teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing or their beliefs about teaching writing. One
statistically significant change between the pre- and post-study survey results suggested that

teachers assessed student writing less often after they implemented Being a Writer.
However, the qualitative findings indicated that two of the focal teachers’ personal selfefficacy for teaching writing increased during this study. All three focal teachers’ beliefs about
teaching writing fluctuated between a Correct Writing and a Natural Learning belief orientation
as they implemented Being a Writer. Focal teachers’ beliefs about the value of having students
choose their own topics to write about strengthened. Other qualitative findings suggested that all
three of the focal participants increased how often they had their students plan their writing, and
two participants increased how often they had students confer with peers about their writing.
This study’s findings indicate that teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about
teaching writing, and use of instructional writing strategies may change as they implement an
evidence-based writing program.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Student writing outcomes are not what they should be. According to 2011 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) writing scores, 74% of a representative sample of
eighth-graders scored at or below a “basic” writing level (National Center for Education
Statistics [NCES], 2012). A “basic” score indicates that a student has partially mastered the
fundamental writing skills necessary to perform at a given grade level (Salahu-Din et al., 2008,
p. 6). Additionally, in 2011, 73% of twelfth-graders assessed scored at or below the basic level
in writing (NCES, 2012). On a more local level, in 2010 only 57% of third-graders in Illinois
“met” writing standards with only 7% “exceeding” writing standards on the Illinois State
Achievement Testing (ISAT; Illinois State Board of Education/ISBE, 2010).
These statistics indicate there is cause for concern. In addition to the poor national
writing scores, education, business, and policy making communities question if the level of
writing instruction in the U.S. is of high enough quality to enable students to succeed in college
and in life (National Commission on Writing/NCW, 2003; 2004; 2005). The inability to write
well severely limits adolescents’ education and future employment prospects (National Institute
for Literacy/NIL, 2007).
Yet “writing seems to have evaporated from public concern” (Applebee & Langer, 2009,
p. 18). At the time of this study, even in an era of high-stakes testing, several states, including
Illinois, had removed writing from their standardized tests. National testing of elementary
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students’ writing skills had not even been conducted since 2002 (NAEP). The 2001 No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001) and current Response to Intervention (RtI; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006)
initiatives emphasize reading and math with their ongoing assessment mandates.
Furthermore, Cutler and Graham (2008) found that first, second, and third graders spent
only 21 minutes per day writing, while Graham and Harris (2009) found that elementary students
spent 25 minutes per day writing in their classrooms. The most frequently assigned writing tasks
at the elementary level, in order of frequency, were “story writing, drawing a picture and writing
something to go with it, writing letters, journal writing, completing worksheets, composing
personal narratives, responding to material read, and writing poems” (Cutler & Graham, p. 912).
This inattention to writing comes at a time when the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) are being adopted all across the country (Common Core State Standards Initiative/
CCSSI, 2010). At the time of this study, 45 of the 50 states, in addition to the District of
Columbia, had adopted the CCSS. These standards require students to “devote significant time
and effort to writing, producing numerous pieces over short and long time frames throughout the
year” in the English language arts, history, social studies, science, and technical subjects in order
to be “college and career ready writers” (CCSSI, pp. 63-64). According to the CCSS, students
must also be able to gather information, evaluate sources, cite materials, and report findings from
research, in addition to taking “task, purpose, and audience into careful consideration, choosing
words, information, structures, and formats deliberately” in order to write a clear and coherent
piece (p. 63). Students must demonstrate subject knowledge while “conveying what they have
experienced, imagined, thought, and felt” (p. 63) by writing narrative, informative/explanatory,
and argumentative texts incorporating appropriate grammar and spelling skills.
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In addition, many states are beginning to participate in a new generation of computerized
writing assessments tied to the CCSS. More specifically, the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), a consortium of states working together to develop
tests to measure whether students in grades K-12 are mastering the CCSS, has determined the
reading, writing, and math skills necessary to be successful in college and careers (PARCC,
2015). Students in 11 states and the District of Columbia, including Illinois, participated in the
2014-2015 administration of PARCC. Additionally, the National Association of Educational
Progress (NAEP, 2012) conducted a new pilot writing test in 2012 for fourth graders and plans to
include a writing assessment at the international level for elementary students in the near future.
Increasing students’ writing proficiency is a lofty goal to be sure. However, some
teachers do not feel that they learned to write well during their own childhood instruction
(Graves, 2002), and many teachers do not look forward to writing nor do they feel especially
self-confident as writers (Street & Stang, 2009). To learn to write proficiently, students must
spend time writing. The more frequently students reported writing paragraph-length or longer
essays, the higher their writing achievement (Applebee & Langer, 2006). Yet, teachers who are
apprehensive about their own writing assign fewer writing tasks than teachers who are less
apprehensive (Claypool, 1980).
“Teachers’ sense of self-efficacy has proved to be a powerful construct related to
teachers’ motivation and behavior in the classroom as well as contributing to important student
outcomes” (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011, p. 751). However, teachers typically receive
little pre-service instruction in writing pedagogy (Graves, 2002), and only a few states require
writing courses for certification, even for elementary education candidates (National
Commission on Writing (2003). Because teacher preparation programs have traditionally
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deemphasized writing instruction, pre-service teachers may come to believe it is not an important
curricular focus (Pardo, 2006). Further, Pardo suggests that many school curriculums neglect
writing instruction. Therefore, in light of the important role of writing in the new CCSS, school
districts have a vested stake in providing professional development and writing curriculum for
teachers that will contribute to the “development of strong, positive teacher efficacy”
(Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998, p. 203) and provide them with the tools they need to succeed at
this all-important teaching task. Research investigating teachers’ self-efficacy for writing,
beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices is warranted to inform
teachers about writing pedagogy.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework delineates the underlying constructs that informed this study.
These constructs include self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1977, 1986) and the process approach to
writing (Emig, 1971, 1977; Graves, 1983; Perle, 1979; Rohman & Wlecke, 1964). Self-efficacy
theory provides a basis for examining teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing. The process
approach to writing provides background information for the components used in the Being a
Writer (BaW; Developmental Studies Center/DSC, 2007) program and the use of evidence-based
writing instruction.

Self-Efficacy
Bandura (1977) defines self-efficacy as “an intellectual activity through which one
formulates one’s beliefs about his or her ability to achieve a certain level of accomplishment” (p.
193). More specifically, people’s beliefs about their own efficacy are developed by four
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influences. These include the mastery learning influence, the vicarious experience influence, the
verbal persuasion influence, and the physiological states influence (Bandura, 1977).

Mastery Learning Influence

The strongest influence on self-efficacy is called the mastery learning influence,
(Bandura, 1977) whereby the perception that one’s efforts have been successful increases
efficacy beliefs by raising expectations that future performance will be successful. Bandura
suggests that cognition of future outcomes can generate current behavior. Individuals create an
expectation for themselves that behaving in a specific way will allow them to accomplish a task
or avoid difficulty. Thus, they are motivated to act and persist at that task to achieve the positive
outcome. When individuals with high self-efficacy achieve a certain level of expected
performance, they are often motivated to set their goals even higher to be satisfied with the
outcome (Bandura). On the other hand, if individuals with high self-efficacy perceive a negative
discrepancy between their performance and the expected outcome, they are motivated to explore
alternate means to achieve the desired outcome.
The notion that successes raise performance accomplishment expectations while repeated
failures lower them, especially when the failures occur early in an individual’s experiences,
provides insight into this study (Bandura, 1977). For example, if teachers perceive their writing
instruction as ineffective early in their teaching careers or as they implement a new program,
their expectations that they can teach writing well will be low. However, according to Bandura,
if individuals experience repeated successes, strong self-efficacy for a particular task will be
developed and the negative impact of an occasional failure will be reduced. Thus, if teachers are
educated in effective instructional writing strategies or are able to use writing programs, such as
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Being a Writer, through which they repeatedly experience success early in their teaching careers,
it seems that they will be more likely to persist at writing instruction and feel self-efficacious
about their ability to teach writing.

Vicarious Experiences Influence
The second influence on self-efficacy is that one’s vicarious experiences watching
another person’s success or failure accomplishing a task will strongly influence one’s own selfperceptions (Bandura, 1977). Thus, when individuals see someone else improving while
performing an activity, they persuade themselves that they too can improve their performance.
However, this form of social comparison (p. 197) is a less dependable source of self-efficacy
building than an individual’s perception of his or her own performance.
Moreover, individuals profit more from seeing others overcome their challenges via a
persistent effort rather than via watching someone accomplish easily attainable results by
exerting little effort to achieve a goal (Bandura, 1977). In this way, individuals learn coping
strategies that help them remain confident that they will eventually be able to succeed at a task if
they persist towards their goal. However, the positive outcomes must be readily observable so
the connection between the effort and outcome is clear to the observer (Bandura). Seeing several
individuals rather than a single individual attain their goals is also more likely to build strong
self-efficacy, since an individual will undoubtedly identify with at least one, if not more, of the
available models (Bandura). Teachers may be able to profit vicariously from hearing how other
teachers were successful with writing instruction when meeting for professional development
activities that may be related to the Being a Writer program or through informal collegial
discussions with other teachers using the program at their school.
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Verbal Persuasion Influence
Verbal persuasion is a third way of strengthening teachers’ perceptions of themselves
(Bandura, 1977). Bandura contends that verbal persuasion can lead people to believe through
suggestion that they can cope successfully with a task that has overwhelmed them in the past.
While others’ suggestions that one can cope with challenging situations build self-efficacy,
verbal persuasion does not build confidence as strongly as first-person authentic experiences do.
Thus, efficacy built solely on verbal persuasion is easily extinguishable (Bandura). Simply
telling individuals they will succeed does not necessarily mean they will believe what they are
told, especially if it contradicts their prior experiences. However, if individuals are immersed in
supportive conditions with the appropriate tools, such as the Being a Writer program, to ensure
their successful accomplishment of a goal, they may internalize positive outcome expectancies,
which in turn may increase their self-efficacy (Bandura). Thus, teachers who receive verbal
feedback regarding their BaW instruction, whether from administrators, professional
development providers, peers, parents, or even students, may begin to feel more self-efficacious
about their ability to teach writing.

Physiological States Influence
Finally, physiological states, such as anxiety and mood can play a role in people’s
perception of their personal efficacy (Bandura, 1977). Stressful and challenging situations can
debilitate an individual’s performance. Individuals usually expect to perform successfully when
they are not feeling tense, agitated, or fearful. Whenever individuals do not feel comfortable or
confident about their capabilities, this stress continues to build, thus leading to decreased self-
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efficacy and eventually avoidance of a task (Bandura). If teachers fear teaching writing or feel
inadequately prepared to teach specific writing tasks, they may enter into a self-fulfilling
prophecy cycle that results in their avoidance of writing instruction. The next time they have to
teach writing, they will recall the stressful feelings of the past and tell themselves they cannot do
it, already feeling anxious in anticipation of not feeling confident while teaching writing.
One way to decrease writing instruction anxiety, which may subsequently increase selfefficacy, is to teach effective coping mechanisms to individuals (Bandura, 1977).When
individuals feel they have some control over their environment or a task, they are less threatened
by it (Bandura). Using the BaW program, which provides explicit lessons on process writing
instruction through detailed lesson plans and examples, may boost teachers’ confidence in
teaching writing, and at the same time, help decrease anxiety over writing instruction.

Process Approach to Writing

Many researchers have studied the writing process, examining how students plan, draft,
and revise their compositions. Rohman and Wlecke’s (1964) early work with college students
suggested a three-prong model to describe the writing process: prewriting, writing, and rewriting. In the early 1970s, Emig’s (1971) seminal research examined the composing processes
of twelfth-grade writers and extended the three-prong model to include seven stages: a)
prewriting, b) planning, c) starting, d) composing, e) reformulation, f) stopping, and g)
contemplating the product. Writing is not linear, but recursive (Emig; Flower & Hayes, 1981),
meaning that writers “shuttle” (Perl, 1979, p. 330), or move back and forth between stages, as
they recognize the need to rework their written thoughts. Furthermore, writers spend differing
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amounts of time in each stage, depending on the challenge of their tasks, their ability levels, their
work habits, and even their personalities (Murray, 1976).
To motivate writers as they move through the writing process, teachers must place the
“opportunity for discovery” (Murray, 1976, p. 5) in their students’ hands as “you don’t learn a
process by talking about it, but by doing it” (p. 5). Pulitzer Prize winning author and teacher
educator Murray developed ten guidelines for teaching “process, not product” (p. 4). The focus
is on what students do, not what teachers do.
Students should develop their own writing—this is the “text” for class.
Students should discover their own subject in order to explore their own worlds.
Students should use their own language.
Students should be able to write as many drafts as they need to in order to discover
what they have to say.
5. Students should be encouraged to use any form of writing to relay their messages to
others. Learning the process will enable them to produce products about any subject
and communicate with any audience.
6. For students, mechanics should come last. Mechanics should come into play only
after students have discovered what they have to say.
7. Students should be given a time and place to work on the writing process, but also an
eventual end time or deadline.
8. Students’ papers should be examined by the students themselves to see what different
choices they might make. Students should not be graded on drafts, but on what they
produce at the end of the writing process.
9. Students are unique—they move through the writing process at different rates, finding
their own “truths.”
10. “There are no rules, no absolutes, just alternatives. What works one time may not
another. All writing is experimental” (p. 6).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Written language serves as a mode for learning (Britton, 1968; Emig, 1977). It is a
multiple-step, problem-solving, discovery process, whereby writers uncover their knowledge and
feelings about a topic as they work (Elbow, 1973). Before one can learn through the act of
writing, one must be taught how to write “with the aid of formal and systematic instruction”
(Emig, p. 122). Emig suggests several important features of this formal, systematic instruction.
She alludes to the importance of student engagement and topic self-selection in addition to
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noting the “self-rhythm” (p. 126) of writing. According to Emig, writing is “self-rhythmed”
because “one writes best as one learns best, at one’s own pace” (p. 126).
During the 1980s, some theorists and researchers vocally opposed using the process
approach to writing to teach students (Hairston, 1982). They endorsed the traditional approach
to teaching writing, which is based on the rhetorical model of discourse espoused by literature
scholars and which did not itself develop out of experimentation or research (Hairston). More
specifically, in the traditional approach described by Hairston, the emphasis is on the written
product. Proponents of this approach also believe that competent writers know what they’re
going to say before they begin to write; that the composing process is linear, and that it
“proceeds systematically from prewriting to writing to rewriting;” and that “teaching editing is
teaching writing” (p. 78).
To examine what works in writing instruction, Hillocks (1984) conducted a meta-analysis
of experimental studies investigating the natural process mode as compared to other approaches
of writing instruction. He found the natural process instructional mode to be “about 25% less
effective than the average experimental treatment” he investigated (p. 160). What is noteworthy
about these studies is that while the natural process mode displayed many of the constructs
considered to be part of the process approach today—writing for other students, peer
conferencing, and revising drafts after receiving feedback from teacher and students, it did not
include the teacher planning activities to specifically teach composing techniques. Even more
noteworthy were Hillocks findings that the presentational mode was the least effective mode
investigated at approximately “half as effective as the average experimental treatment” (p. 159).
This presentational mode is similar to what some might consider a traditional approach with
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students’ roles relegated to being passive absorbers of rules, recommendations, and exemplars of
good writing.
Additionally during the 1980s, several literacy experts conducted their own classroom
research on how children move through the writing process. For example, Graves (1983)
claimed that young students do indeed learn to write through an increasing consciousness of the
process adept adult writers use, which consists of planning or prewriting, drafting, revising,
editing or proofreading, and publishing their ideas. According to Graves, teacher instruction
should be embedded in the process approach.
Graves (1983) five-stage writing process differs somewhat from Emig’s (1971) earlier
seven-stage process. For example, while Graves considers planning and prewriting to be one
stage, Emig suggests that they are separate stages. Additionally, while Graves considers drafting
to be one stage, Emig suggests that there are two drafting stages—starting and composing.
Another difference between the theorists is that Graves renamed the reformulation stage as the
revising stage. Emig’s stopping and contemplating the product stages are similar to Graves’
publishing stage.
Taking Grave’s (1983) ideas one step further, Calkins (1983, 1986) redefined the writing
process for young learners by introducing the writing workshop framework for teaching writing.
In the writing workshop framework, teachers are encouraged to model a component of writing
via a mini-lesson, have students participate in a sustained guided writing period, and then share
and reflect on their writing. Student writing conferences are promoted as a way for teachers to
scaffold (Bruner, 1966; Calkins, Hartman, & White, 2005) student understanding to stretch their
writing proficiency while working within their own unique zone of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1978).
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The Being a Writer program uses the same cycle of prewriting, drafting, revising, editing,
and publishing to teach young writers as Graves (1983) recommends and Calkins (1983, 1986)
frames within a writing workshop format. This research, examines how using this type of
process approach to writing instruction may change teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing,
beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices over time. Literature
related to these topics is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

Problem Statement

Writing skills predict future academic success in both school and workplace settings
(Graham & Perin, 2007). However, “American students today are not meeting even basic
writing standards, and their teachers are often at a loss for how to help them” (p. 2).
Additionally, new Common Core State Standards have been adopted across the United States
that further increase the expectations for student writers and, thus, for those who teach writing.
Reducing teachers’ writing anxiety, in addition to promoting an expanded use of writing
in classrooms (Claypool, 1980), remains a challenge for school districts. It can be difficult to
encourage teachers, who felt they were poor student writers and who received sub-standard
training to teach writing, to both write and emphasize writing in their classrooms (NCW, 2006).
However, according to Graham, Harris, Fink, and MacArthur (2001), teachers who exhibit high
self-efficacy for teaching writing teach the process approach to writing, in addition to more
grammar, and spend more time on writing every week. Self-efficacy for teaching writing has
also been correlated with beliefs about teaching writing and student writing performance
(Graham et al.; Pajares, Johnson, & Usher, 2007).
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Therefore, since teachers’ sense of efficacy, beliefs, and use of instructional strategies
have been found to change as a result of being trained in a new curriculum (Haney, Wang, Keil,
& Zoffel, 2007), it is necessary to examine programs that can lead to such changes and,
subsequently, improve writing instruction and student performance in the classroom. Therefore,
this study investigates elementary teachers as they implemented the BaW program, which is
grounded in the research-based process approach to writing.

Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this mixed method study was to examine changes in elementary teachers’
self-efficacy for teaching writing, their beliefs about teaching writing, and their use of
instructional writing practices while implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks.
Three research questions guided this study.
1. Does elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing change while
implementing the BaW program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
2. Do elementary teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing change while
implementing the BaW program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
3. Do elementary teachers’ instructional writing practices change while
implementing the BaW program for 28 weeks? If so, how?

Significance of the Study

Examining a specific evidence-based writing program, such as Being a Writer, and its
impact on teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing helps fill a void in the research literature.
“There is little empirical evidence about how to cultivate stronger (teacher) self-efficacy beliefs
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for literacy instruction” (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011, p. 751). Further, Timperley and
Phillips (2003) contend that while many researchers have measured teacher self-efficacy and its
relationship to student achievement, few have focused on how teacher-self-efficacy for teaching
writing might be changed.
Providing teachers with a writing program, such as BaW, which supplies pre-developed
materials and lesson plans to teach the process approach to writing, may provide teachers and
district administrators with information regarding embedded professional development within
the context of teachers’ daily classroom teaching (NCW, 2006). Teachers may reflect on their
beliefs about teaching writing and even restructure them (McRobbie & Tobin, 1995). In
addition, changes may occur in educators’ use of specific evidence-based instructional writing
practices, such as having students confer with peers, having students choose their own topics for
writing, and teaching students how to plan and revise their writing.
The results of this study can also be used to inform school administrators and
professional development providers about writing programs they can purchase or training they
can develop that may improve educators’ self-efficacy for teaching writing while simultaneously
expanding their beliefs about teaching writing to include the use of evidence-based instructional
writing instruction. An added benefit may be that if teachers’ self-efficacy and use of evidencebased writing instruction increase, national student writing scores will rise above a basic level
and students will be prepared for their future college and work careers.

Methodology
A mixed method design was used in this study to examine teachers’ self-efficacy for
teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing strategies. Both
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quantitative and qualitative methodologies were used to “generate findings that have substance
and contribute to knowledge development” in the field of writing instruction (Corbin & Strauss,
2008, p. 85).
During the study, quantitative data were collected through surveys. Demographic
information was also collected. The Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing (Gibson & Dembo,
1984; Graham et al., 2001) was used to measure elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching
writing. The Writing Orientation Scale (Graham et al.) was used to measure teachers’ beliefs
about writing instruction, and the Teaching Writing Scale (Graham et al.) was used to measure
teachers’ use of various instructional writing strategies. Descriptive and inferential statistics for
the surveys’ results were compiled.
Qualitative data were collected through individual focal teacher interviews, teacher
classroom observations, teacher self-reports, and document examination. Transcripts for
recorded interviews were transcribed, as were field notes written during teacher observations.
Teacher self-reports were also coded and analyzed. The data was color-coded and organized
using Microsoft Word software in order to inductively analyze and sort the data into the general
categories of teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, their beliefs about teaching writing, and
teachers’ use of instructional writing practices (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). In addition, the
constant comparative technique was used to continually interconnect units of data (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967).
The findings of this study were validated through several means. The triangulation of
data, written memos, peer examinations, and member checks provided additional support for the
findings (Mertens, 2010). The methodology is discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.
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Delimitations

This study was delimited to first-, second-, and third-grade teachers who were
implementing the Being a Writer program for the first time. The study was also delimited to
running for 28 weeks, since literature (Spanjer & Layne, 2001; Tschannen-Moran & McMaster,
2009) suggests that literacy teachers’ changes in self-efficacy, beliefs, and practice can be
determined in as little as one month’s time.

Organization of the Study

This study is presented in six chapters. Chapter 1 presents a rationale for the study. In
addition, Chapter 1 provides the underlying conceptual framework, which focuses on the
constructs of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1986) and the process approach to writing (Calkins,
1983; Emig; 1971; Graves, 1983) and introduces the research questions. Chapter 2 contains a
review of literature central to the process approach to writing in the elementary grades and the
theoretical framework that supports the study. Chapter 3 details the methodology implemented,
while Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study. In Chapter 5, a cross-case analysis of the
findings is presented. Conclusions, limitations, recommendations for professional practice,
questions for future research, and final thoughts are enumerated in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this literature review, current research related to the theoretical framework constructs
of self-efficacy and the process approach to writing are discussed. More specifically, research
about teacher self-efficacy for teaching writing was investigated, along with research about
teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing. In addition, instructional writing practices associated
with the process approach to writing and the Being a Writer program were also examined.
Teachers’ Self-Efficacy
Over the years, teachers’ sense of self-efficacy, or how confident they feel that they can
accomplish a specific task, has been associated with both teachers’ behavior and motivation as
well as to important student outcomes (Tschannen-Moran, et al., 1998). Self-efficacy is viewed
as “a key variable in teachers’ ‘achievement,’” or their teaching success (Troia, Shankland, &
Wolbers, 2010, p. 71). Students benefit when working with teachers who have high-self-efficacy.
Self-efficacious teachers may spend more time teaching academics and helping students who
struggle, try more strategies, and also provide more feedback to their students (Gibson &
Dembo, 1984; Ross, 1994; Tschannen-Moran & Farlane, 2010). Teaching self-efficacy also
predicts a willingness to try new instructional strategies after in-service training (Guskey, 1982;
Tschannen-Moran, et al., 1998) and less willingness to refer students for special education
programs (Soodak & Podell, 1993). In addition, teacher self-efficacy is related to students’
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beliefs about their performance and their potential, exerting a stronger effect on low-achieving
students than high achieving students (Midgely, Feldlaufer, & Eccles, 1989). Moreover, teacher
self-efficacy has been correlated with student achievement (Armor et al., 1976; Ashton & Webb,
1986; Ross, 1992).
During an early examination of teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching, Rose and Medway
(1981a) developed a tool to measure elementary teachers’ “generalized expectations for internalexternal control over student success and failure in the classroom” (p. 185). Teachers who
display an internal locus of control perceive the cause of student performance to be related to
personal factors, such as the teachers’ effort or instructional ability (Rose & Medway, 1981b).
On the other hand, teachers who exhibit an external locus of control perceive the cause of student
performance to be related to environmental factors beyond the teacher’s control, such as various
situational influences or individual motivation or ability levels (Rose & Medway, 1981b). Using
another tool used to measure internal and external locus of control, the I-E (Rotter, 1966), Rose
and Medway (1981b) found that students with teachers who displayed an internal locus of
control achieved at higher levels in reading, language, and math than students with teachers who
displayed an external locus of control. Additionally, teachers with an internal locus of control
used more student-centered learning activities and maintained better control of the learning
environment. As a result, students spent more time appropriately engaged in specific learning
tasks (Rose & Medway, 1981b).
Researchers have also studied the differences in self-efficacy between novice and career
teachers who teach in elementary, middle, and high schools (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk
Hoy, 2007). Novice teachers were considered to be those with three or fewer years of teaching
experience, while career teachers had four or more years of experience. Tschannen-Moran and
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Woolfolk Hoy found that career teachers rated themselves significantly higher than novice
teachers on overall self-efficacy, in addition to the Instructional Strategies and Classroom
Management subscales. However, there was no significant difference between experienced and
novice teachers on the Student Engagement subscale.
School setting characteristics and teacher demographics were not related to either career
or novice teachers’ self-efficacy, although school level was correlated to career teachers’ selfefficacy (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007). Moreover, Tschannen-Moran and
Woolfolk Hoy suggest that the contextual variable of teaching resources was strongly associated
with novice teachers’ self-efficacy but not with career teacher’s self-efficacy. The mastery
learning influence, defined in this study as satisfaction with past professional performance,
proved to be moderately related to self-efficacy for both career and novice teachers, although
somewhat more strongly for novice teachers. Additionally, verbal persuasion influences, defined
in this study as the support of administrators, colleagues, community members, and parents were
more relevant to novice teachers than to experienced teachers. More specifically, the support of
colleagues and the community were significantly related to novice teachers’ self-efficacy, but
contributed little to career teachers’ self-efficacy. Neither career nor novice teachers’ selfefficacy beliefs were related to their administrators’ support.
In another study, Fives and Buehl (2010) examined the self-efficacy of pre-service
teachers, less-experienced teachers, and teachers with 10 or more years of experience at the
elementary, middle, and high school levels. They found that teachers with 10 or more years of
experience and elementary teachers reported significantly higher self-efficacy than did preservice, less experienced, and middle or high school teachers. More specifically, all practicing
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teachers, overall, were found to have the strongest self-efficacy related to classroom management
and the lowest self-efficacy associated with student engagement.

Self-Efficacy for Teaching the English Language Arts

There is a paucity of research on self-efficacy for teaching the English Language Arts
(ELA; Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011). The construct of teacher self-efficacy in teaching
ELA and its relationship to the locus of control was first explored by RAND corporation
researchers who examined minority students’ reading achievement gains in Los Angeles,
California (Armor et al., 1976; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998). In their study, RAND
researchers included two statements related to teachers’ “sense of efficacy” (Armor et al., p. 34)
for the participants to agree or disagree with based on a 5-point Likert scale. The first item
required teachers to rate their agreement/disagreement with the following statement: “When it
comes right down to it, a teacher can’t really do much—most of a student’s motivation and
performance depends on his or her home environment” (Armor et al., p. 34). This item was later
designated general teaching efficacy (GTE; Ashton, Olejnik, Crocker, & McAuliffe, 1982) and
reflects teacher beliefs that student achievement is related to external factors (Tschannen-Moran
et al.). The second item asked teachers to respond to the following statement: “If I try really
hard, I can get through to even the most difficult or unmotivated students” (Armor et al., p. 34).
This item was designated personal teaching efficacy (PTE; Tschannen-Moran et al.) and reflects
beliefs about teachers’ general effects on student learning. These two items were combined to
designate teacher efficacy, (TE; Tschannen-Moran et al.) or “the extent to which the teacher
believes he or she has the capacity to produce an effect on the learning of students” (Armor et al.,
p. 34)
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Results from the Armor et al. (1976) study are noteworthy. Findings indicated no
significant relationships between teachers’ background attributes, such as years of experience,
ethnicity, college major, university attended, or even the amount of college instruction in reading
and their teaching efficacy. However, there was a strong, positive, and significant correlation
between teachers’ efficacy and their students’ reading achievement: the more self-efficacious
the teachers felt; the more progress their students made in reading. These findings are strong
indicators of the powerful influence of teachers’ sense of efficacy on reading achievement, and
may be true in other curricular areas such as writing, as well.
Little research about self-efficacy for teaching the ELA has been published since the
1976 Rand study (Armor et al., 1976; Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011). However, the four
influences of self-efficacy (i.e., mastery learning, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and
physiological states) do shape teaching and learning in English Language Arts classrooms
(Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane, 2010). Tschannen-Moran and MacFarlane propose several
ways to strengthen these four influences of self-efficacy for English Language Arts’ teachers.
Mastery experiences exert the strongest influence on self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986).
Tschannen-Moran and MacFarlane (2010) suggest that ELA teachers’ self-efficacy can be
strengthened when their students’ performances improve due to their teaching of literacy.
Consequently, teachers will continue to persist and expend effort to see continued student
improvement, leading to a self-fulfilling prophecy effect or a self-reinforcing cycle of success
(Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane). The converse can also be true if students’ ELA performance
does not improve.
Vicarious experiences can also influence teachers’ ELA teachers’ self-efficacy. For
example, when teachers begin their teaching careers, they have already experienced many years
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of their own schooling in addition to observing professors and in-service teachers during clinical
and student teaching assignments. In addition, practicing teachers may have participated in
many professional development workshops (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane, 2010). As a
result of these past and vast vicarious experiences (Bandura, 1986), teachers have seen many
models related to teaching writing. English Language Arts teachers, who view a professor or a
literacy coach model a strategy successfully, may feel they also can teach the same strategy
successfully (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane). The reverse may hold true if the teachers see
poorly taught lessons where students fail to do well; they will feel they may not be able to teach
a lesson successfully (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane).
Professors, other teachers, and literacy coaches can contribute to ELA teachers’ selfefficacy via social persuasion (Bandura, 1986). English Language Arts teachers need to hear
positive feedback from these significant others for their self-efficacy to increase. Alternatively,
their self-efficacy for teaching literacy will decrease if they are subject to too much criticism
(Bandura; Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane, 2010). The social persuasion influence is also
endemic to department meetings, grade-level meetings, workshops, and even informal lunchtime
conversations in the teachers’ lounge (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane).
In fact, the type of social persuasion influences that occur during discussions at these
gatherings can result in a collective teacher efficacy effect (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane,
2010). Collective teacher efficacy (CTE) has been defined as “the collective perception that
teachers in a given school make an educational difference to their students over and above the
educational impact of their homes and communities” (Tschannen-Moran & Barr, 2004, p. 189).
Tschannen-Moran and Barr found a significant relationship between teachers’ CTE and eighth-
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grade writing scores; thus, CTE may impact student achievement in addition to impacting
teachers’ self-efficacy individually.
Furthermore, CTE appeared to influence teacher behavior by changing the shared
efficacy beliefs held by the participating teachers (Tschannen-Moran & Barr, 2004). For
example, if a team or other group of teachers implements a proven instructional practice, they
may experience the mastery learning influence (Bandura, 1997) as students’ performances
improve (Tschannen-Moran & Barr). In addition, when teachers visit a different school with
high student achievement, they may have the opportunity to learn through vicarious experiences
(Bandura) by sharing ideas, strategies, and student work samples. When teachers and principals
network, verbal or social persuasion (Bandura) influences play a role when they interact over
beliefs that student achievement can be increased through the use of specific instructional
strategies (Tschannen-Moran & Barr).
In a study more specifically examining the relationship between professional
development formats and teachers’ self-efficacy for literacy teaching, Tschannen-Moran and
McMaster (2009) examined 93 elementary teachers’ self-reports of their implementation of a
new teaching reading strategy. Four different professional development formats based on three
of Bandura’s (1997) influences of self-efficacy were developed to train teachers on using the
Tucker Signing Strategies for Reading (Tucker, 2001). All four formats had a first component
whereby new information about the strategy was presented to teachers. This represented the
verbal persuasion influence. The vicarious experience influence was represented through
modeling of the strategy with students during the second format. The third professional
development format added a mastery experience influence component by having teachers work
in groups to plan lessons and practice implementation of the new strategy. The final training
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format included all of the above. In addition, teachers participating in this final format received
follow-up coaching during the weeks after the initial workshops.
Findings from Tschannen-Moran and McMaster (2009) indicated that all four formats
were associated with modest gains in teacher self-efficacy for teaching, with only the first format
related to teacher self-efficacy for reading instruction. Many of the teachers in this study
exhibited a decrease in self-efficacy for reading instruction. The researchers contend that this
“implementation dip” (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane, 2010, p. 243) is similar to that found in
other studies where self-efficacy decreased in the initial stages of new skill implementation
(Guskey, 1984; Ross, 1994; Stein & Wang, 1988). Tschannen-Moran and McMaster contend
that becoming aware of a new reading strategy to help struggling readers may have caused the
teachers to reassess their definition of good teaching and their own self-efficacy. Additionally,
without coaches to assist with subsequent implementation of their new skills, teachers were left
feeling more inadequate than they had prior to implementation.
An additional finding of Tschannen-Moran and McMaster (2009) was that none of the
professional development formats were associated with increases in implementation of the new
teaching reading strategy. The researchers suggest that although the teachers who participated in
the professional development provided may have developed a somewhat stronger sense of their
capabilities as teachers, this realization did not translate to an ability or willingness to implement
the new instructional strategy.
Using a sample group of 648 teachers from 10 elementary and six middle schools in
Virginia, Kansas, and Arkansas, Tschannen-Moran and Johnson (2011) investigated the
relationship between teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching literacy and several well-known
antecedents of teachers’ self-efficacy previously proposed by Bandura (1977, 1997) and
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Tschannen-Moran et al. (1998). These included an analysis of teaching tasks and contexts, more
general teaching self-efficacy, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and demographics. The
researchers used the Teacher Sense of Efficacy for Literacy Instruction Scale (TSELI;
Tschannen-Moran & Johnson) to measure these constructs as they related to teaching spelling,
grammar, reading, writing, and integration of language arts components in the classroom.
In this study, demographics was a weak predictor of teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching
literacy, with no significant findings found for either race or number of years of teaching
(Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011). Gender accounted for only a tiny proportion of variance.
The findings also indicated that teachers who begin their careers with high levels of self-efficacy
tend to persist in their feelings over time; similarly, teachers who begin their careers with lower
levels of self-efficacy also seem to persist in these feelings (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson).
Verbal persuasion and vicarious experience variables were examined in relationship to
teachers’ highest level of attained education, ratings on the quality of teachers’ university classes
to prepare them to teach literacy, and quality of professional development related to literacy
instruction (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011). During both pre-service and in-service
training opportunities, teachers’ capabilities related to teaching literacy are reinforced (verbal
persuasion), and teachers may even get to watch other teachers model or actually teach various
instructional strategies (vicarious experiences) (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson). Teachers’
preparation to teach literacy and subsequent professional development in literacy was
significantly associated with their self-efficacy for teaching literacy. Thus, Tschannen-Moran
and Johnson suggest that participating in book clubs, teacher as reader groups, or children’s
literature classes may be one way to foster teachers’ engagement in literacy instruction and selfefficacy for teaching literacy. Furthermore, Tschannen-Moran and Johnson propose that
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research examining additional factors related to building the initial self-efficacy beliefs of
teachers in training is warranted to set the stage for how educators’ careers proceed (TschannenMoran & Johnson).
Another finding suggested by Tschannen-Moran and Johnson (2011) was that general
self-efficacy for teaching was moderately correlated to self-efficacy for literacy teaching.
Teachers with well-developed self-efficacy related to their classroom management, general
instructional strategies, and student engagement felt more confident about their ability to teach
literacy. In addition, one contextual teacher variable, school level, played a role in teacher selfefficacy. Elementary teachers exhibited higher levels of self-efficacy for teaching literacy than
middle school teachers. However, another contextual factor, the proportion of low-income
students who attended their schools, did not independently predict teachers’ literacy teaching
self-efficacy (Tschannen-Moran & Johnson).

Self-Efficacy for Teaching Writing

According to Limbrick et al. (2005; 2010), teachers display low self-confidence for
teaching writing in addition to possessing a paucity of pedagogical content knowledge about
writing instruction, so writing instruction can be challenging for teachers. Teachers themselves
may not have internalized the meta-language necessary for teaching writing and, therefore, find
it difficult to articulate what knowledge they do possess regarding the purposes, forms, and
process of writing to their students.
Furthermore, self-efficacy for teaching writing has been found to affect both teacher
practice and, in turn, student achievement (Tschannen-Moran & MacFarlane, 2010). Some
researchers have studied teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching English language arts and literacy;
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however, few researchers have specifically investigated teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching
writing (Graham et al., 2001). More specifically, self-efficacy for teaching writing has mostly
been investigated via adaptations of teaching self-efficacy measures or measures to examine
literacy in general (Graham et al.).
For example, Graham et al. (2001) modified the 30-item Teacher Efficacy Scale (Gibson
& Dembo, 1984) to develop the Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing. They shortened the scale to
16 items and reworded the items so they were relevant to elementary school writing instruction.
During the validation study for the TESW, Graham et al. found their results mirrored the original
findings of the Gibson and Dembo tool. Both tools yielded two factors related to teacher selfefficacy. One factor was called general teaching efficacy, and it reflected self-efficacy for
teaching writing related to overcoming “external factors, such as an unsupportive home
environment, that might limit children’s progress in writing” (Graham et al., p. 196). Another
factor was called personal teaching efficacy, and it assessed self-efficacy related to teachers’
confidence to teach writing and advance change in their students’ writing skills. Overall,
elementary teachers were moderately confident about their abilities to teach writing and promote
change in their students.
Additionally, in the TESW (Graham et al., 2001) validation study, teachers who had
either high general or personal self-efficacy for teaching writing, when compared to teachers
with low self-efficacy for teaching writing, reported their students actually spent more time
writing in the classroom (Graham et al.). Additionally, teachers with high personal self-efficacy
for teaching writing spent more time teaching components of the writing process, such as
organizing text, along with using planning strategies and revision techniques in addition to
teaching grammar and usage skills. Since the results from Graham et al.’s study were based on
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teachers’ self-reports of their classroom practices, Graham et al. recommended further research
in which teachers are observed in classrooms to verify such reports. However, Graham et al.
contend their results are similar to others in which teacher efficacy across various subject areas,
including reading and literacy as a whole, have predicted actual observed teacher behavior.
The effects of various sub-components of the construct of writing self-efficacy have been
investigated. Claypool (1980) studied 192 high school language arts, social studies, math, and
science teachers’ apprehension about teaching writing. Apprehension, or anxiety, is one of the
physiological states that plays a role in peoples’ perception of their self-efficacy (Bandura,
1977). Claypool found that teachers across these content areas who were considered highly
apprehensive about teaching writing assigned fewer writing assignments than teachers who were
less apprehensive.
Two kindergarten teachers and two first-grade teachers participated in a study to
investigate the differences and similarities in their writing instruction along with the
sociocultural and experiential factors that influenced their self-efficacy in writing (Noll, 2010).
Two of the chosen participants self-reported high self-efficacy in writing, while the other two
reported low self-efficacy in writing. Noll reported that early writing experiences at home and at
school affected the participants’ self-efficacy in writing, as did interactions with other teachers
after they began their careers. Teachers who displayed high self-efficacy in writing used a more
process-oriented, student-centered, and systematic approach in their classrooms than did the
teachers with low self-efficacy in writing. Therefore, Noll suggests that positive early writing
experiences and collegial interactions about writing may result in teachers developing high-selfefficacy for teaching writing.
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Twenty-one teachers who taught kindergarten through fourth-grade students participated
in ten weeks of professional development workshops targeting teachers’ refinement of their
existing process approach to teach writing (Bifuh-Ambe, 2013). Facets of the writing process,
record-keeping, conferencing, evaluating students’ writing, and scaffolding the writing
development of struggling writers and English Language Learners (ELLs) were all discussed and
demonstrated over the course of the ten weeks.
To examine changes in teachers’ perceptions during this study, the teachers were asked to
complete pre- and post-workshop surveys. The survey focused on the participants’ feelings of
competency as writers and writing teachers, their attitudes toward writing instruction, and their
views of their students’ writing attitudes and abilities (Bifuh-Ambe, 2013). Workshop
facilitators also conducted one observation each in both a third- and a fourth-grade classroom
eight weeks into the training to examine the extent to which teachers were implementing the
targeted workshop topics. Bifuh-Ambe reported that after ten weeks of professional
development, many participants still did not feel they were competently able to motivate their
students to want to write or to adequately help their students generate their own ideas and revise
and edit their own papers. The teachers also felt challenged by finding enough time to teach
writing.
Pre-service teachers’ attitudes and self-confidence about writing and learning to teach
writing were investigated by Street (2003), who suggests that “self-confidence is crucial in order
for growth in both (teacher) writing and teaching to occur” (p. 35). Out of five English/language
arts teacher candidates, one, Tracy, self-reported feeling “poor” self-confidence (p. 38) regarding
writing. This poor self-confidence was reflected in Tracy’s writing instruction through
comments to students such as “let’s get this done” and comments to the researcher such as “I
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don’t feel prepared to teach writing because I am unsure about how to positively criticize papers
that have numerous mistakes in them” (p. 38). Tracy also reported that she “doubted that writing
could be taught” (pp. 38-39).
Two of the candidates in Street’s (2003) study felt their self-confidence regarding writing
was “developing” (p. 39). One of these two pre-service teachers, Lisa, reflected in a journal
entry written near the end of her student teaching experience that “in order to be a confident,
successful writing teacher, one must feel confident of their own writing and ideally enjoy
writing” (p. 40). As she began teaching sixth-grade students, Lisa reported that she felt it would
be difficult to actually implement the workshop approach she had been taught in her methods
course. Street also noted that Lisa felt students’ failures and successes to be a reflection of her
own teaching.
The final two teacher candidates who participated in Street’s (2003) study reported
feeling a high level of confidence about writing. According to an observation Street conducted
during his study, one of these confident writers, Monica, saw herself as a writer and
enthusiastically shared her own work with her students as she engaged them in a writing lesson.
She also felt comfortable modeling her own writing for the benefit of her students. Street
concluded that his study suggests a relationship between these pre-service teachers’ beliefs,
attitudes, and experiences, and their teaching practice.
It is challenging to teach writing to large numbers of students with diverse needs in
today’s classrooms. “Effective action depends, in part, on one’s perceived self-efficacy that the
knowledge and skills needed to perform the task can be mobilized successfully under varied and
unpredictable circumstances” (Tschannen & Johnson, 2011, p. 752). By investigating
instructional writing programs, such as the BaW program, professional development providers
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and school district personnel can find effective ways to provide materials and training that will
increase teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing in their classrooms. Subsequently, as
teachers feel more self-efficacious about teaching writing, students’ positive feelings about their
own writing may increase along with their writing achievement.
Teachers’ Beliefs about Teaching Writing
Teachers’ educational beliefs serve as “filter(s) for teachers’ instructional and curricular
decisions and actions” on a daily basis in the classroom (Levin & Nevo, 2009, p. 442) and beliefs
may even more strongly predict behavior than knowledge alone (Nespor, 1987). Many
definitions of teachers’ beliefs have been suggested, but for purposes of this discussion, the term
beliefs refers to teachers’ views or theories about teaching writing.
Researchers disagree about the extent to which teachers’ beliefs are subject to change.
Nespor (1987) and Pajares (1992) suggest that teachers’ belief systems are formed early and tend
to remain stable over “reason, time, schooling, or experience” (Pajares, p. 324). Even when faced
with evidence to the contrary, individuals may continue to believe in incomplete or incorrect
knowledge (Nespor; Pajares). In opposition, others contend that teachers’ belief systems can be
challenged when they are faced with incorporating new or different instructional practices,
especially if those practices are vastly different from their own (Levin & Nevo, 2009; McRobbie
& Tobin, 1995). Although it can take time and professional support, teachers may reflect upon
their beliefs and even restructure them (McRobbie & Tobin).
Teachers’ beliefs and practices vary both within and across grade levels (Vartuli, 1999).
Additionally, teacher beliefs that are “based on lack of experience or an insufficient knowledge
base may prove to be ineffective in having a positive impact on children” (p. 492). Thus, to
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investigate relationships between teachers’ beliefs and their pedagogy, Vartuli suggests
administering surveys in conjunction with conducting classroom observations to provide support
for teachers’ self-reports regarding their beliefs and pedagogy.
The “Great Debate” – Progressive versus Traditional Beliefs

Teacher beliefs toward education in general inform this literature review. Sontag (1967)
administered Kerlinger’s Educational Attitudes Instrument (ES-VII; Kerlinger & Pedhazur,
1967) survey, along with an 80-item Q-sort that measured elementary and secondary teachers’
perceptions of desirable teacher behaviors to 80 elementary and secondary teachers. He found
that 32 teachers displayed a progressive attitude, 32 displayed a traditionalist attitude, and 16
displayed an intermediate attitude toward education. “Provides individualized material for pupils
as required” and “shows sincere concern when confronted with personal problems of students”
were the behaviors rated the highest by progressive teachers (Sontag, 1967, p. 2). Twice as
many traditional teachers rated structure and subject matter more heavily than the progressive
teachers. For example, the behaviors chosen as most important to traditional teachers were
“presents well planned lessons” and “is consistent in administering discipline” (p. 2).

Beliefs about Teaching Writing
Similar to the debate regarding beliefs about education in general, early 20th Century
researchers and educators alike have disagreed about the best way to teach writing (Graham,
Harris, MacArthur, & Fink, 2002). Most of the debate over the years has revolved around using
either a traditional approach to teaching writing versus a more progressive approach to teach
writing (Graham et al.). Teachers who believe in using traditional instruction endorse a systemic
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teaching of requisite writing skills, along with a focus on correctness (Graham et al.).
Alternatively, teachers who believe in a progressive approach believe in more informal and
implicit teaching methods (Graham et al.). In the primary grades, the traditional approach might
also be called skills-based instruction, while the progressive approach might be called the natural
learning approach (Graham et al.). Additionally, even though teachers might share general
beliefs about writing instruction, they may “nuance” (p. 21) similar approaches to fit their own
and their students’ unique needs (Wiebe Berry, 2006).
The traditional and skills-based approaches to teaching writing expanded further into
beliefs about additional versions or modes of writing instruction (Hillocks, 1984). Hillocks
(1981) conducted a meta-analysis of 60 studies about the teaching of writing and developed a
four-prong model based on the results of this meta-analysis and on his earlier research in college
freshmen composition classes. The four modes of writing espoused by Hillocks include a) the
presentational mode, b) the natural process mode, c) the environmental mode, and d) the
individualized mode.
The presentational mode was defined by Hillocks (1981) as consisting of clear rhetorical
objectives, lecture and teacher-led discussions, the study of models and materials, specific
exercises or assignments, and teacher feedback. The characteristics of the natural process mode
include general objectives, free writing to explore a topic, writing for an audience of peers,
positive feedback from peers, revision opportunities, and a high level of peer interaction. In the
environmental mode, the focus is on high levels of student involvement during clear and
structured, teacher-designed, problem-solving writing tasks (Hillocks, 1984). Hillocks (1984)
also suggested that the environmental mode is the most effective approach to teaching writing.
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Finally, in the individualized mode, students receive instruction via writing program materials, or
tutorials, or a combination of both based on each student’s unique needs.
In 1988, a synthesis of research on teaching writing was published by the Northwest
Regional Educational Lab (NWEL). This report suggested there were two beliefs or orientations
toward teaching writing. One belief system was the product-oriented approach to teaching
writing, which aligns with the traditional view, and the other was the process-oriented approach
to teaching writing, which aligns with a more progressive view of writing instruction. In the
product-oriented writing class, the student “tries to get it right the first time, because the paper
turned in will be the only version” (Cotton, 1988, p. 4). Marking all the mechanical errors with
red ink and writing notes in the margins regarding the “clarity and logic” of the essay were
hallmarks of this approach (p. 4). Additionally, the students did not revise their writing so,
teacher comments were mostly ignored.
According to Cotton (1988), the second belief system, the process-oriented approach to
teaching writing, emerged from classroom research conducted over the previous 15-year period.
This approach was described as a “complex, recursive, dynamic, nonlinear process,” which was
more aligned with “the true nature of the act of writing” (p. 4). A number of discrete stages
made up the process-oriented approach: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publication.
The next section will review the relevant literature on teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing
over the years from the perspectives of practicing teachers, from high school through elementary
school, in addition to teacher candidates.
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High School Teachers’ Beliefs about Teaching Writing
Several studies investigating high school teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing have
been conducted over the years. Sentence completion tasks were used to examine British
secondary teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing. Barnes and Shemilt (1974) found a
significant factor they named “Transmission-Interpretation” (p. 213). Teachers with a
Transmission viewpoint, which aligns more with traditional beliefs about teaching writing,
believe writing is a way to measure students’ writing performance against the teachers’
expectations and criteria. No particular audience is taken into consideration when writing. In
this approach, teachers decide on the writing tasks to be assigned, assess the students’ errors, and
then grade the tasks according to how successful students are in meeting the teachers’
expectations. Conversely, teachers with an interpretive viewpoint, which aligns more with
progressive beliefs about teaching writing, believe writing is an outlet for students to use for their
own individual purposes to better understand and interact with their world. Students’ writing is
focused toward particular audiences, and lessons revolve around student needs rather than
teacher needs (Barnes & Shemilt).
Free sorts have also been used to assess high school teachers’ beliefs about writing.
Diamond (1983) studied 93 Australian teachers of year ten English. The teachers were separated
into eight groups who worked together to sort 80 preprinted cards on which statements that
represented behaviors related to teaching writing were written. They were directed to sort the
statements however they thought was appropriate and to name their categories as they proceeded.
Two of the original groups were combined, which resulted in seven remaining groups. Teachers’
responses were then analyzed and grouped according to whether they projected a traditional, a
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progressive, or a mixed belief system. Three of the teacher groups projected a traditional belief
system, three groups projected a progressive belief system, and one group projected a mixed
belief system. Diamond suggests that “six of the teacher groups seem to have suppressed the
progressive possibilities in teaching writing” “by simply rejecting certain portions of the stuff of
pedagogy” (p. 27). He further posited that lacking clear guidelines for writing instruction,
teachers may fall back on using traditional teaching strategies (Diamond, 1982, 1983), which are
much more uniform and easier to assess than progressive methods (Kremer, 1978).

Beliefs about Teaching Writing across the Grade Levels
“The relationship between attitudes toward language and attitudes toward composing
appears to be a close one since both depend on whether the teacher perceives the appropriateness
of written and oral discourse as determined by a set of prescriptive rules or be the context within
which the discourse appears” (Spanjer & Layne, 2001, p. 60). While Spanjer and Layne discuss
attitudes, rather than beliefs, per say, along with orientations, their findings appear relevant to
this study. They examined 38 elementary/middle school teachers and 41secondary/
postsecondary teachers’ attitudes toward composing both before and after the teacher
participants attended one writing workshop out of three presented over the course of three
consecutive summers. Using Language Inquiry, which assesses attitudes toward standards in
using American English (Frogner, 1969), Spanjer and Layne administered the pre-test
approximately one month before the teachers’ attended one of the workshops. A post-test was
administered to the participants on the last day of the workshop. Practicing linguists’ ratings on
this Likert-type scale were used as a comparison standard against which the participants’
responses were measured. After the workshops, the teachers’ attitudes toward language were
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more similar to those of the linguists, who more closely identified with the process approach to
writing, than before the workshops, even though they were not specifically trained in language
(Spanjer & Layne, 2001).
Teachers’ Concepts about Writing (Lipa & Harlin, 1993), a 19-item interview instrument,
was administered to 66 teachers of kindergarten through seventh-grade. This instrument had
teachers respond to statements related to their beliefs and understandings of process writing, their
instructional decisions for teaching writing, and the training and support available in their school
district. While not reporting separate findings by grade level, the researchers drew several
conclusions across this range of teachers. Although most of the teachers had received instruction
in process writing and used instructional strategies related to this approach, they appeared to
label the stages of the process approach as being fixed and linear, or used in a structured skill
sequence (Lipa & Harlin), rather than recursive (Emig, 1971; Flower & Hayes, 1981) or repeated
over and over again in random order as the need arises.
Middle school language arts teacher candidates’ beliefs about how to respond to students’
poems were examined by Pajares and Bengston’s (1995). Pre-service teachers believed they
should always respond to students’ poem writing with positive feedback and praise, regardless of
the poems’ quality, to provide encouragement for the students’ future writing attempts. In
addition, teacher candidates also believed that evaluative questions should be redirected back to
the students. Pajares and Bengston suggest that neglecting the opportunity to instruct students in
areas they need to improve in rather than disingenuously praising them is cause for concern.
In addition to investigating middle school language arts teacher candidates, Pajares and
Graham (1997) also examined in-service language arts teachers and found results similar to
Pajares and Bengston’s (1995). In-service teachers emphasized promoting a caring environment
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over discussing the true quality of students’ poems with them. However, the eighth-grade
students, who also participated in this study, asked that their teachers be honest with them and
provide them with writing instruction. The eighth graders interpreted caring responses as a
component of academic assistance. They also responded that they could see through their
teachers’ disingenuousness and asked that teachers be honest with them about the quality of their
work. The students did not consider their teachers being caring and assisting them as mutually
exclusive (Pajares & Graham).

Elementary Teachers’ Beliefs about Teaching Writing

The beliefs of elementary teachers of literacy have also been examined. Although
elementary teachers may align themselves with a particular belief orientation, they may combine
components of more than one orientation within their actual writing instruction, and thus, may
teach writing somewhere along a continuum of belief orientations. In addition to the traditional
and process approach belief orientations (Stahl, Pagnucco, & Suttles, 1996), researchers also
suggest elementary teachers may use a constructivist approach or an eclectic approach to
teaching writing (Lenski, Wham, & Griffey, 1997). Poulson, Avramidis, Fox, Medwell, and
Wray (2001) found that teachers taught writing using a presentation belief orientation and a
forms belief orientation. Additionally, the Correct Writing, Explicit Teaching, and Natural
Learning orientations toward teaching writing were suggested by Graham et al. (2001). Other
orientations suggested by scholars include the environment approach (Hillocks, 1984), the
informal or open approach (Rasinski & Deford, 1987), and the whole language and skill-oriented
approaches (Mangano & Allen, 1986).
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A Continuum of Belief Orientations

The traditional and process belief orientations were examined and compared by Stahl,
Pagnucco, and Suttles (1996) when they studied first-grade teachers’ writing instruction at two
schools whose literacy belief orientations differed. One school promoted a traditional belief
system, while the other operated under a process approach belief system. Each individual
teacher adopted her own stance within these two belief systems. More specifically, the three
teachers who taught at the traditional school had students write in journals, which were used
more as a classroom management tool than for writing instruction. One of the three teachers
allowed students to write on any topic, a second teacher assigned story starters, and the third
teacher had students write at the end of morning work before free time. Many students in the
third teacher’s classroom did not even get to journal writing if they had not finished their other
work in the allotted time or they chose to skip it and go straight to free time (Stahl et al.).
“Journal writing was also used as a ‘filler’ to keep students occupied during spaces in the day’s
program” in all three classes (p. 135). All three teachers in the process classes used writing
workshop daily and journal writing was part of the language arts block. Two of the teachers who
used a writing workshop format started with a mini-lesson activity and sent the children back to
their seats to write on a self-chosen topic. The third teacher using the process approach gave
students words of the day to use in their story. On some days in each of the three classrooms,
there was no teacher-directed instruction (Stahl et al.). All classes participated in an Author’s
Chair (Graves & Hansen, 1986) segment at the end of writing workshop time to read their work
to others.
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This study’s findings suggest that children’s writing achievement is influenced by their
reading achievement (Stahl et al., 1996). Moreover, after accounting for this relationship,
differences in the two schools’ literacy orientations were non-significant. However, Stahl et al
contend that the “adaptation of a particular stance toward reading, may not make as much
difference in children’s [reading, and thus, in turn, writing] achievement as the implementation
of the stance in the classroom” (p. 131).
The traditional, eclectic, and constructivist orientations toward teaching writing were
suggested by Lenski et al. (1997). They administered The Literacy Orientation Survey (LOS;
Lenski et al., 1997) to assess literacy beliefs and practices in 42 elementary constructivist
classrooms. However, based on classroom observations and interviews, in addition to the LOS,
the researchers found that the teachers in this validation study appeared to follow three belief
orientations while teaching both reading and writing (Lenski et al.). In the traditional approach
to writing, as defined by Lenski et al., writing is a process separate from reading and is made up
of discrete parts that must be mastered. Teachers in a constructivist classroom, again as defined
by Lenski et al., believe that students should write daily in writer’s workshop (Calkins, 1983,
1986), moving through the writing process and choosing their own topics. Invented spelling is
accepted and encouraged. Teachers with eclectic beliefs combine traditional and constructivist
beliefs in their writing instruction (Lenski et al.). For example, although writing activities may
be assigned frequently, the topics students write about are usually assigned through story starters.
Also, during writer’s workshop (Calkins), students work independently rather than with others.
Out of the 42 elementary classrooms, six classrooms were deemed traditional, 17 were deemed
eclectic, and 19 were deemed constructivist (Lenski et al.).
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Prior to conducting their study, Poulson et al. (2001) developed a set of three pairs of
statements that reflected three belief orientations toward the teaching of writing. The first belief
orientation is called the presentation orientation. The two statements representing this
orientation are “It is important to correct children’s spellings as they write” and “Fluent, accurate
handwriting is a very high priority in early writing teaching” (p. 280). The second belief
orientation is called the process orientation. One statement that represents this orientation is “If
children have spelt a word wrongly, but their attempt is clearly logically based, it should usually
be left uncorrected” (p. 280). The other statement representing the process orientation is “In the
early stages, getting children to be confident in writing is a higher priority than making sure they
are accurate” (p. 280). The third belief orientation for teaching writing is called the forms
orientation. Two statements represent this orientation. They are “most children’s writing should
be for audiences other than the teacher.” and “young writers should choose their own reasons for
writing” (p. 280).
During their study, Poulson et al. (2001) compared the instructional writing beliefs of 225
British elementary teachers’ identified as successful in teaching literacy and a control group of
71 mathematics coordinators from similar elementary schools using these three sets of belief
orientation descriptors. The effective literacy teachers’ group and the mathematics coordinators
control group both agreed with the forms and process belief orientations discussed above.
However, although the effective literacy teachers’ group agreed with the presentation orientation,
the control group comprised of mathematics coordinators was neutral toward this orientation.
During this same study, Poulson et al. (2001) also asked teachers to rate the usefulness of
several activities to teach writing that were representative of the three belief orientations. They
found a higher degree of consistency between the effective literacy teachers’ belief orientations
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and choice of teaching activities than was apparent in the control group. Overall, the effective
literacy teachers appeared to emphasize a constructivist approach, choosing strategies indicative
of the process approach to writing, developing students’ understanding of a range of text
structures and forms, and writing for a variety of authentic purposes. Conversely, the effective
literacy teachers disagreed with strategies that focused on the presentation of writing and
accuracy at the expense of meaning (Poulson et al.). Poulson et al. caution that teachers are not
exclusively positioned within one belief orientation but fall somewhere along a continuum of
beliefs about teaching writing (see also Wiebe Berry, 2006).
Correct Writing, Explicit Instruction, and Natural Learning are the three belief systems of
teaching writing measured by Graham et al. (2001) in their study of 153 first- through thirdgrade teachers across the United States. The Correct Writing orientation focuses on having
children copy good models of writing, use correct spelling, produce a good piece of writing in
one draft, label words by grammatical function, and use Standard English discourse in their
writing. The Explicit Instruction orientation focuses on having students practice handwriting
skills and study words to spelling mastery along with teachers providing formal writing
instruction to adequately develop students’ writing skills. Teaching planning and revising
strategies is also advocated in the Explicit Instruction approach. The third orientation, Natural
Learning, entails teaching grammar when a specific need arises in a students’ writing, having
students practice writing and respond to reading, learning the conventions of adult writing over
time, having students meet frequently with their peers to discuss and critique their writing, and
endorsing the composing process over a written product (Graham et al.). Statistically significant
results of this study suggest that teachers’ beliefs about writing instruction predicted teacher selfefficacy, after controlling for characteristics of schools, teachers, and students. Teachers who
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rated Natural Learning instructional strategies more positively than those involved in Correct or
Explicit Writing were more likely to be confident about their own personal abilities to teach
writing (Graham et al.).
Co-teacher teams used a process approach to writing as Wiebe Berry (2006) conducted
teacher interviews and follow-up classroom observations to gather data on the underlying beliefs
that informed teachers’ writing instruction in two elementary inclusion classrooms. Wiebe Berry
found that that both teaching teams used instructional practices that were representative of
Hillocks’s (1984) “environmental approach” (p. 160). The environmental approach falls
somewhere between the skills-dominated approach and the natural learning approach. In the
“environmental approach” (p. 160), the focus is on high levels of student involvement during
clear and structured, teacher-designed, problem-solving writing tasks. Both teaching teams in
this study set up specific writing problems and objectives for students (Wiebe Berry). Teachers
used materials designed to illustrate concepts they wanted the students to learn and had students
apply the concepts to their own writing.
However, Wiebe Berry (2006) cautions that although both teaching teams adhered to the
“environmental approach” as identified by Hillocks (1984, p. 160), each teacher’s specific daily
writing curriculum and instruction varied. For example, one teaching team viewed its role as
more directive, with students expected to follow directions. Their curriculum and instruction
was structured, sequenced, and explicit. The other teaching team saw its role as more like that of
a coach who facilitates students’ engagement as community or team members. Thus, the
curriculum and instruction were more activity-based, natural, and explicit.
The underlying classroom teaching practices inherent in a traditional belief orientation
compared to an informal or open writing orientation were examined by Rasinski and DeFord
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(1987). They studied 96 students in two third- and two fourth-grade middle to upper-middle
class classrooms in a Midwestern city. One curriculum used at this school embodied a
traditional (Rasinski & DeFord) belief orientation toward writing instruction with reading and
writing focusing on separate and sequentially taught skills, with a basal reader as the basic
element of the reading program. Writing was assigned during regulated periods, and the topics,
genres, and skills of the day were decided by the teacher (Rasinski & Deford).
The other curriculum used a more informal or open (Rasinski & DeFord, 1987) belief
system toward writing instruction, using thematic units, supplemented with trade books as the
basis of the program. Themes, genres, purposes, audiences, models, length, and time for writing
were chosen collaboratively by both the teacher and students, either individually or within
groups.
Eighty-eight percent of the students in the informal classroom agreed with the statement
“I Like to Write,” while 71% of those in the traditional classroom agreed with this statement.
Thus, more students in the informal classrooms saw writing as more enjoyable, in addition to
more meaningful, and purposeful (Rasinski & DeFord, 1987). More informal students also saw
writing as an extended process and appeared to write more out of school. Proponents of a more
informal writing process have suggested that there is a link between positive feelings toward
writing and giving students a choice of topics, an extended period of time to write, and
participation in a collaborative peer and teacher community of learners (Calkins, 1983; Graves,
1983). However, a sizable portion of students in both types of classrooms—29% in the
traditional classrooms and 12% in the informal classrooms either had no opinion of how they felt
about writing or responded that they did not like to write (Rasinski & DeFord).
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Beliefs after Implementing a New Curriculum or Receiving Professional Development
Teachers’ underlying explicit beliefs about teaching writing after implementing a new
curriculum or receiving professional development have been examined. Fifteen upper
elementary teachers’ underlying beliefs about teaching writing remained constant as they
implemented a new writing curriculum. Both general education and resource classroom teachers
participating in this study taught writing using a new instructional model called “Cognitive
Strategy Instruction in Writing” (CSIW; Anderson et al., 1992, p. 1). The CSIW model
emphasized modeling writers’ cognitive processes, scaffolding dialogue with students regarding
their writing, and creating a “social context” to foster students’ awareness of their audience and
purpose for writing (p. 1). Qualitative data were collected and analyzed more specifically for
four of the 15 teachers to determine how writing instruction using CSIW changed their beliefs
about teaching writing, their students, and themselves as writing teachers. Data did not indicate
significant changes in their beliefs about the learning and teaching of writing, although Anderson
et al. (1992) postulated that the CSIW model may have resulted in teachers gleaning new
information about how to teach writing through their participation in the study. However,
teacher changes, as perceived by both the researcher and the participants, were consistent with
their original beliefs about writing and writing instruction.
More specific findings related to from Anderson et al. (1992) described the relationship
between teachers’ entering beliefs and their instruction using CSIW. First, teachers’ views about
the nature of writing affected what they noticed and commented on as being important in student
writing. If teachers believed mechanics and form to be the end result of writing instruction, they
were more likely to comment on form to students rather than reinforce the ideas conceptualized
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within the text. In contrast, teachers who viewed writing as communicating with others were
more likely to discuss writing to a particular audience and how that audience might interpret
their message.
Teachers’ initial beliefs also differed in how they viewed students’ background
knowledge of writing and what kind of instruction they needed from their teachers (Anderson et
al., 1992). One teacher believed students needed to acquire information about good writing from
their teacher and may have been predisposed to notice opportunities to tell students what they
should do or correct and less likely to notice times when she could scaffold student thinking
through a writing problem and developing their own or a co-constructed solution. Another
teacher believed students needed to participate in writing exercises and attributed their learning
to these exercises. This resulted in her not modeling the cognitive processes she used when she
herself wrote. A third teacher believed that students needed to use strategies to solve their
writing problems. Anderson el al. suggested that this led her to view the think-sheets used in the
CSIW program as temporary scaffolds for the students to utilize. The researchers concluded that
teachers’ underlying beliefs about writing were so strong and implicit that when faced with the
fast-paced realities of daily instruction in a classroom, they did not often have time to reflect on
whether or not their actions coincided with the parameters of a program, such as CSIW
(Anderson et al.). Instead their “deep-seated beliefs served as an automatic pilot when
responding to events and student writing” (p. 50).
One teacher displayed more whole language beliefs about language arts, while the other
teacher displayed more skills-oriented beliefs about language arts, as measured by the Teacher’s
Beliefs about Language Arts (T-BALA; Mangano & Allen, 1986) in a study examining two firstgrade teachers’ belief orientations. Teachers’ beliefs were measured both before and after
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participating in a year-long whole language seminar to determine if their differing belief
orientations toward language arts would result in differing approaches to teaching writing.
Mangano and Allen analyzed the two teachers’ interactions with their students during classroom
observations in addition to conducting structured interviews with the teachers. Results of the
interaction analysis indicated that the students in the more skills-oriented classroom worked
independently more often on other activities, such as coloring, and also spent more time in the
physical act of writing when the focus of their attention was on their writing, than students in the
language class as a whole. Conversely, students in the whole language classroom spent more
time talking with peers, spent more time reading and speaking, and more time talking about and
reading their writing to peers during writing activity, than the students in the skills-oriented
classroom (Mangano & Allen).
However, students’ interactions in both classes were similar in several ways. They spent
equivalent amounts of time writing during the allocated writing instruction time, spent similar
amounts of time on-task when they were supposed to be listening, speaking, reading, writing, or
thinking about reading or writing, and spent similar amounts of time thinking about and listening
to writing. Students in both classes spent equal amounts of time interacting with their teachers
during writing (Mangano & Allen, 1986).
As a result of this one-year whole language seminar, the more skills-oriented teacher
admitted that while her beliefs about language arts instruction had not changed, her writing
instruction had (Mangano & Allen, 1986). More specifically, she decided that she did not need
to give her students story starters or topics to initiate their writing, and she began to work more
with her students on actual writing than she had in the past. The whole language teacher
determined that her beliefs about teaching writing had changed drastically. She felt she had been
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previously overstructuring some of the more skills-oriented writing strategies situated within her
students writing instruction by assigning topics, correcting all their mistakes, having them recopy
their papers in good handwriting, and limiting their time to interact with peers during and after
writing activities.
Rather than examining student writing within a writing workshop framework, Troia, Lin,
Cohen, and Monroe (2011) studied six urban elementary writing teachers’ instructional writing
practices and links to the teachers’ epistemologies and beliefs about writing instruction after they
received intensive professional development in writing pedagogy. Findings of this year-long
study analyzing repeated observations, interviews, and rating scales indicated that the teachers
consistently used writing workshop core components, which aligned to the professional
development they were given. However, the teachers varied in their use of instructional
supports, management strategies, and student engagement tactics. Teachers also displayed a
strong and stable sense of self-efficacy and held a balanced view of writing instruction,
understanding that it involves both explicit and implicit types of instruction. Their beliefs were
found to be related to their use of instructional practices.

Pre-Service Teachers’ Beliefs about Teaching Writing

Teacher candidates highly value writing and the writing process; however, they may feel
unsure about how to teach writing effectively and integrate writing within the curriculum
(Galavan, Bowles, & Young, 2007). They may also have definite ideas about how to teach
writing.
For example, even before they begin teaching in their own classrooms, teachers may have
developed belief systems about teaching writing during an “apprenticeship of observation”
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(Lortie, 1975, p. 61) period as they were taught how to write by their own teachers while
growing up, during university courses, and through clinical experiences such as student teaching.
More specifically, in their study of 59 pre-service teachers, Norman and Spencer (2005) found
that 34% of the 40 teachers described the effect of their early writing instruction on their views
of themselves as writers, as a positive effect. These teachers believed instruction in using
descriptive language and brainstorming techniques and corrective feedback helped them grow as
writers. Conversely, 48% of these 40 pre-service teachers believed that receiving corrective
feedback, suggestions, and instruction related to their writing had a negative impact on their
feelings about themselves as writers.
In another study of pre-service kindergarten student teachers, Ihmeideh, Al-Basheer, and
Al-Momani (2008) found that the students tended to believe more in an emergent literacy
approach to teaching writing over the reading readiness approach. Additionally, Hall and
Grisham-Brown (2011) conducted focus group interviews with 14 pre-service education
candidates and found that they believed it is important to embed writing across the curriculum in
order to provide quality writing instruction, but they did not agree on one specific instructional
writing approach to use in the classroom. Neither did they agree on how much time should be
spent teaching writing.
Summary
Over the years, researchers have renamed teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing,
nuancing the specifics within their current studies. However, it appears that teachers’ belief
orientations regarding writing instruction perennially fit somewhere along a continuum between
the traditional and progressive educational belief systems. According to Guskey (1986), changes
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in teachers’ classroom practices precede changes in student learning outcomes that precede
changes in teacher’s beliefs and attitudes. Student learning outcomes include such variables as
attitude, confidence, involvement, motivation, and indicators of student achievement, such as
assessment results and portfolio evaluations (Guskey). An important student learning outcome
related to this study is that of writing progress as evidenced by the compositions students write
each day. Thus, as teachers begin to think about their classroom practice as they implement a
writing program, whatever criteria they use to determine the effectiveness of their teaching
related to student writing progress and achievement may result in a change in their own belief
orientations.

Process Approach to Writing

Over the years, writing instruction has consisted of assigning a writing task, having
students write something they thought would earn them an “A,” and then grading the paper while
extensively marking it with red-inked corrections and comments (Farnan & Dahl, 2003, p. 995).
During the 1970s, both writers and researchers moved from viewing writing as product-oriented
to viewing writing as process (Farnan & Dahl). Since 1992, when the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE) and the International Reading Association (IRA) published their
Standards on the English Language Arts (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006), the process approach
has been the standard set for school writing instruction.
As researchers began to examine process writing in classrooms, they found that many
teachers focused on merely facilitating the writing process to the exclusion of directly teaching
the skills needed to learn to write proficiently (Hillocks, 1984). This type of writing instruction
had nominal influence on the quality of students’ writing (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). More
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recently, researchers of the process approach to writing have increasingly focused on the positive
effects of direct teacher instruction on the quality of students’ writing, students’ understanding of
the writing process, and students’ views of themselves as writers.
The process approach to writing refers to “a broad range of strategies that include prewriting activities, such as defining the audience, using a variety of resources, planning the
writing, as well as drafting and revising” (Goldstein & Carr, 1996, p. 1). This approach
combines both procedural knowledge of the writing process along with a variety of strategies
that can be explicitly taught to students (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Pritchard and Honeycutt
suggest a partial list of specific strategies to include









activating prior knowledge
teaching self-regulation strategies
teaching genre characteristics
facilitating students’ editing and revision skills
providing feedback from both teachers and peers
teaching the differences between “reader-based” and “writer-based” prose
developing both audience awareness and the effects of audience on content, style, and
tone
dealing with “emotional barriers” that effect student writing (p. 276)

In their review of research in which the process approach to writing was combined with
explicit teaching of these components, Pritchard and Honeycutt (2006) found that this combined
approach had “positive effects on the quality of student’s writing, on their view of themselves as
writers, and on their understanding of the writing process” (p. 276). According to the 1992
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) writing test results, “students whose
teachers always had them do such activities, especially in combination, had the highest average
writing scores” (Goldstein & Carr, 1996, p. 1).
In addition, the eleven recommendations included in Writing Next: Effective Strategies to
Improve Writing of Adolescents in Middle and High Schools, which target writing instruction in
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Grades 4 through 12, provide further insight into effective writing instruction (Graham & Perin,
2007). These recommendations, which came from a large-scale meta-analysis of writing
research, do not constitute a complete writing program, but they do suggest that teachers flexibly
combine these research-based elements within their writing instruction to promote writing
growth in their students.
1. Teach students strategies for planning, revising, and editing their drafts.
2. Explicitly and systematically teach students how to summarize texts.
3. Have students plan, draft, revise, and edit their drafts together.
4. Assign students specific, reachable goals for their writing.
5. Have students use computers and word processors to support their writing.
6. Teach students “sentence combining,” or how to write more complex sentences.
7. Create activities to help students generate or organize ideas for their writing.
8. Have students analyze data in order to develop ideas and content for writing.
9. Use a process approach to teaching writing which interconnects instructional
activities within a workshop framework. This approach provides for extended
writing time, writing for authentic purposes, individualized instruction, and cycles of
writing—prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing.
10. Provide models of good writing for students to read, analyze, and emulate.
11. Have students write as a tool for learning content material.
Many of these elements are interrelated and fit into a classroom using the process approach to
teaching writing (Graham & Perin). However, educators must keep in mind that, as in any
content area, “no single approach to writing instruction will meet the needs of all students” (p.
148).
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Similar recommendations came out of Rogers and Graham’s (2008) meta-analysis of
instructional writing practices that improve students’ writing. These recommendations are
presented in order from those with the strongest research evidence to those based on weaker
evidence. They include 1) teach students planning and drafting strategies for both narrative and
expository text; 2) teach grammar skills explicitly to struggling writers; 3) set clear and specific
goals for increasing individuals’ writing productivity; 4) teach students editing strategies; 5)
provide word processing as a primary writing tool; 6) reinforce individuals’ writing productivity;
7) engage students in prewriting activities; 8) teach students how to form complex sentence
structures; and 9) teach students how to write a variety of different types of paragraphs. Again
the recommendations from this meta-analysis can be an integral part of the process approach to
writing.
In their meta-analysis examining studies that compared students in a process writing
condition to students in a control or comparison condition, Graham and Sandmel (2011) found
the process approach did significantly improve the overall quality of writing by students in
general education classrooms. In fact, 83% of the comparisons resulted in a positive effect
related to the process approach to writing. However, there was not a statistically significant
improvement in at-risk or struggling writers’ overall writing quality related to the process
approach. In addition, there were no statistically significant relationships between writing
quality and grade, the genre assessed, professional development, scoring reliability, or study
quality. Finally, the researchers did not find a statistically significant improvement in students’
motivation related to the process approach within this meta-analysis.
More recently, the Institute of Education Sciences (IES, 2012) published an Educators’
Practice Guide entitled Teaching Elementary School Students to Be Effective Writers. This meta-
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analysis examined evidence-based writing instruction for elementary students, beginning in
kindergarten, and suggests four major teaching strategies similar to those previously
recommended by both Graham and Perin (2007) and Rogers and Graham (2008).
1: Provide daily writing time for students.
2: Teach students to use the writing process to write for a variety of purposes.
3: Teach students handwriting, sentence construction, spelling, typing, and word
processing skills to automaticity.
4: Develop an engaged community of writers in the classroom.
The Common Core State Standards (2010), which at the time of this study had been
adopted by 45 out of the 50 states, describe writing standards that refer to components and
strategies related to the process approach. These standards reflect the ideas embedded in the
previously mentioned research of Graham & Perin (2007), the Institute of Education Sciences
(2012), and Rogers and Graham (2008). First-graders must participate in shared writing tasks
with adults and peers, organize their writing, respond to questions and suggestions from peers,
add details to strengthen their writing, and publish their own work in a variety of genres. In
addition, second-graders must collaborate with their peers on writing tasks and revise and edit
their compositions (CCSS). By third-grade, students are expected to preplan their writing and
“write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks,
purposes and audiences” (p. 20).
The CCSS (2010) also provide adaptations for teaching writing to English Language
Learners and students with learning disabilities. Although low-achieving students and secondlanguage learners progress through the writing process similarly to high-achieving students, it is
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necessary to slow down the entire process for these writers so that they can spend more time
reflecting on and strengthening their writing (Pianko, 1979). Atwell (1998) contends that
slowing down, teaching one skill at a time, and providing students with enough time to apply the
writing process to their own writing will result in more meaningful and longer-lasting learning
for all students.
Students also need to be able to “use technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others” (CCSS, 2010, p. 18). In the 21st
century students must be able to participate in a “multimodal writing process” whereby students
connect traditional “linear online texts” with the newer “dynamic elements of design” (EdwardsGroves, 2011, p. 63).
Stages of the Writing Process

There are five stages in the writing process. Most writing experts and researchers have
labeled them as indicated below:


prewriting, planning, or rehearsal;



drafting;



revising;



editing or proofreading; and



publishing (Calkins, 1983, 1986; Graves, 1984)

According to Calkins (1986), movement between the first four stages is almost
imperceptible, changing from minute to minute, overlapping time and again. Calkins proposes
that teachers not set up a daily writing schedule whereby the whole class plans their writing on
Monday, drafts on Tuesday, drafts and revises on Wednesday and Thursday, and edits on Friday.
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Individuals, not classes, follow their own unique writing cycle moving through these stages their
own time.

Prewriting, Planning, or Rehearsal

Conscious rehearsal accompanies the decision to write. Rehearsal (or prewriting or
planning) refers to the preparation for composing and can take the form of daydreaming,
sketching, doodling, making lists of words, outlining, reading, conversing, or even
writing lines as a foil to further rehearsal. The writer ponders, ‘What shall I include?
What’s a good way to start? (Graves, 1983, p. 221-222)
The purpose of prewriting is to help students develop the individualized strategies that
writers use to develop the content, organization, and structure for a composition (Pritchard &
Honeycutt, 2006). Graham and Perin (2007) found an overall average 0.82 effect size related to
explicitly and systematically teaching both low-achieving students (1.02 effect size) and the full
range of student ability levels (.70 effect size) strategies for planning, revising, and editing their
essays.
Choosing a topic. Teachers have been known to assign a variety of different writing
topics to their students. “An Embarrassing Moment,” My Favorite Trip,” “lost dolphins,” or “the
hornet’s nest the teacher found last night” are only a few examples (Calkins, 1983). The
problem with these topics, according to those who advocate the process approach to writing, is
that they are the teachers’ topics rather than the students’ topics (Calkins; Graves, 1983).
Writing instructors must provide time for students to write independently about topics from their
own experiences and interests rather than solely about teacher-chosen topics (Pianko, 1979). All
writers should write about topics they have prior or background knowledge of through personal
experience or through literature or content area reading—a topic that they care about, that they
are interested in, and that they want to write about (Calkins; Graves). Furthermore, having
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students write about topics they have prior knowledge of influences the quality of their drafts and
subsequently the quality of their discussions in peer conferences (DeGroff, 1987). Children can
become dependent on story starters and teacher chosen topics and thus, may struggle to find their
own voices (Calkins). They must know that their lives and stories are worth writing about, if
they are to become motivated writers (Calkins).
If students experience difficulties choosing a topic, teachers can model making a list of
possible topics in front of children and then discuss their reasons for choosing one (Graves,
1983). Graves also suggests having students freewrite (Elbow, 1973) about what they did
yesterday, for example, if they are having difficulty getting started with their writing. During
freewriting, a student writes continuously for about 10 minutes, putting down whatever thoughts
pop into his head, without rereading what he has written or editing it (Elbow; Hayes, 2006).
Elbow suggests that freewriting can help generate ideas, free up writers’ block, and enable a
writer to find his own true inner voice.
Other types of prewriting, planning, or rehearsal strategies. Teachers explicitly teach
students how to create a structure for their writing, develop content, and organize their text
during this phase of the writing process (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Once students have
chosen a topic, they may participate in many different types of prewriting activities. Students
can orally rehearse what they are going to say, which provides a context and plan for their
subsequent writing (Dyson & Freedman, 2003). Showing students proficient models of
informational writing can lead to significant improvements in elementary students’ writing
quality (Knudson, 1989). However, Hillocks (1986) argues that using inquiry as a prewriting
strategy is 2.5 times more effective than the study of models since it requires students to
synthesize and reformulate raw data. Inquiry techniques might include having students examine
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data sets to develop and support a generalization or having them analyze a situation in order to
present an argument related to an ethical problem (Hillocks).
After having elementary students brainstorm, or think about and list, ideas about fictional
stories, Harrington (1994) taught students a storyboard technique that had been demonstrated by
author Peter Catalanotto, which involved sketching their story ideas on storyboard frames as a
prewriting strategy. Harrington taught mini-lessons to remind students about Catalantto’s
writing advice during their writing time. Harrington suggests that the storyboard technique
motivated reluctant writers and remedial writers to write with a focus on using art first to express
their ideas. Harrington found that most children were happy with their stories as a result of using
the storyboard technique and used the technique without direction, independently, during
subsequent writing workshops.
Visual organizers can serve as visual thinking for students as they generate ideas or
collect information for their writing (Kang, 2004). Troia, Shankland, and Wolbers (2010)
suggest teachers first model and then have students use graphic organizers to plan informational
writing tasks. One type of visual organizer is the semantic web-like organizer. Loader (1989)
examined two homogeneous fourth-grade classes in order to evaluate the effectiveness of using a
semantic organizer as a prewriting strategy. Students in one class used a semantic organizer to
plan their writing, while students in the other class wrote down a list of ideas presented in class
prior to writing time. Both groups received the same instructions. Results between the pre- and
post-test writing assessments indicated that the papers written by students who used the semantic
organizers were better organized, included more words and content, and demonstrated a clearer
sense of purpose. Loader cautions that teacher guidance should be considered crucial to success
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in teaching students to use semantic organizers, as when teacher facilitation of the strategy was
removed, no significant differences between groups were found.
Drafting.
Like an artist with a sketch pad, (students) begin to find the contours of (their) subject.
(They) make light, quick lines; nothing is permanent. Each writer has his or her own
style. Some bolt quickly down the page, their momentum building, their pencil leading in
unexpected directions. Others work in smaller units, toying with their beginnings, trying
a line one way and then another, drawing in to write, then pushing away to see what they
have said. (Calkins, 1986, p. 17).
Specifically teaching students drafting strategies, in addition to planning strategies, was found to
foster writing skill mastery (Rogers & Graham, 2008).
During the drafting stage of the process approach to writing, as students are beginning or
continuing their writing, the teacher supports and teaches students who have questions or are
experiencing difficulty with their compositions during writing conferences (Graves, 1984).
“Conferring is at the heart of teaching the writing process” (p. 187).
While conferring with writers, Calkins et al. (2005) suggest that teacher interactions
follow a consistent pattern of steps she labels Research, Decide, Teach, and Link. During the
Research step of the conferring process, the teacher observes a student and interviews him to
determine what he is trying to do as writer, assessing as she probes to learn more about his
intentions. To encourage the student, the teacher specifically names something the student has
done well in his writing and reminds him to continue to apply this strategy to future work.
During the Decide step of the conferring process, the teacher decides whether to accept or
change the child’s writing plan or process and also determines what to teach and how to teach it.
After determining how and what to teach the student, the teacher moves to the Teach step
in the conferring process. The teacher helps the child get started in applying a skill or strategy
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via a mini-lesson within the conference. Writing mini-lessons are taught using demonstration,
guided practice, explicit telling and showing, or inquiry teaching techniques (Calkins et al.,
2005). The final step during writing conferences is called Link. At the end of every writing
conference the teacher again specifically names what the student is doing as a writer and reminds
him to apply this skill to his future work.
A four-part approach to conferencing with students is also recommended by Graves
(1984). The four parts of his approach are Circulation, Questions, Clusters of Concerns, and
Mutual Aid. During the Circulation element, the teacher moves around the room listening to and
encouraging students, first attending to more struggling writers’ needs. The teacher asks
students Questions while circulating around the classroom. According to Graves, teachers
should initially ignore grammar, handwriting, punctuation, and spelling problems, as students
work on getting their ideas down on paper.
Next, as students delve more deeply into a piece of writing, the teacher may notice
Clusters of Concern that are either common across groups of students or related to an individual
student (Graves, 1984). These concerns fall within the revision or editing phases of the writing
process. Some students may need instruction on inserting some new information into their
composition, adding a lead, or rereading to make sure a word, sentence, or paragraph makes
sense while they revise (Graves). This instruction is presented individually during student
conferences or during small group or whole class lessons, as needed. Finally, Mutual Aid refers
to having peers help each other with their writing and also to the teacher stopping the class to
conduct a mini-lesson related to a writing need, such as using strong verbs, about which many
students need instruction.
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Revising.
Drafting soon becomes revision. Revision means just that: re-vision, seeing again. The
words become like a lens (Murray, as cited by Calkins, 2005), helping us see our
emerging subjects and our developing meanings….Writers become readers, then writers
again. They cross out a section, insert a line, move a detail, turn a personal narrative into
an essay” (Calkins, et al., 2005, pp. 17-18).
Many writers and researchers consider revision to be the most important sub-process of
the process approach to writing (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Just as soon as they begin to
write, early elementary-age children begin to revise their drafts (Farnan & Dahl, 2003). “They
cross out words and erase others, add new words within the text, and write new text at the end of
their pieces” or they may view revision as more of a “copying the whole text over” process (p.
999). Third- and fourth-grade writers can learn to make more complex revisions such as
generating leads and adding details (Calkins, 1983).
However, most novice writers and students who struggle with writing have difficulty
determining what might need to be changed and how to execute these changes (Graham, 1997).
Other barriers limit students’ ability to revise their drafts. One barrier is that they focus on form
over quality of writing (Graham). Graham, Schwartz, and MacArthur (1995) asked students with
learning disabilities how they would change a paper to make it better. The students focused on
mechanical elements, such as neatness and spelling of text for 61% of the responses. Another
barrier is that students do not take their audience into consideration as they write (Graham).
To teach students how to revise their papers, explicit instruction in revising is essential
(Olinghouse, Zheng, & Reed, 2010) and there has been a lack of such instruction until the
process approach came along (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Questioning students during
writing conferences can help lead students to make revisions (Calkins, 1983; Graves, 1983).
Showing students explicitly how to go about revising their writing and providing supported
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guided practice is another means to teach revision skills (Fitzgerald & Markham, 1987; Graham,
1997). Graham et al. (1995) found that providing a specific revision goal to students resulted in
helping fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students with learning disabilities make more meaningbased revisions. Specific revision goals might include changing the setting of a story, describing
the main character in more detail, integrating additional characters into the story, or changing the
ending.
Editing or proofreading.
Editing has negative connotations….The term brings to mind pages branded CARELESS
and margins filled with AWKs….But for me, editing is one of the best parts of writing.
The major decisions are behind me, at least for the time being (Calkins et al., 2005, p.
18).
“Effective revising and editing (proofreading) strategies enable the writer to focus on
content generation during the drafting period and then refine the writing (e.g. organization,
sentence structure, word selection) during the revising and editing process” (Olinghouse et al.,
2010, pp. 30-31. While revising and editing are considered to be two different stages of the
writing process, young children and struggling writers may not always understand the
differences between the two (Calkins, 1986). Calkins suggests that revision includes writing
aspects such as telling details, focus, and voice, while editing includes more mechanical aspects
such as clarity, language, paragraphs, punctuation, sentence length, spelling, and syntax.
Regarding the teaching of grammar to students, Hillocks (1984) found no research
indicating that the study of traditional school grammar in isolated practice has any effect on
increasing student writing quality. In fact, a heavy emphasis on both grammar and mechanics
can result in a significant loss in writing quality, according to this meta-analysis. Therefore,
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Hillocks suggests that language usage and conventions be taught within the context of authentic
writing tasks.
Similarly, 30 years later, as a result of their meta-analysis focusing on the teaching of
grammar and its role in curriculum, Myhill and Watson (2014) concluded that empirical studies
in this area are limited and that “simply teaching grammar as the isolated naming and labeling of
word classes and syntactical structures is of little obvious benefit” (p. 54). They also concluded
that cultivating students’ abilities to make decisions regarding grammar choices in their writing
and adopting a functional and descriptive approach to grammar instruction helps develop
students’ metalinguistic and meta-pragmatic knowledge. More specifically, it appears to be
more important that writers “know how a passive construction alters the emphasis in information
conveyed than it is to know that it is a passive construction” (Myhill & Watson).
Publishing.
Before I ever read a book, I used to think there was a big machine, and they typed a title
and then the machine went until the book was done. Now I look at a book and I know a
guy wrote it and it’s been his project for a long time. After the guy writes it, he probably
thinks of questions’ people will ask him and revises it like I do, and xeroxes it to read to
about six editors. Then he fixes it up, like how they say. (seven-year-old Greg from
Lessons from a Child in Calkins, 1983, p. 157)
Students need to feel a sense of authorship (Calkins, 1986). When students see
themselves as authors, “they will make connections with books they read…, they’ll notice the
way a word is spelled, the use of the table of contents, (and) the presence of an exclamation
mark” (p. 221). As they grow, they will make increasingly more sophisticated reading-writing
connections and will learn from the choices other authors make. Calkins suggests that teachers
and students bind their books to officially publish them before placing them in the class or school
library for others to read and reread.
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Writing Workshop Framework

An organizational framework that fits within the parameters of the process approach to
writing is the writing workshop (Calkins, 1983, 1986, 2005). Fletcher and Portalupi (2001)
advise setting up a predictable writing workshop time of an hour, at least three days a week, and
preferably, four to five days a week. “When students know they’ll have a specific time to return
to a piece of writing in progress, they think about that work when they are away from their
desks” (p. 8). There are three components in the writing workshop framework: the mini-lesson;
writing time; and share time.

Mini-Lessons

During the Mini-Lessons, the component most like traditional teaching, the teacher
gathers the students around her to watch a short, focused, explicit, and teacher-directed lesson
(Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Topics vary according to observed class needs, and teachers may
instruct students to practice the skill very briefly by looking back and applying the skill in their
writer’s notebook (Fletcher & Portalupi). During Mini-Lesson time, the teacher focuses on
discussing workshop procedures, introducing various facets of text, presenting writing strategies,
discussing and reflecting on teacher or student writing concerns and challenges, and modeling
the stages in the writing process (Calkins, 1994; Page-Voth, 2010).
Specific mini-lessons during the writing workshop might focus on genre study using
mentor texts, which are texts that display the characteristics of a particular genre or other specific
examples of writers’ craft. For example, during genre study mini-lessons, teachers display
examples of a genre, analyze the features of the genre, and then construct a definition for the
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genre (Ranker, 2009; Read, 2010). After this type of active immersion in a genre, the teacher
first models writing the genre before involving students in shared writing (Routman, 2005).
During shared writing, the students collaborate with the teacher in composing text from that
genre. Routman recommends having students then draft their own versions of the genre being
studied as they move into independent writing time.

Writing Time

Following the mini-lesson, students return to their writing work in progress from the
previous day. This component is called Writing Time (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Since
students are not given enough time to write in school (Bowie, 1996), many writing experts
recommend spending at least an hour per day on writing instruction, with most of the time
devoted to actual writing (Calkins, 1983, 1986, Calkins et al., 2005; Fletcher & Portalupi;
Graves, 1984). Thus, extended writing time occurs during this component of the writing
workshop. Students work through the stages of the writing process—planning, rough drafting,
rereading, or perhaps proofreading their text. Teachers move around the room and confer with
students as they are writing or students may be conferring with each other (Fletcher & Portalupi).

Share Time

Share Time is the final component of the writing workshop (Fletcher & Portalupi,
2001). During this time, several students, one at a time, share their writing with the whole class,
while the teacher coaches students on giving and receiving feedback on their work. Providing a
special Author’s Chair (Graves & Hansen, 1986) for student authors to sit in while they share
their writing (Fletcher & Portalupi) can promote a “motivating context” for writing (Codling,
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Gambrell, Kennedy, Palmer, & Graham, 1996, p. 19). Labbo (2004) suggests integrating the
“Author’s Computer Chair” (p. 691) into today’s classrooms to help develop children’s
multimedia literacies and support computer-based activities.
The social cognitive interactions (Vygotsky, 1978) that take place during an Author’s
Chair session encourage feelings of competence as students get feedback from others and
respond to questions (Graves & Hansen, 1986). However, “the opinions of other pupils are of
great importance to them (students) and they are afraid of their critical comments” (MerisuoStorm, 2006, p. 124). One quarter of the ten- and eleven-year old boys in a study conducted by
Merisuo-Storm reported that they would “hate showing their texts to other pupils” (p. 124).
Thus, it is important that teachers foster an “approving atmosphere” (p. 124) for writing so pupils
feel comfortable sharing their experiences, thoughts, and feelings with others and feel their
writing is both valuable and interesting (Merisuo-Storm).

Research on the Writing Workshop Framework

Using a writing workshop framework within the process approach to writing has been
found to promote both teacher and student learning. Eitelgeorge and Barrett (2004) conducted a
yearlong study which investigated six students’ progression along a continuum of “conceptual
understandings in writing development” (p. 48) as they worked within a writing workshop
framework. Subsequently, the researchers developed the Multiple Continua of Conceptual
Understandings in Writing Development (Eitelgeorge & Barrett) which describes the categories
of conceptual understandings that interplay as a student composes a text. Examples of these
categories ranged from “(1) Frozen-in-time, Message of Illustrations” (p. 35) to “(6) Patterned
Texts” (p. 38) to “(12) Primitive Narratives” (p. 45). The researchers suggest that teachers can
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use this tool to monitor students’ writing progress and then make instructional decisions based on
their developmental needs.
Additional findings from Eitelgeorge and Barrett (2004) suggest the efficacy of several
other instructional writing practices related to the writing workshop format. For example, the
researchers recommend providing extended periods of writing time for students, as they did not
believe their students would have made the writing progress they did with less writing time.
Also, Eitelgeorge and Barrett found that when they had students self-select their own topics,
rather than assign them writing prompts, students were motivated and engaged during the writing
workshop. Finally, as a result of allowing student topic choice, students chose to write across the
content areas, reporting on topics related to their science units.
Jasmine and Weiner (2007) conducted a study with another first-grade classroom of 19
students. Pre- and post-surveys, observation checklists, portfolios, rubrics, and interviews were
the data collections methods used to determine the degree to which the writing workshop format
would produce confident and independent first-grade writers after three months of process
writing instruction. The pre- and post-survey scores supported the data from the researchers’
classroom observations and student interviews and indicated that students experienced a slight,
but not statistically significant, increase related to the enjoyment of writing. According to the
qualitative data, students in the classroom often requested more writing workshop time or
became upset when they were not scheduled to write on a particular day. Jasmine and Weiner
also suggest that students felt more knowledgeable about writing and may have found writing
easier as indicated by mean difference score changes between the pre- and post-surveys. Again,
these differences were not statistically significant. The researchers noted that by the end of their
study, first-graders were working independently, helping each other add details to and edit their
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stories through peer conferences, and enjoyed sharing their published work in the Authors’ Chair
(Graves & Hansen, 1983; Jasmine & Weiner).
The writing scores and attitudes toward writing of students in two second-grade
classrooms were compared after receiving writing instruction for six months (Monteith, 1991).
One class of 26 second-graders received traditional writing instruction, while the other classroom
of 25 second-graders received writing process instruction. Monteith found that students from the
writing process classroom attained significantly higher writing scores on a sample writing project
than did students from the traditional classroom. More students from the writing process
classroom believed themselves to be writers, believed their teachers taught them how to write,
believed they could think about writing and learn from their mistakes, and could identify a
purpose for their writing (Monteith).

Being a Writer Program

The Being a Writer program, implemented by the participants in this study, uses a
process approach to teaching writing. This program includes instruction in prewriting or
planning, drafting, revising, editing or proofreading, and publishing. BaW also uses the writing
workshop (Calkins, 1983, 1986, Calkins et al., 2005; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001) framework to
organize the daily instruction of the process approach to teaching writing. The BaW program
instruction provides for a “gradual release of responsibility” (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983, p. 35),
with students moving from viewing models, to participating in assisted and guided practice, and
finally into their own independent application of the process approach.
Student writing is assessed through observations while conferring at least once a week,
through rating writing samples three times per year, and while participating with partners in class
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three times per year. Being a Writer uses “6 + 1 Traits of Writing” (Culham, 2003, p. 7) based
rubrics (Culham, 2003, 2005; Spandel, 2007) as a way to formatively assess seven characteristics
of writing: ideas, organization, voice, word choice, sentence fluency, conventions, and
presentation.

Being a Writer Instruction

Daily writing lessons are organized around three components: Getting Ready to Write
(teachers teach mini-lessons), Writing Time (students write), and Sharing and Reflecting
(students share work). Teachers are directed to meet at least four days per week to teach students
how to “write authentically for a range of audiences and purposes” (DSC, 2007, p.18).

Getting Ready to Write

During The Getting Ready to Write or prewriting component of BaW, students
participate in a variety of directly instructed and modeled mini-lessons for 5 to 10 minutes each
writing period (DSC, 2007). The lessons may include






listening to and discussing a read-aloud
brainstorming ideas with the teacher
participating in modeled or sharing writing with the teacher and peers
composing whole-class “Quick Writes”
discussing how to work together in pairs or small groups (DSC, 2007, p. 18)

For example, in a mini-lesson from the third-grade teacher manual, the teacher refers to a
previously read mentor text that included sensory details, adds sensory details to a class ideas
chart, and then reads another story asking students to listen for sensory details. Afterward, the
class discusses and records the new sensory details they heard. Using the “Think-Pair-Share”
strategy (Lyman, 1988, p. 19), the teacher then asks students to think individually about topics
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they might want to write about and what they might say about it. Students turn to their partner to
discuss their thinking before the teacher has several volunteers share with the class. This activity
demonstrates how students might use sensory details and helps them plan for their own writing.

Writing Time

As students begin to draft, the teacher takes a few minutes to compose her own writing
alongside them while modeling working quietly (DSC, 2007). During the Writing Time
component of BaW, students spend 20 to 30 minutes on independent, quiet, and sustained
writing. By working for such sustained periods of time, students can become completely
immersed and absorbed in the flow of their intellectual work (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), or their
independent writing. They “shuttle” (Perl, 1979, p. 330) between the stages of the writing
process, spending their writing time revisiting their prewriting in addition to moving back and
forth among drafting, revising, editing, and publishing their ideas.
The BaW manual gives teachers suggestions for questions to ask both individual students
and/or pairs of students who may be working together during drafting time. Some of these
conference questions might be “Where did you get this idea?” (DSC, 2007, 3rd gr. manual, p. 55)
or when working on a fiction piece, “Who are the characters (in your story)?”, “Where do you
imagine this story taking place?”, and “What part are you going to work on next?” (p. 304).
One BaW teacher direction given before students revise is “Come up with an effective
title for your piece.” or “Make other changes until you are satisfied that your piece is as
interesting and readable as possible” (DSC, 2007, 3rd gr. manual, p. 153). Students may also
choose to read and discuss their writing with a peer using questions the class has previously
formulated and scribed onto a Questions about My Draft chart. While writing a personal
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narrative, a BaW revision question might be “What words are you using to describe what you
saw/heard/smelled/tasted/felt?” to add sensory details (p. 188).
As in the drafting and revising stages of the process approach in BaW, students confer
with both their teachers and peers in the editing stage. For example, in the first-grade BaW
instruction manual, the teacher is directed to confer with individual students by asking them to
tell about their story and drawing and to read their writing aloud. BaW also recommends that
teachers use conference notes record sheets to document their observations of each individual
student’s use of letter-sound relationships to spell unfamiliar words, use of the word wall to spell
words already learned, and the child’s ability to reread his/her own writing. Student dyads
conferring together may assist each other in checking for conventions taught using a
proofreading notes chart to record some observations from their compositions. Teachers can
then discuss these notes with the students.
Teachers might spend part of writing time presenting additional mini-lessons. In an
editing or proofreading mini-lesson, third-grade teachers are instructed to discuss proofreading or
editing for spelling and punctuation errors. Students are directed to circle words they are unsure
of in their revised drafts. They then practice using the Word Bank section of their Student
Writing Handbook, which contains grade-appropriate high frequency words, to look up the
words they have circled. Other resources that can be used to determine the correct spelling of
words are also discussed.

Sharing and Reflecting Time

The final component of the Being a Writer program is the Sharing and Reflecting time,
which lasts 5 to 10 minutes. During this time, students share and reflect on both their drafts in
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progress and their social interactions in the classroom each day. Additionally, at the end of each
genre unit, students share their self-selected, finished compositions from the “Author’s Chair”
(DSC, 2007, p. 19; Graves & Hansen, 1986). The class discusses the writing with the author
after s/he shares. According to the DSC, through sharing their final compositions, students take
pride in their work and celebrate their accomplishments, learn to speak clearly in front of others,
become adept listeners, express appreciation for and interest in others’ writing, and practice
discussing others’ writing in a respectful way. In the Being a Writer program, students often
publish their writing to place it in their classroom libraries for others to read. This provides an
authentic purpose for student writing.

Being a Writer Program Materials

Each teacher manual provides educators with detailed, yet flexible, and sequential lesson
plans for teaching the five stages for each genre at every grade level. The manuals offer explicit
support for the “teaching process, genre, and craft, as well as the skills and conventions of
grammar and usage” (DSC, 2007, ad. manual). A set of trade books, or mentor texts, are
provided to serve as good models of a variety of genres. Teacher support, which can be used as
students need more instruction in a specific area, comes in the form of a set of mini-lessons and
student materials that can provide supplementary student review. An ELL Notes section advises
teachers on how to scaffold learning for English Language Learners. One example of an ELL
Note is “You might provide the prompt, ‘I remember that…’ to your English Language Learners
to help them verbalize their answers to these questions” (DSC, 2007, 3rd gr. manual, p. 207).
Teacher notes associated with using technology, such as the computer, are also included (p. 153).
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Furthermore, teachers who wish to experience the writing process and develop their own
personal writing skills as they work alongside students can make use of the Teacher as Writer
prompts. An example of one of these teacher prompts is: “Reread the description of the
character you wrote in Week 4. Explore plot this week by having something interesting,
important, or challenging happen to your character. Describe what happens to the character
before and after the event” (DSC, 2007, 3rd grade manual, p. 335). Questions for the teacher to
ask herself are also included to help in the planning stage.

Research on the Being a Writer Program

The Being a Writer program aligns with the evidence-based research findings of literacy
experts and researchers such as Graves (2003), Atwell (1998), Calkins (1994), Culham (2005),
and Fletcher and Portalupi (2001). In addition, the research base from the National Council of
Teachers of English/International Reading Association’s Standards for the English Language
Arts (NCTE/IRA,1996), which were reaffirmed in 2012, and The Report of the National Reading
Panel: Teaching Children to Read (NICHD, 2000) recommendations for teaching writing were
also integrated into the BaW program.
Piloted in the Newark, California, School District during the 2006-2007 school year,
BaW was adopted by all schools in the district in 2007-2008 with full implementation in 20082009. School year 2005-2006 was considered the baseline year, with student writing tested each
school year with the California Writing Standards test. Over the four-year period, the
Developmental Studies Center (2007) reported the following statistics.


The percentage of students who tested at Below or Far Below Basic
decreased from 22% to 3%.



The percentage of students who tested at Basic decreased from 63% to 39%
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The percentage of students who tested at Proficient increased from 14% to 50%.
The percentage of students who tested at Advanced increased from 1% to 7%.

National Writing Project and Being a Writer Partnership

In 2014, the National Writing Project fostered a partnership with the DSC, the non-profit
organization that developed the Being a Writer Program. Within this overarching partnership,
school districts aligned with local Writing Project sites, which became long-term sources for
professional development as schools began implementation of BaW. Director Emeritus of the
National Writing Project, Richard Sterling, endorses BaW and postulates that “there are few
commercially available elementary school curricula that really address growth in writing” (NWP,
2014, p. 1). He adds, “Not just writing as a way to improve reading…, but writing on its own
terms. Being a Writer is one of them” (p. 1). Sue Wilder, a DSC National Education Consultant
adds, “Literacy learning at its best is about more than simply teaching writing and preparing for a
test; it’s also about how literacy helps us become full and responsible human beings” (p. 1).
Rhonda Sutton, from the Northeastern Pennsylvania Writing Project, lists three core beliefs
about teaching writing promoted by both the NWP and BaW: provide time for writing, allow
students to choose their own writing topic as they write for authentic audiences, and provide
models of good writing (NWP).

Testimonials from Districts Implementing BaW

Since this study was conducted, the Developmental Studies Center (DSC) has merged
with Cornerstone Literacy Incorporated (CLI) to form the Center for the Collaborative
Classroom (CCC). Informal success story testimonials from school districts implementing BaW
are included on the following website: http://collaborativeclassroom.org. Specific comments
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from individual school personnel regarding their experiences using the BaW program and related
to teacher self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of
instructional writing practices are reported below.
Hatboro-Horsham School District, PA, 2012-13. The Hatboro-Horsham School District
in Pennsylvania fully implemented the BaW program during the 2012-2013 school year. Dr.
Roslevege, the Principal of Pennypack Elementary School, discussed changes she’d noted as her
teachers implemented BaW. She reported, “I see children excited about writing (and) eager to
share their writing with each other and adults. I’m seeing a greater percentage of students who
want to engage in their writing, whereas in the past, it was sometimes a struggle.” Roslevege
added that the use of anchor or mentor texts immersed students “in the content they’re writing”
and appeared to “aid in generating many ideas prior to the actual sentence writing.”
Additionally, several teachers from Simmons Elementary School in the HatboroHorsham District discussed the writing community that BaW helped establish within their
classrooms. Ms. Green (fifth-grade teacher) said the “writing community…creates a supportive
environment for writing.” Ms. Booth (first-grade teacher) and Ms. Koeber (first-grade teacher)
noted that the writing community helped students “build cooperative relationships” with peers,
improved students’ listening skills, and fostered idea organization.
Albemarle County Public Schools (ACPS), VA, 2010-2011. The Albemarle County
Public Schools began implementing the BaW program during the 2008-2009 school year. They
reported that the out of the first four elementary schools that piloted the program, all were
demonstrating “high rates of (writing) proficiency.” Explaining why they adopted the BaW
program district-wide, Ms. Williams, Title I Coordinator, said, “We saw purposeful writing
instruction falling by the wayside. (BaW) didn’t strike me as a program…, but rather as a
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framework that provided directions and materials. It seemed a good fit (for the district).”
Williams stressed that the DSC staff developers “were excellent in both showcasing the
program’s flexibility and yet impressing on everyone the need to teach with fidelity. The
balance made the teachers feel as if they owned the process.”
W. Reily Brown Elementary, Caesar Rodney School District, Dover, DE, 2013. A fifthgrade special education teacher at W. Reily Brown Elementary, Ms. Monroney, discussed how
the BaW impacted her students’ writing motivation as she began implementation in the fall of
2013. She noted that her students “loved the stories, (and) everybody talked and shared about
what they thought and wrote.” She added, “Before too long, it got to be when I asked them to
stop writing, they would say, ‘Just give us five more minutes!’” According to Monroney, after
she gave the students five more minutes of writing time, “they would say, ‘Just five minutes
more!’”
Monroney also shared some of her beliefs about teaching writing.
The kids need to learn to love to write first, and then you can go through and teach all the
styles of writing, grammar, spelling, mechanics, etc.” She continued, “Many teachers are
very set in their ways regarding how to teach writing, but the techniques and conventions
have to come later. You are not going to teach students to learn to love writing if you’re
giving them a prompt that tells them what to write about. I hated writing when I grew up.
We have to respect our students and give them the freedom to write about what interests
them. (Monroney, DSC, 2013)
Building a classroom community was also mentioned by Monroney. “The community
we built through the first unit had by far the most impact…There was a lot of complimenting
each other…They worked really hard in their groups, helping each other out.”
When asked by the DSC, “How has your writing instruction changed as a result of this
process?” Monroney replied, “I’m not going to lie. I would say writing was my weakest subject
as a teacher, and I hated to teach it….” However, she continued, “When I got Being a Writer, it
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gave me a focus; I felt I was able to teach them better.” Additionally, when responding to a
question from the DSC asking her opinion about the most important thing for educators to know
about BaW, Monroney shared, “I think it’s the program and the books that make this program
accessible to every student…It’s all about them (the students).” She added, “Educators should
not be afraid to try something new.”
Another teacher at W. Reily Brown Elementary, Ms. Simmons, a second-grade teacher,
who began implementing BaW during the 2013-2014 school year, noted, “I have seen a huge
transformation (in her students’ writing) in a short time. I absolutely love it (BaW), and the kids
absolutely love it. The BaW program has helped my students build their writing stamina.” She
added, “The children’s literature that is attached to the BaW program really allows them to
immerse themselves in writing…the kids are taking it in.” Simmons also commented on the
teacher supports provided by BaW.
The way the BaW lessons and facilitation tips are spelled out makes it easy for a teacher
to get into it and it makes it easy for the children to get started. The examples provided
for a teacher to model are very helpful. (Ms. Simmons, DSC, 2013-2014)
Stratford Academy, Macon, GA, date unknown. After they began implementing the BaW
program at Stratford Academy, Ms. Mann, Lower School Principal, reported on changes related
to students. She said, “I was impressed by how having the teachers model good literature and
use examples before the lessons really helped the students to improve their writing.” Mann also
commented on choosing writing topics. “I also appreciate how the Being a Writer program
provides better choices for the students with regards to writing topics.” She added, “We had
used a program in the past that was very limited in the topics it presented to our students, and as
a result, they didn’t get a choice in their subject matter.”
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Commenting further, Mann said, “Being a Writer (had) given our students great training
in working in groups, building their listening skills, sharing with a partner, listening to a partner,
and retelling what a partner has said.” She concluded that “it was almost like a character
education program within the reading program.” Regarding the support provided in BaW to
teachers, Mann related, “What my teachers love the most is that the resources are all right there
for them. They don’t have to go find a book that provides this example or demonstrates that
skill.” She added, “And we see that it is matched up to the Common Core.”
Martinez Elementary School, Martinez, GA, year unknown. In an interview held after
BaW had been implemented for one year in grades 3-5, Mr. White, the principal at Martinez
Elementary reported, “Our teachers were having difficulty planning for writing instruction.” As
a result, he began looking for a comprehensive program that would “develop consistent
performance with our students.” As a result of implementing BaW, White shared, “The critical
piece for us was that it gave us a consistent plan. He added, “Our teachers felt the BaW lesson
format would motivate our students to write—which it has.” White commented that he believed,
“having the program and its resources is a key component for my teachers and students…they
don’t have to go out and search for other pieces to make the program complete.” Speaking more
specifically, White reported that an additional benefit of implementing BaW had been using the
“collection of trade (mentor) books,” noting, “The trade books give our students a thought
process and motivate them to write daily.”
Lewiston Elementary, Grovetown, GA, year unknown. When asked by the DSC about the
changes he’d seen related to writing instruction in grades K-5 at Lewiston Elementary during
their first year implementing BaW, Dr. Mike Doolittle responded that “the amount of
information the students began to write increased greatly.” According to Doolittle, scores on the
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state writing test administered in March also increased from the previous year by 16 points,
which he attributed to the “BaW program and the organization of the program.” He added, “It
has been a very successful program for us.” He added, “The teachers taught the program with
fidelity, but they found that they had to make some adjustments at certain grade levels in order
meet some district curricular mandates.” Additionally, referring to the fact that BaW aligned
with Common Core, the Georgia writing standards, and the genres they needed to teach,
Doolittle shared that teachers at Lewiston “unanimously decided that the other programs we
looked at didn’t offer what BaW offered.” Finally, while Lewiston teachers’ “biggest concern
and challenge was time (for writing),” Doolittle felt that teachers were collaborating more about
writing and the “communication between teachers has greatly improved as well.”
Lake Forest South Elementary, Harrington, DE, 2012-2013. At Lake Forest South
Elementary, Michelle Caulk, a third-grade teacher, reported that her students had informed her
that “writing was their least favorite subject.” However, she added that after she had
implemented BaW, she believed “you can ask any of my students and most would say that
writing is their favorite subject.” More specifically, “in the past, I would ask them to write a
structured writing piece, such as a sequential how-to, but with the Being a Writer program they
may choose their topics.” Caulk also mentioned that her students were writing “so much more.”
She believed this topic choice led to an increase in student writing stamina.
Referring to building a writing community, Caulk added, “I love how the program builds
a writing community where it makes the children feel safe and comfortable about their writing.”
She reported that this “social aspect of the program has led to an increase in (student writing)
stamina,” and to students who “respect and appreciate each other as authors.” When asked what
had been the most powerful aspect of the program for her teaching, Caulk responded that BaW
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“provides a clear scope and sequence to ensure that students learn the important elements of
writing.” Another aspect she found helpful was that BaW includes, “a collection of trade books
for read-alouds, which is an excellent tool for teachers to expose students to incredible writing
and wonderful authors.”
Kennett Consolidated School District, Kennett Square, PA, date unknown. The
Curriculum Supervisor for the Kennett Consolidated School District, Ms. Pedroso, reported that
students’ writing attitudes had changed as they began to implement BaW. She said, “Students in
pilot classes are enjoying writing more and writing more often.” Pedroso reported that
implementing BaW “was necessary to provide writing structure, support our Responsive
Classrooms initiative, and give our teachers more confidence about their own skills as writing
teachers.” She added, “This is positive.” Additionally, Pedroso believed that “Being a Writer
supports all that we already knew about best practices in writing with authors who are really
respected in the field.” She continued, “It is aligned to the Common Core with quality trade
books, is teacher and student friendly, and supports our Responsive Classroom Initiative.”
R. Guild Gray Elementary School, Clark County School District, Las Vegas, NV, year
unknown. In the past, Ms. Witt, a fifth-grade teacher at R. Guild Gray Elementary, relayed that a
challenge they faced was “our students’ need for explicit writing topics or a prompt from which
to continue writing.” Moreover, “Many students would stop writing if they didn’t know how to
spell a word or if they were erasing too much.” She reported the difference they’d noticed after
implementing BaW. Witt said, “Our students are writers and they know it, and they are proud of
it. They love to write.” In addition to improved student writing scores, Witt reported that the
“biggest change that we have seen in our building is the improved social climate” at R. Guild
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Gray. She added that after implementing BaW, “our students are better at working together and
really making an effort to get along and solve problems.”
The BaW teacher support was mentioned as something the teachers at R. Guild Gray
appreciated. Witt shared, “Our teachers really appreciate the ELL support, teacher conferencing
notes, and the facilitation tips featured in the Teacher’s Manuals.” Finally, referring to the CCSS,
Witt reported that teachers “feel confident that we are hitting those standards and that kids are
getting it in each and every grade level.” She added, “We see the power of teaching kids those
skills (through BaW) and how working and listening to others helps them become better
writers.”
Clark County School District, NV, 2012. In 2012, the Literacy and Research Departments
of the Clark County School District (CCSD) in Nevada examined the effects of extending the
initial professional development support presented to teachers new to the Being a Writer
program (Campbell, 2012). Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected and analyzed.
Quantitative data. The quantitative surveys used to investigate teacher outcomes were
adaptations of the Teaching Efficacy Scale for Writing (Graham et al., 2001), the Teaching
Writing Scale (Graham et al., 2000), and the Writing Orientation Scale (Graham et al., 2000).
These surveys were administered online once at the end of the school year after teachers had
implemented BaW for an initial year as they also participated in a variety of ongoing
professional development opportunities.

Some of the training was provided by the

Developmental Studies Center (2007), which developed the BaW program. Campbell (2012)
examined both teacher and student outcomes (Campbell).
Teacher outcomes – TESW. The TESW measures teacher confidence in teaching
writing within two scales: the Personal Teacher Efficacy scale and the General Teacher Efficacy
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scale (Graham et al., 2001). Campbell (2012) suggested that the teachers’ Personal Teacher
Efficacy was much higher than their General Teacher Efficacy. For example, the average score
related to Personal Teacher Efficacy was 39.4 out of 54.0 possible points, with the lowest score,
29, and the highest score, 48. The average score for General Teacher Efficacy was 9.1 out of
18.0, with the lowest score, 5, and the highest score, 14. Campbell suggests that most teachers in
this study were confident in other, more specific aspects of teaching writing, such as finding and
using multiple approaches to teach writing, re-teaching students as necessary, and using their
assessment practices and pedagogical knowledge.
Additional teacher comment data was collected within the parameters of the TESW. For
example, teachers identified “what was learned from BaW” (Campbell, 2012, p. 6) as improving
student writing, along with student maturity and family support. Moreover, some teachers
believed they could reteach, but were not actually doing so in their classroom. One teacher noted
that re-teaching usually occurs during student conferences.
According to Campbell (2012), teachers’ confidence was not as high when it came to
“reaching students with a wide range of abilities,” (p. 6), with 71% of the participants expressing
doubt that all students could be reached instructionally. Additionally, 24% of the respondents
reported difficulty in adjusting their instructional level for weaker writers. Thirty-eight percent
of the participants did not feel extra effort on their part improved student writing, and only 24%
felt that the time they had students spend writing in class actually influenced student writing
progress.
Teacher outcomes – WOS. Results related to three subscales of the WOS
(Graham et al., 2000) were also reported by Campbell (2012). These subscales include the
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Correct Writing subscale, the Explicit Instruction subscale, and Natural Learning subscale. The
higher the score, the more value a teacher places on these approaches.
The Correct Writing subscale is related to teacher beliefs in the value of reminding
students to use correct spelling and grammar in their writing. The average scale score for
Correct Writing was 18 out of 30 points, with scores ranging from 11 to 25. The Explicit
Instruction subscale is related to teacher beliefs that students must be explicitly taught the
conventions of print and spelling skills, along with revision strategies. The Explicit Instruction
average scale score was 19.7 out of 24 points with a range of 16 points to 23 points (Campbell,
2012). The Natural Learning subscale relates, first, to a belief that writing lessons should be
presented as student needs surface, and secondly, to beliefs that students will learn how to write
proficiently through practicing writing and critiquing each other’s writing pieces. The average
scale score for Natural Learning was 16.5 out of 24 points with a range of 9 to 22 points. These
three belief orientation subscale findings suggest that teachers place slightly more value on
explicitly teaching students’ writing strategies rather than teaching writing lessons as student
needs arise.
Moreover, there was a statistically significant negative correlation between this subscale
and the percentage of Hispanic students in the classroom. This correlation indicated that
increases in the percentage of Hispanic students in the classroom resulted in less time spent
practicing writing and less writing in context. Campbell (2012) further suggests that this finding
indicates a need for additional writing support for Hispanic students.
Teacher outcomes – TWS. Findings from the administration of the adapted TWS
(Graham et al., 2000) suggest that teachers spent approximately 310 minutes a week teaching
writing. Results from five scales were also reported by Campbell (2012). These five scales were
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Teaching the Writing Process, Students Working Together, Teaching Spelling, Teaching
Grammar and Usage, and “miscellaneous items” (p. 7). Teaching the Writing Process results
indicated that teachers “often” taught organization and revising strategies and “sometimes”
taught planning strategies. For the Students Working Together scale, teachers reported they
“often” had students work with their peers. Teachers reported teaching spelling strategies
“often” on the Teaching Spelling scale. Teachers reported they also “often” taught grammar, and
conventions on items related to the Teaching Grammar and Usage scale (Campbell).
Results for the “miscellaneous items,” suggest that teachers “sometimes” retaught writing
skills, “often” modeled writing strategies, “often” had students select their own writing projects,
and “sometimes” had students work at their own pace (Campbell, 2012). Other “miscellaneous
item” findings included teacher responses related to supporting weak writers. Conferencing was
the most common support teachers used to assist weak writers, along with peer tutoring and
small group work. Teachers also modeled their writing more to address the needs of weaker
writers.
Teacher outcomes – correlations. Additionally, Campbell (2012) found
correlations between the Teaching the Writing Process, the Students Working Together, and the
Teaching Spelling scales. More specifically, he suggests a moderate positive correlation
between the Teaching the Writing Process and Students Working Together scales. This
correlation indicates that teachers’ frequent use of instructional strategies was associated with a
high collaboration rate among their students. Alternately, teachers’ frequent teaching of spelling
skills resulted in fewer collaborative opportunities for their students. However, the correlation
between the Teaching Spelling scale and the Teaching the Writing Process scale was not
statistically significant.
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Finally, Campbell (2012) analyzed correlations between the TESW, the WOS, and the
TWS, along with classroom demographics: class size, grade level, and teachers’ years of
experience (Graham et al., 2000; Graham et al., 2001). He found no statistically significant
correlations among the TESW subscales or these other measures.
Student achievement – NWPE. In Campbell’s (2012) in-depth study of teachers’
perceptions of teaching writing at the end of a school year during which teachers implemented
the BaW program and received ongoing professional development, he also analyzed student
writing proficiency score data using the Grade Five 2012 Nevada Writing Proficiency Exam.
Campbell’s first analysis of writing data compared students at schools using BaW to other
schools in the CCSD that were not using BaW. In this first analysis, he found no difference in
the mean writing score between BaW schools and non-BaW schools. Campbell also found no
difference between these two groups related to writing achievement levels.
However, Campbell (2012) additionally split the data by years of experience into three
groups. These three groups included 1) first-year BaW schools; 2) schools with two or more
years of BaW implementation; and 3) non-BaW schools. Campbell found that schools with two
or more years of BaW implementation had higher writing scores than non-BaW schools and
first-year BaW schools. In addition, students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) at
schools that had implemented BaW for more than one year had the highest writing NWPE
scores, followed by students with IEP’s at non-BaW schools. Therefore, the students with IEPs
scores reflected the large group results, but with lower scores overall.
In attempting to explain the lower NWPE scores at schools in their first year of BaW
implementation, Campbell (2012) postulates that they may be related to the specific
characteristics of those schools. A second supposition is that the study’s NWPE results may be
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due to the fact that teachers at the first-year BaW schools were newly implementing BaW.
Campbell additionally relates this second supposition to teacher comments that they did not
“really understand how to teach writing until they were involved in this (BaW) professional
development activity” (p. 16).
Qualitative data. In his study of teachers who implemented BaW while participating in
related monthly professional development meetings for one school year, Campbell (2012) also
collected qualitative teachers’ written responses to online prompts. Data analysis of the written
responses revealed six themes: 1) Program Evaluation; 2) Student Outcomes; 3) Teaching
Process; 4) Classroom Community; 5) Student Affect; and 6) Teacher Affect.
Program evaluation. Specific positive teacher comments related to Program
Evaluation showed teachers felt that BaW aligned well with the CCSS (2010) and that the traits
of writing were embedded in BaW rather than being taught explicitly (Campbell, 2012). Primary
grade teachers were more positive about how well BaW addressed teaching writing traits.
Comments focused on teaching organization through BaW lessons were mostly positive,
although some teachers believed more of this type of instruction should be included in the
program (Campbell, 2012). As a result of this perceived lack of instruction, some teachers
commented that they had to supplement their BaW lessons with other approaches or materials.
Furthermore, some teachers felt the BaW lessons should focus more on teaching conventions and
grammar. This finding, specifically, appeared to relate to concerns teachers had with students
being assessed on their use of conventions as part of their standardized state test, the Nevada
Writing Proficiency Exam.
Student outcomes. Within the Student Outcomes theme, 11 outcomes were
identified. The most prominent student outcome was “growth seen in student writing ability”
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(Campbell, 2012, p. 11). For example, teachers positively viewed the student progress they had
noted in voice, word use, and quality. Additionally, common teacher comments indicated that
students exhibited “a love for writing” and “students saw themselves as writers” (Campbell,
2012, p. 11). Several teachers indicated that students had never been “so excited about writing”
and were taking more ownership of their writing (p. 11). Other Student Outcome themes related
to “better communication, asking questions, greater focus, respect for others, listening skills,
self-evaluation skills, and increased critical thinking” (p. 11).
Teaching process. The Teaching Process theme had the greatest number of codes
when analyzed. This theme included specific content, instructional strategies, or tasks discussed
by the teachers online. The topic of most concern to teachers in this theme was “allocating
instructional minutes” (Campbell, 2012, p. 11), with some participants attributing this challenge
to scheduling demands. Kindergarten teachers, except for full-day kindergarten teachers,
appeared to have the most difficulty finding time for writing instruction. Teachers also indicated
that they struggled with time allocation related to specific aspects of the writing process:
conferring, peer editing, and revising.
Assessment was also a common topic within the Teaching Process theme. Teachers
responded that they felt comfortable in their assessment of both their students’ strengths and
weaknesses. They used a variety of formative and summative tests to evaluate student writing,
although two teachers expressed concerns that their standardized state exam was “different from
the writing students had been doing during the year” (Campbell, 2012, p. 11).
Other online teacher discussion topics that fell within the Teaching Process theme were
posited by Campbell (2012) and included the following:
1. Students did not consider writing preparation as “writing;”
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2. Prewriting activities appeared to decrease student engagement;
3. Some teachers were resistant to embedding writing instruction within the content
areas, and others felt it should be taught within a specific block of time;
4. Teachers felt that conferencing often with students was beneficial;
5. Time allocation was mentioned as a concern again, with teachers wondering how
much time to allocate to conferencing as a whole and to each student individually;
6. Comments about conventions were not generally positive, with one teacher
describing the BaW approach to teaching conventions as “students explore
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.” (p. 12)
Another topic related to the Teaching Process theme was suggested by Campbell (2012).
Educator frustration related to teaching conventions to students indicated that teachers felt
students were “not using conventions, punctuation, and spelling” (p. 12). Some fifth-grade
teachers did not appear to feel conventions’ lessons were included in BaW, and felt having to reteach conventions conflicted with following the BaW program.
To investigate the background behind these online comments regarding the BaW
approach to teaching conventions, Campbell (2012) wrote a personal communication to the
Developmental Studies Center (2007). The DSC responded, “Teachers may have lacked the
knowledge to access this material (provided within the BaW program) or may have chosen not to
utilize it” (p. 13).
Qualitative online data analysis also revealed several other findings that fell into the
Teaching Process theme. Teachers reported they felt that frequent modeling of writing for
students was a critical component of proficient writing instruction and had a positive effect on
student writing progress. Teachers additionally reported they felt frustrated with “students’
perceptions that once the writing was done, the assignment was done” (Campbell, 2012, p. 13).
One teacher commented that her students were not “interested in proofreading and revising” (p.
13).
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Classroom community. The Classroom Community theme findings indicated that
teachers believed several components contributed to building a “sense of community” (p. 13)
within their classrooms (Campbell, 2012). These components included “collaboration within the
classroom, students sharing work, and working in pairs,” which was often described as “peer
editing activities” (p. 13). More specifically, teachers felt that participating in peer editing
activities was beneficial for partners who struggled with revising and, moreover, students who
worked together also increased their abilities to ask questions, to be respectful, and to be good
listeners.
Student affect. Regarding the Student Affect theme, Campbell (2012) found that,
while a few teachers commented that their feelings about student writing could be described as
“timid, concerned, or frustrated,” (p. 14), most teacher comments were positive. Positive
comments referred to seeing students “eager to write and share,” and having students who
enjoyed writing, were “excited for the writing block,” and were proud of their writing (p. 14).
Teacher affect. A connection between the Student Affect theme and the Teacher
Affect theme was suggested by Campbell (2012). More specifically, students appeared to feel
“encouraged” about writing when their teachers were “excited” about writing (p. 14). In addition
to feeling excited, teachers also reported feeling “relaxed about writing instruction, confident,
passionate, encouraged, and proud of their students (p. 14). There were only a few comments
about feeling apprehensive and frustrated about teaching writing; however, these types of
comments were only reported in the first online discussion early in the study.
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Summary

Teachers are responsible for using quality instruction to teach their students to the best of
their ability (Ziolkowska, 2007). The Being a Writer program provides teachers with explicit,
systematic, research-based, daily lesson plans along with materials that can be used to teach
writing to their students using the process approach to writing. Many of the effective
instructional writing practices identified by Graham and Perin (2007) in their large-scale metaanalysis are contained within BaW. These practices include teaching the process approach to
writing within a workshop framework, providing an extended time for writing, conferencing for
individualized instruction, and incorporating cycles of writing: prewriting, drafting, revising,
editing, and publishing. Graham and Perin also found evidence from their study on the
effectiveness of teaching students strategies for how to plan, revise, and edit drafts and also
having students work with peers to apply these processes to their drafts. Student writers need
models of good writing to read, analyze, and emulate and they need to write to learn content
material. Assigning specific, reachable goals, encouraging the use of computers to work on
writing, and creating activities to help students generate and organize ideas are additional
findings of Graham and Perin. The BaW program contains all of these recommended researchbased instructional writing strategies and practices.
Examining the changes that may occur in elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching
writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices as a result of
implementing the Being a Writer program will help inform educators and administrators
regarding writing practice and programs that may enhance teachers’ writing pedagogy. Chapter
3 outlines the methodology used to conduct this study.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this mixed method study was to examine changes in elementary teachers’
self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing
practices while implementing the Being a Writer program. In this chapter, the research design,
the research questions, the setting, and the participants are described. Data collection and data
analysis methods are also discussed along with reliability and validity procedures.

Research Design

Using a mixed method study, which is a combination of quantitative and qualitative data
analyses, “provides a better understanding of research problems than either approach alone”
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 5). Creswell and Plano Clark contend that the voices of the
subjects are not usually heard in a quantitative study, so a qualitative piece often permits a
deeper understanding of the context or setting. On the other hand, qualitative research can be
considered biased because of personal interpretations, and findings usually cannot be generalized
to a larger population. A quantitative piece can help offset these weaknesses.

Research Questions

Three research questions guided this study.
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1. Does elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing change while
implementing the Being a Writer program for five months? If so, how?
2. Do elementary teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing change while implementing
the Being a Writer program for five months? If so, how?
3. Do elementary teachers’ instructional writing practices change while implementing
the Being a Writer program for five months? If so, how?

Setting and Sampling

The setting of this study was a large northwest suburban Chicago school district. District
1000 includes one preschool-only site, seventeen elementary schools, four middle schools, and
three high schools. One alternative school and one charter school also lie within the district’s
boundaries. Pseudonyms were given to the district, the schools, and the teacher participants for
purposes of this study.
The participant sample used in this study was chosen both purposefully and for
convenience. Purposeful sampling means that “researchers intentionally select (or recruit)
participants who have experienced the central phenomenon or the key concept being explored in
the study” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 173). This study involved examining changes in
teachers’ self-efficacy, beliefs, and use of instructional writing practices related to teaching
writing while implementing the BaW program. Therefore, in the fall of 2012, 22 teachers from
five elementary schools who taught first- through third-grade writing and who planned to fully
implement the BaW program for the first time during the 2012-2013 school year, were purposely
invited to participate in this study.
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Most participant teachers who began to fully implement the BaW program for the first
time in the 2012-2013 school year received their specific grade level teacher kits prior to the end
of school in May 2012, so they would have time to examine them over the summer. Other
participants already had their kits and may have woven a few select components of the program
into their teaching of writing prior to the 2012-2013 school year. These kits contained mentor
texts, teacher manuals, and supplemental student assessment materials.
In addition to using purposeful sampling to choose participants, participants were also
chosen based on convenience. Convenience sampling means that study participants were chosen
because they were readily available and accessible (Patton, 2002). As a reading specialist at one
of the elementary schools in District 1000 during the 2012-2013 school year, it was easy to
arrange to send surveys to and meet with the subjects on a regular basis. It is important to keep
in mind, as Mertens (2010) suggests, that all samples are “in the end volunteers” (p. 325).

Participating Schools

The student demographics of the schools that were involved in the study were fairly
similar for the 2012-2013 school year. At four out of the five schools, at least 64% of the student
population was White, while the overall district student population was 54% White.
Conversely, at School 5, only 3% of the students were White, while 94% were Hispanic.
From 12% to 24% of the population at each of the other four study schools was Hispanic
compared to a 33% Hispanic population overall in the district. Each of the other racial groups
made up seven percent or less of both the individual schools’ and district’s student populations.
See Table 1 for the racial/ethnic population percentages for each participating school and the
district as a whole (Illinois State Board of Education, 2011).
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According to the Illinois State Board of Education (2011), the highest percentage (92%)
of low-income students attended School 5, while Schools 1 through 4 had low-income
percentages ranging from 18% to 35%. The district low-income rate was 34%. The percentage
of students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) was similar at all five schools, but the
percentage of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students at School 5 was 60%, while in Schools
1 through 4, the percentage of LEP students ranged from 3% to 9%. Overall, the district LEP
rate was 12%. Attendance rates were high and chronic truancy rates were low at all five schools
and across the district. The mobility rate at each participating school ranged from 6% to 17 %,
while the district average was 12%. See Table 2 for district and school demographic statistics
related to additional student characteristics.
At the time of the study, students in District 1000 took the Illinois Standards
Achievement Test (ISAT) each year in third- through fifth-grade at the elementary level. In
2012, at least 79% of the students in third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade at Schools 1 through 4 either
met or exceeded state standards in reading. However, at School 5, only 50% of the third-grade
students and 59% of the fourth-grade students met or exceeded reading standards. School 5 is a
Pre-K through fourth grade school, so there were no scores for fifth grade. The district average
for ISAT reading scores ranged from 75% to 78% who met or exceeded state standards.

Table 1
District and School Demographics – Racial/Ethnic Diversity – 2012-2013 School Year
% White

% Black

District
54%
5%
1000
School 1
64%
2%
School 2
73%
2%
School 3
74%
2%
School 4
84%
1%
School 5
3%
1%
(Illinois State Board of Education, 2011)

%Hispanic

% Asian

% Native
Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander

% American
Indian

% Two or
More Races

33%

6%

< 1%

< 1%

3%

24%
14%
19%
12%
94%

4%
7%
1%
1%
<1%

< 1%
<1%
0%
0%
<1%

0%
0%
0%
0%
<1%

6%
4%
3%
3%
<1%

Table 2
District and School Demographics – Other Student Characteristics – 2012-2013 School Year
% Low
Income

Chronic
Truancy
Rate
8%
2%
3%
2%
1%
7%

Mobility
Rate

12%
7%
8%
12%
6%
17%

Attendance
Rate

95%
96%
96%
95%
97%
96%

Total
Enrollment

20,566
450
572
415
375
727
95

% LEP
% IEP
LimitedIndividual
EnglishEducation
Proficient
Plan
District 1000
39%
12%
13%
School 1
35%
9%
13%
School 2
18%
8%
14%
School 3
27%
9%
17%
School 4
19%
3%
17%
School 5
92%
60%
13%
(Illinois State Board of Education, 2011)
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Additionally, per the Illinois State Board of Education (2011), at least 79% of the third-,
fourth-, and fifth-graders from all five study schools met or exceeded state math standards. On
the ISAT math component, the average district scores were 87% or above. Fourth-grade students
who met or exceeded science standards at four of the five participating schools were higher than
the district average of 83% for this area. However, at School 5, only 71% of fourth-graders met
or exceeded state science standards. See Table 3 for district and school ISAT reading, math and
science scores.
The last time writing was assessed by the state of Illinois was in 2009 and 2010 when
third and fifth graders participated. This portion of the ISAT was removed after 2010, and the
ISAT was no longer administered after the 2012-2013 school year. Three of the five study
schools’ third-grade students met or exceeded state writing standards in 2009, surpassing the
district average of 72%. However, at School 1 and School 5, only 69% and 53% of third graders,
respectively, met or exceeded writing standards. In 2009, at Schools 1 through 4, at least 82% of
the fifth graders met or exceeded state writing standards, which was higher than the district
average of 74%, while at School 5, only 62% of fifth graders met or exceeded state standards in
writing.
In 2010, writing scores dropped substantially for third-grade students at four of the study
schools. For example, 34% to 63% of third-graders at the study schools met or exceeded writing
standards, with both School 2 and School 4 falling below the district average of 59%. At the
fifth-grade level, writing scores dropped at four out of five study schools and on-average across
the district, but the decreases were not as substantial as for the third-grade students’ scores.
From 71% to 83% of fifth-grade students met or exceeded state standards in writing in 2010, and
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the district average was 70%. School 5 is a Pre-K to grade four only site, so no writing scores
were reported for fifth grade.
Therefore, 12% to 47% of third-graders and 12% to 38% of fifth-graders at the study
schools did not meet or exceed state writing standards in 2009. District wide, 28% and 26% of
all third graders and fifth graders, respectively, did not meet or exceed standards for writing. In
2010, 37% to 66% of third-graders did not meet or exceed writing standards. Additionally, 17%
to 29% of fifth-graders at the participating schools did not meet or exceed writing standards in
2010. In the district as a whole in 2010, 41% of the third graders and 30% of the fifth graders
did not meet or exceed ISAT standards in writing.
In summary, for the school years 2009 and 2010, 12% to 66% of the study schools third
graders did not meet writing standards. Also, in 2009 and 2010, the last two years writing was
assessed at the state level in Illinois, 17% to 38% of fifth graders at the study schools did not
meet or exceed writing standards. For the district as a whole, in 2009, 28% of third graders and
26% of fifth graders were not considered proficient writers by the state, and in 2010, 41% of
third graders and 30% of fifth-graders were not considered to be proficient writers. See Table 4
for district and study school ISAT writing scores (Illinois State Board of Education, 2011).

Table 3
District and School ISAT Reading, Math, and Science Scores – 2011

Third Grade

Reading
Fourth Grade Fifth Grade

District 1000
75%
78%
School 1
79%
80%
School 2
80%
84%
School 3
89%
84%
School 4
93%
91%
School 5
50%
59%
(Illinois State Board of Education, 2011)

Math
Third Grade Fourth Grade

78%
88%
92%
84%
92%
PreK –Gr. 4

88%
79%
92%
93%
97%
82%

Fifth Grade

Science
Fourth Grade

90%
87%
92%
93%
95%
92%
97%
87%
100% 95%
80% PreK –Gr. 4

83%
87%
87%
96%
98%
71%

Table 4
District and School ISAT Writing Scores - 2009 and 2010
Percentage of Students Who Met or Exceeded Writing Standards

District 1000
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5

2009 – Gr. 3
72%
69%
88%
83%
88%
53%

2010 – Gr. 5
88%
82%
83%
86%
62%

2009 – Gr. 3
59%
63%
46%
63%
34%
PreK – 4 School

2010 – Gr. 5
70%
80%
77%
83%
71%
PreK – 4 School
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Participating Teachers

There were 17 teachers from an initial pool of 22 prospective participants from five
different schools who chose to complete the survey component of this study. Two of the original
17 teachers only completed the pre-survey at the beginning of the school year, but they did not
complete or return the post-survey at the end of the school year. Out of the 15 teachers who
completed both the pre- and post-surveys, four did not indicate on their post-surveys that they
implemented Being a Writer for four or five days a week as per the program’s parameters.
Therefore, only the data for the 11 teacher participants who completed both the pre- and postsurveys and who also implemented BaW for four to five days per week were reported in this
study.
The 11 teacher participants included two first-grade teachers and one literacy teacher who
taught first-grade BaW lessons with a co-teacher, three second-grade teachers, and five thirdgrade teachers. See Table 5 for the number of study participants per grade level by school.
Table 5
Number of Study Participants by School
Grade
1
2
3
TOTALS

School 1
0
1
2
3

School 2
0
0
2
2

School 3
2
1
0
3

School 4
1
1
0
2

School 5 TOTALS
0
3
0
3
1
5
1
11

Additionally, from the pool of eleven teacher participants who completed the pre- and
post-surveys for this study, three focal teachers consented to participate in individual interviews,
be observed in their classrooms, and complete self-reports as they implemented the BaW
program. These three teachers were Michelle Andrews, a literacy teacher who co-taught the
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BaW program in a first-grade classroom at School 3; Evelyn Proctor, a second-grade teacher
from School 4; and Renee Zahn, a third-grade teacher at School 2.

Focal Teacher Participants

Michelle Andrews

The only participant who was not a classroom teacher, Michelle Andrews, a White
female, was a literacy teacher who co-taught writing using the Being a Writer program to first
graders during the 2012-2013 school year. She was the teacher who actually taught the BaW
lessons each day in the classroom, assisted by the first-grade classroom teacher. While she had
not previously taught writing using the Being a Writer program, she had used the writing
workshop format to teach writing on her own in the past. During the 2012-2013, there were 33
children in the classroom in which she co-taught. Michelle had earned graduate-level credits
past her master’s degree and had taught for 25 years prior to the study. She felt her preparation
to teach writing was poor based on a scale from inadequate to exceptional.

Evelyn Proctor

Also a White female teacher, Evelyn Proctor more recently received her teaching degree.
She taught 30 second-grade students during the 2012-2013 school year, which was her fourth
year of teaching. She had previously used a few random Being a Writer lessons when she taught
third grade, but had never fully implemented it over the course of a school year nor had she used
it at the second-grade level. Evelyn had earned graduate credits past her bachelor’s degree and
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felt her preparation to teaching writing was adequate based on a scale from inadequate to
exceptional.

Renee Zahn

Additionally, Renee Zahn implemented the BaW program during the 2012-2013 in her
class of 35 third graders. Although Renee started the year with 35 students, the district added a
third, third-grade class to School 2 in October 2012. This change reduced Renee’s class by 12
students. Renee had also taught random lessons out of the BaW program two years prior to the
study but, again, had never fully implemented it over the course of the year. This was her eighth
year of teaching, and she had earned graduate credits beyond her master’s degree. She rated her
college preparation to teach writing as adequate, again on a scale from poor to exceptional.

Study Time Frame

This study was conducted over the course of 28 weeks during the 2012-2013 school year.
After the Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Services approved this study on September 4,
2012, he emailed the principal of each school in which a multiple case study focal participant
would be fully implementing the BaW program for the first time to brief them on the study
parameters. Permission to observe in focal participants’ classrooms and to meet with these
participants during individual interview sessions at each school, if necessary, was requested from
and granted by the principals.

Table 6
Focal Teacher Participant Descriptive Demographics
Teacher
Participant

Gender

Ethnicity

Level of
Education

Quality of
Preparation
to Teach
Writing
Poor

Michelle
Andrews

Female

White

Master’s +

Evelyn
Proctor
Renee
Zahn

Female

White

Bachelor’s + Adequate

3

Female

White

Master’s +

7

Adequate

Number of
Years
Taught
25

Current
Grade
Teaching

Number of
Students in
Classroom

Literacy/
Co-teach
Writing
Second
Grade
Third
Grade

33

30
35/23
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Data collection began the week of September 3, 2012, teacher packets were sent to the
prospective study participants. All data were collected by May 25, 2013, except for the final
interview with Renee Zahn. Since she had been on maternity leave at the end of the school year,
she was not able to meet for her last interview until July 29, 2013. A 28-week time frame was
chosen as it would provide an adequate amount of time for any changes in the constructs being
measured to be noted and is a longer time frame than related studies have used to study similar
phenomena (Spanjer & Layne, 2001; Tschannen-Moran & McMaster, 2009).
For example, in their study examining the role that four different professional
development formats played in increasing teacher self-efficacy and their implementation of a
newly introduced instructional reading strategy, Tschannen-Moran and McMaster (2009)
administered a self-efficacy survey prior to the beginning of each professional development
workshop. They administered follow-up surveys to all the participants approximately one month
after the workshops were conducted. A pattern of increases and decreases in self-efficacy related
to primary teachers’ use of the reading strategy emerged after one-month of reading instruction.
Additionally, Spanjer and Layne (2001) administered a pretest measuring elementary
through college teachers’ attitudes toward language approximately one month before they
participated in a workshop on the process approach to writing and then administered a post-test
on the final day of the workshop. Results indicated writing teachers’ attitudes changed to be
more similar to the linguists’ attitudes within the study’s time frame.
Study invitation and survey packets were sent out twice during the 2012-2013 school
year. A pre-study survey was sent to prospective teacher participants during the weeks of
September 3 through October 15, 2012, to introduce the study. The packet included a study
invitation, the pre-study survey, two copies of Consent Form #1, and two copies of Consent
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Form #2 and were sent through intra-school mail to first-, second-, and third-grade teachers who
were to begin to fully implement the Being a Writer program during the 2012-2013 school year.
Classroom teachers were asked to participate in either the survey-only portion of the study
(Consent Form #1) and/or in the additional data collection opportunities (Consent Form #2),
which included individual interviews, classroom observations, and self-reports related to their
implementation of the Being a Writer program. They were asked to return the completed prestudy survey and one signed copy of each consent form to me via intra-school mail. Teachers
were instructed to keep one copy of each consent form they signed for their own records. All
pre-study surveys were returned to the researcher by October 25, 2012.
A second post-study survey was sent to teachers who filled in pre-study surveys in the
fall. These surveys were sent out on April, 24, 2013. The participants were asked to return the
post-study surveys to the researcher by May 8, 2013. All post-study surveys were returned to the
researcher by May 23, 2013. See Appendix A for a copy of the invitation to participate in the
study and Appendix B for the two versions of the consent forms.
In mid-October all teachers in the district attended a two and one-half hour professional
development workshop overview of the Being a Writer program. This workshop was presented
by a consultant provided by the Developmental Studies Center, who publishes the BaW program.
Being a Writer training sessions for second grade on October 11, for third grade on October 16,
and for first grade on October 17 were attended in order to collect artifacts, observe content, and
record field notes of the verbal exchanges between the consultant and the teachers. No other
professional development workshops related to the BaW program were conducted within the
district during the 2012-2013 school year. See Table 7 for the study time frame.
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Table 7
Study Time Frame – 28 Weeks
Date
Research approved by the
IRB - -- 8/23/12
Research approved by
District 1000 – 9/4/12
Weeks of 9/3/12 – 10/15/12

Mid-October 2012

Week (1) of 10/22/2012

Week (2) of 10/29/2012

Week (4) of 11/12/2012

Week of 11/19/2012
Weeks (7 & 8) of 12/3/2012
&
12/10/12
Weeks (8 & 9) of 12/10/2012
& 12/17/2012

Table continued on next page

Researcher Role
----Invited teachers to participate in the study through
intraschool mailing and follow-up calls and discussions with
literacy teachers and teachers. Had volunteers sign consent
forms and complete the four-part pre-study survey for the
first time.
Attended the BaW workshops.
10/11/12 – Second-grade
10/16/12 – Third-grade
10/17/12 – First-grade
By 10/25/13, finalized the participants, and pre-study surveys
were returned
17 survey-only participants.
3 focal group participants
Conducted first individual interviews.
M.A. - 10/30/12
E.P. – 10/30/12
R.Z. – 11/2/12
Conducted first set of classroom observations along with
collecting related BaW lesson plans.
M.A. – 11/12/12
E.P. – 11/14/12
R.Z. – 11/12/12
Parent/Teacher Conferences and Thanksgiving Break
No student instruction
Conducted second individual group interviews.
M.A. – 12/6/12
E.P. – 12/5/12
R.Z. – 12/12/12
Administered and collected first teacher self-report
surveys.
M.A. – 12/12/12
E.P. – 12/18/12
R.Z. – 12/18/12
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Table 7 cont. from previous page
Weeks of 12/24/2012 &
12/31/2013
Weeks (12 & 13) of
1/21/2013
& 1/28/2013
Week (13) of 1/28/2013

Week (17 & 18) of 2/25/2013
& 3/4/2013

Week (20) of 3/18/2013

Week of 3/25/2013
Weeks (22 & 26) of 4/8/2013
& 5/6/2013

Week (22) of 4/8/2013

Weeks (27 & 28) of
5/13/2013
& 5/20/2013 (7/29/2013)
Week (24) of 4/2/2013 to
Week (28) of 5/20/2013

Holiday Break – No student instruction
Conducted third individual interviews.
M.A. – 1/25/13
E.P. – 1/22/13
R.Z. – 1/30/13
Conducted second set of classroom observations along
with collecting related BaW lesson plans.
M.A. – 1/28/13
E.P. – 1/30/13
R.Z. – 1/28/13
Conducted fourth individual interviews.
M.A. – 2/27/13
E.P. – 3/6/13
R.Z. – 2/28/13
Administered and collected second and final teacher
self-report surveys.
M.A. – 3/18/13
E.P. – 3/19/13
R.Z. – Did not return
Spring Break – No student instruction
Conducted fifth individual interview.
M.A. – 4/9/13
E.P. – 4/11/13
R.Z. – 5/8/13 via email (on maternity leave)
Conducted third and final set of classroom observations along
with collecting related BaW lesson plans.
M.A. – 4/8/13
E.P. – 4/11/13
R.Z. – 4/8/13
Conducted sixth and final focus group interview.
M.A. – 5/13/13
E.P. – 5/24/13
R.Z. – 7/29/13
By 5/25/13, administered and collected the four-part
post-study survey for the second and final time.
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Data Collection

Five types of data were collected during this study. Quantitative data were collected
through surveys. Qualitative data were collected through individual interviews, classroom
observations, teacher self-reports, and document collection. Bogdan and Biklen (2007) suggest
that using a variety of data sources, in addition to a variety of subjects, lends more validity to a
study. The mapping of each research question and the data collection techniques is shown in
Table 8.
Table 8
Mapping of Research Questions and Data Collection Techniques

Does elementary teachers’ selfefficacy for teaching writing
change while implementing the
Being a Writer program for five
months? If so, how?
Do elementary teachers’ beliefs
about teaching writing change
while implementing the Being a
Writer program for five
months? If so, how?
Does elementary teachers’ use
of instructional writing
practices change while
implementing the Being a
Writer program for five
months? If so, how?

Surveys

Individual
Interviews

X

X

X

X

X

X

Classroom
Observations

X

Document Teacher
Collection SelfReports

X

X

Quantitative Data: Surveys

A four-part pre- and post-survey was administered to the teacher participants during the
quantitative data collection component at both the beginning and end of the study. The subjects
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who consented to participate completed the pre-survey beginning the week of September 3,
2012, and returned them over the next month and a half. The last survey packet was returned on
10/25/12. The four parts included 1) Demographic Information; 2) the Teacher Efficacy Scale
for Writing; 3) the Writing Orientation Scale; and 4) the Teaching Writing Scale (Cutler &
Graham, 2008; Graham et al., 2001). A post-study survey was also sent to participants the week
of April 22, 2013, after the teachers had been using the BaW program for approximately 28
weeks. The post-study surveys were all returned by May 25, 2013. The four parts of the preand post-surveys are explained in the following sections.

Demographic Information

Teachers were asked to answer several questions regarding Demographic Information
about themselves and their students (Graham et al., 2001). Questions about teachers included,
but were not limited to, how many years they had taught and how much and in what ways they
previewed the program before the BaW professional development workshop. Questions about
students included, but were not limited to, ethnic background, the number of students in the
class, and whether they received free or reduced lunch and/or special education services. See
Appendix C for the Demographic Information portion of the survey.

Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing

The TESW (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Graham et al., 2001) was used to measure
elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing. This instrument was developed by
Graham et al. (2001), who modified the Teacher Efficacy Scale designed by Gibson and Dembo,
by selecting only the items that reflected teacher efficacy toward teaching writing.
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The TESW measures two dimensions of efficacy for teaching writing: personal teaching
efficacy and general teaching efficacy (Gibson & Dembo, 1984). General teaching efficacy
refers to external factors, such as home or family background influences, which limit teachers’
effectiveness when teaching writing, while personal teaching efficacy refers to teachers’
confidence that they can affect student writing. The TESW contains items such as “A teacher is
very limited in what he/she can achieve because a student’s home environment is a large
influence on his/her writing achievement.” This item reflects general teaching efficacy. Another
item, “When students’ writing performance improves, it is usually because I found better ways of
teaching that student.” reflects personal teaching efficacy (Graham et al., 2001). This measure
includes 16 items to be rated on a 6-point Likert scale with values ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). The estimates of reliability for this survey range from .64 to .77
for general teaching efficacy to .75 to .81 for personal teaching efficacy (Tschannen-Moran et
al., 1998). This survey also demonstrates convergent and discriminate validity (Gibson &
Dembo; Graham et al.; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998). See Appendix D for the TESW.

Writing Orientation Scale
The WOS (Graham et al., 2001) measures teachers’ beliefs about writing instruction
related to the value teachers place on 1) correctness in writing; 2) explicit instruction; and 3)
natural or incidental learning approaches. Teachers responded to this 13-item questionnaire
using a 6-point Likert scale with values ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
The first factor the WOS measures is Correct Writing, which assesses teachers’
perceptions of the role correctness plays in teaching writing. It consists of five items and asks
teachers to respond to statements such as “A good way to begin writing instruction is to have
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children copy good models of each particular type of writing” (Graham et al., 2001). The
Correct Writing factor explained 18% of the variance in teacher response. The internal
consistency for Correct Writing was .70.
The second factor, Explicit Instruction, assesses teachers’ perceptions of the role of
explicit instruction in teaching writing. It includes four items, such as “It is important for
children to study words in order to learn their spelling” (Graham et al., 2001). The internal
consistency for the Explicit Instruction factor was .64, and this factor explained 12% of the
variance in teacher response.
The third factor of the WOS, Natural Learning, assesses teachers’ perceptions of the role
incidental learning methods play in teaching writing. This factor has four items similar to
“Instead of regular grammar lessons, it is best to teach grammar when a specific need for it
emerges in a child’s writing” (Graham et al., 2001). The Natural Learning factor explained 8%
of the teacher response variance. The internal consistency for this factor was .60.
The score for each factor is the average of the items that represented each factor (Graham
et al., 2001). Therefore, the higher the score, the greater emphasis the teacher places on the three
constructs measured by the corresponding factor: Correct Writing, Explicit Instruction, and
Natural Learning. Correlations between the three factor scores ranged from .01 to .24 (Graham
et al.). See Appendix E for the WOS.

Teaching Writing Scale

An expanded version of the TWS (Cutler & Graham, 2008; Graham et al., 2001) was
used to measure the elementary teachers’ use of activities and procedures related to writing
instruction. The adapted TWS features 41 Likert-type items. Most of the items ask teachers to
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indicate how often they used various activities and procedures based on an 8-point scale that
includes the following markers: 1 (never), 2 (several times a year), 3 (monthly), 4 (several times
a month), 5 (weekly), 6 (several times a week), 7 (daily) and 8 (several times a day). However,
three items required the teachers to use a different 8-point scale that ranged from never to half
the time to always. A higher score indicates that the activity or procedure was used more often.
Eleven of the TWS items focus on the development of students’ writing products
(coefficient alpha .78). More specifically, these items focus on writing conferences, advanced
planning, graphic organizers, revising, peer assistance, writing at one’s own pace, writing
prompts, dictation, using computers for writing, and invented spellings. Six items investigate
how frequently teachers teach certain basic writing skills (coefficient alpha .84) such as
capitalization, grammar, handwriting, punctuation, spelling and sentence construction. Four
other items examine how frequently writing processes are taught (coefficient alpha .85). These
include how frequently teachers model writing strategies and teach text organization, planning
strategies, and revising techniques. An additional three items assess general instructional
procedures such as mini-lessons, re-teaching, and setting multiple goals for writing lessons
(coefficient alpha .62).
Additionally, on the TWS, six items such as choosing writing topics, sharing writing with
peers, working independently at writing centers, publishing, teachers sharing their writing with
students, and modeling a love of writing focus on motivational activities and procedures
(coefficient .70). Four items examine assessment in writing (coefficient alpha .75). These items
include writing portfolios, students’ self-monitoring, teacher monitoring of students’ writing
progress, and rubrics. Another four items assess teachers’ use of strategies to extend writing at
home (coefficient alpha .81). These four items are parents serving as an audience for students’
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writing, teacher/parent communication, writing homework, and writing at home with parental
help. Finally, three items ask teachers how often their writing connects to other curricular areas
(coefficient alpha .83). Reading to support writing, using writing to support reading, and writing
in other content areas are the items in this area.
This expanded version of the original TWS was field tested prior to its use in Cutler and
Graham (2008) to clarify and change language issues as needed. Teacher feedback was used as a
basis for several changes in the wording of items and resulted in an eighth anchor point being
added to the Likert scale that ranged from never to several times a day. See Appendix F for the
TWS and Appendix G for a copy of the entire four-part instrument administered to the teachers.

Qualitative Data

Four types of qualitative data were collected in this study: semi-structured individual
teacher interview data, BaW workshop and classroom observation data, teacher self-report data.
In addition, copies of BaW lesson plans that corresponded with the teachers’ BaW lessons on
days the researcher observed them or on days they submitted self-reports were also collected.
These data collection techniques are discussed in the following sections.

Individual Teacher Interviews

According to Mertens (2010), multiple case studies provide a broader understanding of
the phenomenon being studied than if only one case is studied. Therefore, six individual
interviews were conducted with three focal group participants over the course of the study. Each
time Evelyn and Renee were interviewed, we met at their respective schools. Five out of six of
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Michelle’s interviews were conducted at Panera, a café, and we also met at her school for our
interview on one occasion.
Individual interviews were facilitated in a conversational tone in order to probe for
understanding and additional information from the participants (Mertens, 2010). Semi-structured
interview protocols were used to obtain comparable data across subjects (Bogdan & Biklen,
2007). The same questions to the participants during the first five interviews. However, during
the sixth and final interview, a different set of questions were asked. In this way, final thoughts
about teachers’ perceptions about teaching writing were collected. See Appendices H and I for
interview questions.
Interview questions were open-ended (Krueger, 2003) and asked the teachers about their
feelings about teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and their use of instructional
writing practices in relationship to teaching the various components of the BaW program.
Specific topics covered, included, but were not limited to a) successes while implementing the
program; b) feelings about teaching the instructional strategies embedded in the Getting Ready to
Write, Writing Time, and Sharing and Reflecting components of BaW; c) students’ attention to
BaW lessons; d) students’ engagement during writing time; e) students’ writing projects; and f)
students’ ability to move through the writing process.
Teachers’ feelings and beliefs about teaching writing along with the instructional writing
practices they used while implementing their new BaW writing curriculum were noted and
recorded. All individual interviews were audio-recorded and then transcribed into a Word
document.
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Observations

Two types of observations were conducted during this study. Three BaW professional
development workshops targeting first-, second-, and third-grade teachers were observed in
addition to classroom observations as teachers implemented the BaW program. The three
multiple case study teacher participants were observed three times as they taught BaW lessons
during this study. Hand-written descriptive field notes were written for both types of
observations and then transcribed into a Word document.
The researchers’ role during these observations was that of a “complete observer”
(Mertens, 2010, p. 367). In this role, researchers blend into the background to take notes without
participating in any of the discussions or activities (Mertens). As a result, the phenomenon being
examined should have been minimally affected by the researchers’ presence. More specifically,
during the classroom observations, the researchers’ focus was on recording descriptions of the
teachers’ BaW instruction via field notes. “Field notes can provide any study with a personal log
that helps the researcher to keep track of the development of the project, to visualize how the
research plan has been affected by the data collected, and to remain aware of how he or she has
been influenced by the data” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 119). While writing these descriptive
field notes, care was taken to objectively record in detail what was experienced, heard, and seen
in the classrooms (Bogdan & Biklen). The following areas were recorded in the researchers’
field notes during writing lessons: a) descriptions of the teacher participants’ and students’
actions, b) descriptions of the physical setting used during BaW time, c) accounts of specific
events and activities that occurred during writing instruction and student work time, d) and the
researcher’s behavior.
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In addition to the descriptive field notes, more subjective reflective field notes of personal
“speculations, feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions, and prejudices” (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2007, p. 122) were recorded in the form of written memos. These observer comments
also contained reflections on analysis, on methods, on ethical dilemmas, and on the researchers’
frame of mind.
Researchers need to be sure to observe what does not happen that perhaps should happen
when a program is being implemented (Patton, 2002). While investigating changes in teachers’
self-efficacy, beliefs, and instruction while implementing the Being a Writer program, it was
important to verify that teachers were adhering to the programs’ instruction with fidelity. To
monitor the fidelity of teachers’ implementation of the BaW program, during classroom
observations, the Being a Writer Lesson Classroom Observation Checklist was also filled out to
more specifically note which components of the program were taught that day. See Appendix J
for the Being a Writer Lesson Classroom Observation Checklist. These were then compared to
the actual BaW lessons to check for fidelity to the program.
Teacher self-reports. During this study, data was also collected through teacher selfreport surveys. These self-reports also served as reflections of the fidelity with which the
teachers implemented the BaW program. The classroom teachers were asked to complete the
Being a Writer Lesson Teacher Self-Report Survey, once in December 2012 and once in March
2013. Teachers completed the surveys based on the BaW lesson they taught on the two
researcher-specified days. They were asked to rank their implementation of the various
components of BaW, such as modeling their writing for students or conferring with students,
based on a 5-point scale. The scale ranged from “0” to Not Applicable (NA); 0 indicated they
did not teach the component, although it was part of the lesson in the BaW manual. A “1” on the
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scale indicated they taught, but substantially changed, the component, while a “2” indicated they
taught the component, but somewhat changed the lesson. If teachers ranked a lesson component
with a “3,” it meant that they taught the component exactly as described in the manual.
Choosing “NA,” indicated that the component was not part of the BaW lesson that day,
according to the teacher manual. See Appendix K for the teacher self-report.

Documents

Two types of documents were collected and examined during the course of this study.
These documents included BaW lesson plans and handouts from the BaW consultant-delivered
workshop in October. Lesson plans from the BaW teacher manual that corresponded to both the
researchers’ classroom observations and the teachers’ self-reports were collected and copied
during the course of the study. During classroom observations and while examining the selfreport surveys the level of teachers’ implementation of and fidelity to the instructional strategies
prescribed in the program was noted. In addition, documents that were handed out to teachers at
the BaW professional development workshops in October 2012 were collected and copied.

Data Analysis

Both quantitative and qualitative data analysis methodologies were used during this
study. Quantitative data analysis techniques included reporting and interpreting descriptive
statistics for surveys administered to participants. Qualitative data analysis techniques included
transcribing, coding, and analyzing data collected from individual teacher-participant interviews,
classroom observations, teacher self-reports, and documents.
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Quantitative Data Analysis – Surveys

Descriptive statistics were reported for the pre- and post-Being a Writer scores for the
four-part instrument administered during this study. In addition to collecting demographic
information, this survey measured three constructs related to the teachers’ perceptions about
teaching writing. The Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Graham et
al., 2001) measured teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, the Writing Orientation Scale
(Cutler & Graham, 2008; Graham et al.) measured teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing, and
the Teacher Writing Scale (Cutler & Graham; Graham et al.) measured the teachers’ use of
instructional writing practices. These three sections were described in detail in the data collection
section. The units of analysis were each individual teacher’s responses to each item on each
survey. Test scores were considered to be interval data.
The Microsoft Excel program was used to organize and analyze the data collected during
the quantitative data analysis portion of the study. Mean scores and standard deviations for each
participant’s pre- and post-survey item choices were reported by survey sub-component.
Changes between the pre- and post-survey mean scores were then reported for each subcomponent of each section of the survey, except for the demographics section of the instrument.
In addition, t-tests were run and significances reported for mean differences between pre- and
post- survey scores for the whole group of participant teachers’ responses for each subcomponent.
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Qualitative Data Analysis

Four types of qualitative data were analyzed during this study. They included individual
participant interview transcripts, observation field notes (BaW workshop and classroom), teacher
BaW lesson self-reports, and documents (BaW lesson plans, workshop artifacts). These data
were analyzed inductively to interconnect data sources while searching for patterns and
inconsistencies (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Additionally, constant comparison data analysis was
used to compare incidents for differences and similarities as they were added to the data set
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Yin, 2003). Finally, a cross-case analysis was
conducted to compare and contrast similarities, differences, and themes across the three focal
teachers.

Transcripts and Field Notes

Individual focal teacher-participant interview session data were collected using a digital
voice recorder to preserve the fidelity of the teachers’ words. Classroom observation field notes
were handwritten during observations in the classroom. In addition, a checklist of observable
components that were expected to take place during BaW lessons was filled in during each
observation. Recordings of interview sessions and observation field notes were typed verbatim
into Microsoft Word 2010 to preserve the participants’ responses. Pseudonyms were assigned to
the district, the schools, and the participants involved in this study to protect their anonymity.
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Coding Procedures

Coding and analysis procedures outlined by Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) served as a
basis for data analysis in this study. The three steps involved in this procedure are 1) preparing
the data; 2) exploring the data; and 3) analyzing the data.
Preparing the data. Prior to beginning the coding process, the collected data was
prepared for analysis (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Two copies of the researchers’ typed
transcripts and field notes were printed out and one photocopy of each BaW lesson plan,
researcher classroom checklist, and teacher self-report were made before each set was
chronologically arranged in a binder. Labeled tabs facilitated finding data sources by participant.
One binder was kept as a master data set in a separate and secure location in case additional
copies might be needed. The second data set served as a working copy. Besides keeping hard
copies of all the collected data, transcripts and field notes were also saved in a Microsoft Word
2010 file on the researchers’ computer, in a backup hard drive, and on a flash drive.
Additionally, all documents were scanned to add to the computer-saved and backed up data files.
Exploring the data. During a preliminary exploration of the data, all forms of the
collected data were read through (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Initially, thoughts related to
the data were recorded by writing brief memos and/or short phrases or ideas in the margins of the
Word files (Creswell & Plano Clark). This initial exploration through writing memos served to
help the researcher focus in on data related to the three broad categories of 1) teachers’ selfefficacy for teaching writing; 2) teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing; and 3) teachers’ use of
instructional writing practices.
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While initially exploring my data, a subcategory coding table similar to Creswell and
Plano Clark’s (2011) qualitative “codebook” idea (p. 207) was also developed. Creswell and
Plano Clark suggest listing codes from past literature, as well as new codes that emerge from the
data, during this stage of analysis. The subcategory codes and their labels were organized under
the three broad categories of self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing,
and teachers’ use of instructional writing practices. These categories corresponded to the
constructs measured by the three quantitative survey components the teacher participants
completed during the study. For example, a few subcategory codes within the category of selfefficacy were “feel supported (by BaW),” “frustration,” and “struggling writers.” Several initial
subcategories that emerged related to the category of beliefs included “conventions,” “choice,”
and “getting ideas on paper.” In addition, some initial subcategory codes that emerged related to
instructional writing practices, such as “conferring,” “modeling,” and “turn-and-talk” were
recorded. This subcategories coding table was entered into a Word 2010 document database as
the researcher began to explore the data.
Analyzing the data. The focal participants’ interview data was examined and analyzed
and organized into subcategories within the three broad categories of self-efficacy, beliefs, and
instructional writing practices, using different colors of highlighter ink in the Microsoft Word
program to code the data for each participant. For example, for Michelle Andrews’ data, three
shades of green were used to represent the three broad categories. Her data was cut and pasted
into three different Word 2010 tables, one for each broad code. For Evelyn Proctor, three shades
of orange were used, and for Renee Zahn, three shades of blue were used. It was easy to remove
or add newly emerging codes or recode the data using these Word tables (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011).
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Additionally, as the BaW professional development workshop, classroom observation,
teacher self-report, and BaW lesson plan data were analyzed, these typed Word transcripts and
documents were hand-coded. Each unit of analysis within these data sets were also analyzed and
coded using the same subcategory labels related to the three broad categories used during the
analysis of the interview data. If new subcategories emerged, they were added into the
subcategories coding table.
Up until this point, evidence gathered from the data had been grouped into the
researchers’ three broad categories. How each paragraph, sentence, and phrase related to the
research questions was examined as the data analysis process continued (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011). Thus, after the initial analysis of the data, a secondary recoding and analysis
began, whereby data segments were organized into three separate Microsoft Office tables that
more directly corresponded to the individual components of each of the three quantitative
surveys. For example, one table contained data corresponding to the Teacher Efficacy Scale for
Writing (Graham et al., 2001). Within this table, data were recoded and reanalyzed within the
TESW components of General Efficacy and Personal Efficacy. Additionally, data that
corresponded to the Writing Orientation Scale (Graham et al.) were recoded and reanalyzed
according to the Explicit Teaching, Correct Writing, and Natural Learning writing beliefs
orientations. Finally, the data corresponding to teachers’ use of instructional writing practices
such as, Supporting Student Writing, Teaching Basic Writing Skills, Teaching the Writing
Process, Teaching General Instructional Procedures, Promoting Motivation, Assessing Students,
Connecting to the Home Environment, and Extending Writing to Content Areas were recoded.
These components related to the survey items on the Teaching Writing Scale (Graham et al.).
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Over the course of 28 weeks, multiple qualitative data sources were examined using a
variety of data collection methods to provide a more complete picture of the phenomena being
studied (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Throughout this process, memos were reviewed to check for
internal consistency and gaps in the data. To fill in any gaps, additional clarifying questions
were asked during the interviews to more accurately describe teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching
writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices.
Finally, all the pieces of the data analysis process were rolled into several central
assertions within each of the study’s three themes of self-efficacy, beliefs, and instructional
practices for each of the focal participants (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). These three main themes
corresponded to research questions 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The central assertions within the
three themes were related to each other in some way and could be compared to each other
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011), thus serving to “pull the other categories together to form an
explanatory whole” (Strauss & Corbin, p. 146). Eventually, using a cross-case analysis
approach, relationships related to each of the three focal participants were compared and
contrasted, again within each of the three main themes, to produce new knowledge (Khan &
VanWynsberghe, 2008).

Reliability and Validity

Several processes were used as validation checks for the data analysis in this study.
These processes were triangulation of the data, written memos, member checks, and peer
examination. Thus, a “prism-like” or “multifaceted approach” was used to interpret the findings
of this study (Mertens, 2009, p. 429).
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Written memos were used as preliminary data analysis resources (Bogdan & Biklen,
2007). These memos, written during the coding process, provided an “audit trail to document the
progression of the analysis, as well as changes that occurred and the context for those changes”
(Mertens, 2010, p. 429).
In addition to the self-audit, member checks were used to validate the collected data
(Mertens, 2010). The three teachers involved in the focal case study portion of this research
were asked to verify the researchers’ interpretations of their individual interviews and classroom
experiences. If participants disagreed with the collected data, they were given an opportunity to
suggest additions and deletions that would result in the data being represented the way they
intended (Mertens). None of the focal teachers offered suggestions for changing any of the
collected data.
Finally, peer review was used to validate the study data. The study findings were
submitted to two members of the researchers’ dissertation committee during various stages of the
research process. Quantitatively, this included a review of coded surveys and EXCEL data
worksheets. Qualitatively, this included a review of coded interview, observation, and selfreport data, in addition to research memos. Thus, the researchers’ committee members fulfilled
Creswell’s (2007, p. 208) role of “peer reviewer” by asking hard questions about the
methodology, the data, and her interpretation of the data in order to keep her honest.

Summary

A mixed method approach was utilized to conduct this study. By using a mixed method
approach, a more balanced and thorough overview of the data was conducted than if only one
methodology was used. Since classroom observation, interview, and self-report data can both
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complement and situate survey data, both quantitative and qualitative methodologies were used
to thoroughly connect the data collected in the study (Troia et al., 2012). According to Troia et
al., “perhaps one of the most productive avenues of research involves supplementing
correlational research methods with qualitative methods aimed at identifying the forces at work
in classroom writing instruction” (p. 18). In summary, the information gleaned from this study
can be used by teachers, school district administrators, and professional development providers
to direct pedagogical decision-making regarding elementary school writing curriculum choices.
The results of this study will be discussed in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

Chapter 4 summarizes and discusses the findings of this convergent mixed-methods
study. This chapter presents the findings organized by research question, with quantitative
results discussed first, followed by qualitative results. Pre- and post-survey data from the
Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing (TESW), Writing Orientation Scale (WOS), and Teaching
Writing Scale [TWS; Cutler & Graham, 2008; Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Graham et al., 2001),
along with data from individual interviews, teacher self-reports, and classroom observations,
provided information about changes in the participants’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs
about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing strategies while implementing the Being
a Writer (BaW) program for 28 weeks.
The quantitative survey data from the TESW, WOS, and TWS (Cutler & Graham, 2008;
Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Graham et al., 2001) were analyzed using EXCEL software. Means,
standard deviations, data change results between pre- and post-surveys, and t-test results are
reported.
The qualitative data were coded and then organized in worksheets using Microsoft Word
software. To begin the coding process, sub-category names were assigned to each unit of
analysis, and these data pieces were grouped under the three broad themes of self-efficacy for
teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Next, memos were written throughout the qualitative analysis
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process to record the researcher’s thoughts and explore relationships between the data and the
research questions (Creswell & Plano Clark). Finally, all the pieces of the data analysis process
were assimilated into one or several central assertions (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). These central
assertions, which may be related to each other in some way or which can be compared to each
other (Creswell & Plano Clark), serve to “pull the other categories together to form an
explanatory whole” (Strauss & Corbin, p. 146).

Research Question Findings

Research Question 1
Does elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing change while implementing
the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?

Quantitative Data - Teacher Efficacy Scale for Teaching Writing

The Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing was administered to teachers to examine changes
in their self-efficacy for teaching writing after implementing the Being a Writer (BaW) program
for 28 weeks. The pre-study TESW (Graham, et al., 2001) was administered to the teacher
participants between September 3and October 25, 2012, while the post-study TESW was
administered between April 2 and May 25, 2013.
The TESW is divided into two components—General Efficacy and Personal Efficacy.
General efficacy for teaching writing can be defined as teachers’ “beliefs about the extent to
which students can be taught given environmental factors such as family background” (Graham,
et al., 2001, p. 183). Personal efficacy for teaching writing reflects teachers “beliefs about one’s
own competence as a teacher” (p. 183). Teachers responded to items on the TESW by choosing
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scores which ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6 (Strongly Agree). The results for teachers’
General Efficacy will be reported first, followed by the results for teachers’ Personal Efficacy.
General efficacy for teaching writing. For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), a ttest indicated that there was no statistically significant change between the pre- and post- General
Efficacy mean scores on the TESW. Overall, the General Efficacy of the whole group increased
from 3.93 on the pretest to 4.02 on the posttest. This was an increase of 0.09 points. Thus, both
before and after implementing BaW, the group of teachers as a whole Slightly Agreed that
regardless of students’ home environment, they can affect student writing outcomes. Of the 11
participants, eight teachers’ mean scores indicated their general efficacy for teaching writing had
strengthened (with a range of increase from +0.20 to +1.50), two teachers’ mean scores indicated
their general efficacy had weakened (decreases of -1.00 and -2.33), and one teacher’s scores
indicated her general efficacy had stayed the same after implementing the Being a Writer
program. The differences between teachers’ pretest and posttest scores related to General
Efficacy are reported in Table 9.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, General Efficacy for teaching
writing strengthened for two teachers, but there was no difference between the third focal
teacher’s pre- and post-General Efficacy mean scores. There was an increase in both Renee’s
(+0.20) and Evelyn’s (+0.83) pre- and post-General Efficacy mean scores, indicating they felt
more confident about affecting student writing outcomes regardless of students’ family
background after implementing the BaW program. Michelle’s mean General Efficacy score was
the same on both the pre- and post-survey.
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Table 9
Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing (TESW) Results – General Efficacy
Pre-GE

Post-GE

General Efficacy

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

All Teachers (n = 11)

3.93

0.66

4.02

0.92

+0.09

-0.32

Michelle Andrews**

5.00

1.55

5.00

1.55

0.00

Evelyn Proctor**

4.17

1.47

5.00

1.55

+0.83

Renee Zahn**

3.20

1.47

3.40

1.14

+0.20

Arin Bradley

3.83

1.17

4.17

1.17

+0.34

Nicole Griffey

2.83

1.47

4.33

1.03

+1.50

Ashley Jones

3.83

1.72

4.17

2.14

+0.34

Taylor Joyce

3.83

2.04

2.83

0.75

-1.00

Lynn Keith

4.50

1.38

4.83

1.47

+0.33

Ava Lewis

4.33

1.03

4.67

0.82

+0.31

Alyssa Smith

4.50

1.76

2.17

1.94

-2.33

Sophie Thornton

3.17

1.33

3.67

0.82

+0.50

p
0.76

**Represents focal participant teachers
Personal efficacy for teaching writing. For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11) there
was no statistically significant change between the pre- and post- Personal Efficacy mean scores
on the TESW. Overall, the Personal Efficacy of the whole group increased from 4.43 on the preTESW to 4.62 on the post-TESW. This was an increase of 0.19 points. Thus, both before and
after implementing BaW, the group of teachers as a whole Slightly to Moderately Agreed that
they were confident in their competence as a writing teacher. Of the 11 participants, eight
teachers’ mean scores indicated their Personal Efficacy for teaching writing had strengthened
(with a range of increase from +0.10 to +0.90), while three teachers’ scores indicated their
personal efficacy had weakened (with a range of decrease from -0.10 to -0.80) over the course of
the study. The differences between teachers’ pre- and post-TESW scores related to Personal
Efficacy are reported in Table 10. More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants,
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personal efficacy for teaching writing weakened for two of the focal teachers and strengthened
for one teacher. There was a decrease in both Renee’s (-0.10) and Michelle’s (-0.80) pre- and
post-Personal Efficacy mean scores, indicating they felt less competent about their ability to
teach writing after implementing the BaW program. There was an increase between Evelyn’s
pre- and post-Personal Efficacy mean scores (+.54) on the TESW, indicating that she felt more
competent about her ability to teach writing after implementing the BaW program.
Table 10
Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing Results – Personal Efficacy
Pre-PE

Post-PE

Personal Efficacy

M

SD

M

SD

Change

All Teachers (n = 11)

4.43

0.54

4.62

0.47

+0.19

Michelle Andrews**

5.20

0.63

4.40

1.07

-0.80

Evelyn Proctor**

4.56

1.01

5.10

0.78

+0.54

Renee Zahn**

4.30

1.06

4.20

1.03

-0.10

Arin Bradley

4.00

1.25

4.30

0.95

+0.30

Nicole Griffey

4.90

0.57

5.60

0.52

+0.70

Ashley Jones

4.60

1.65

4.20

1.40

-0.40

Taylor Joyce

3.30

1.50

4.20

1.23

+0.90

Lynn Keith

4.30

1.57

4.70

1.57

+0.40

Ava Lewis

4.00

0.67

4.70

0.94

+0.70

Alyssa Smith

5.00

0.67

5.10

0.32

+0.10

Sophie Thornton

4.60

0.70

4.30

0.95

-0.30

t

p

-1.15 0.28

**Represents focal participant teachers

Qualitative Data

Interview, self-report, and classroom observation data were collected as Michelle,
Evelyn, and Renee implemented the BaW program during the 2012-2013 school year to examine
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changes in their general and personal efficacy for teaching writing. The results will be discussed
in the next sections.
General efficacy for teaching writing. Qualitative data were collected to examine changes
in the three focal teachers’ general efficacy for teaching writing. General efficacy for teaching
writing is related to a teacher’s confidence level in affecting student writing outcomes regardless
of their family background (Graham, et al., 2001). The data collected showed no change in
teachers’ general self-efficacy for teaching writing while implementing the BaW program. This
lack of change might be attributed to two factors. First, none of the interview questions targeted
the teachers’ confidence about teaching writing in relationship to their students’ family
backgrounds. Second, there was a lack of observation and self-report data related to the
relationship between teachers’ general self-efficacy and students’ home environment.
Personal efficacy for teaching writing. Interviews, observations, and self-reports were
examined to determine if there were changes in the focal teachers’ personal efficacy for teaching
writing. These data suggested a change in both Michelle’s and Evelyn’s feelings about their own
personal competence to teaching writing (Graham, et al., 2001).
Michelle Andrews. Qualitative interview data indicated there was an increase in
Michelle’s personal efficacy for teaching writing as she implemented the BaW program. Thus,
Michelle’s feelings about her own competence as a writing teacher (Graham, et al., 2001)
increased over the course of the year. As early as October 2012 when we met for our first
interview, Michelle told me about changes in how confident she felt about teaching writing
related to implementing the various components built into the BaW program.
Now writing, again, it’s one of those nebulous things, where before the program, it’s just
something you do. So, you kind of look around you. What are you doing in the
classroom? You punt—you try to do the best you can. But here with this system, they
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have a systematic program, which, so they’ve got all the scaffolding that you need.
They’ve got the building blocks that you need. So, using BaW—I would say (I feel)
much more confident than when I was just doing the writer’s workshop by myself—
getting my own materials, finding the right books, thinking okay which book’s
appropriate for second-graders, which one can I use for the third-graders for mentor
text—things like that. (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
In December 2012 when we met, Michelle reiterated how implementing the BaW
program affected her feelings about teaching writing. I asked her ‘How do you feel about
teaching writing in general, using this program?” She replied, “Fabulous! Absolutely!” She
provided details to explain.
It’s very freeing—to have a structure that is in place for the kids. The cooperative
structures, the pre-writing, the modeling, all the independent work, the reflection…all of
it…I absolutely love it. It takes all the pressure off. (Interview 2, December 6, 2012)
Michelle added, “Being somebody who doesn’t consider herself—I don’t consider myself
a writer—so, it’s definitely fabulous for me” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
Similar to her previous comments in October and December, Michelle reiterated that she
felt “very supported” while using the BaW program to teach writing in January 2013. “You’ve
got what you need. Of course, there’s flexibility within the program to add as you see fit, as a
teacher. But the bones are there” (Michelle, Interview 3, January 25, 2013).
In February, Michelle talked about her confidence level regarding teaching writing with
BaW.
I think, literally, I think if I were to go someplace else, and not have BaW…I think I
would feel confident about being a writing teacher, because I was never really trained, if
you will, on that (writing instruction)—never felt like it was a strength. I think as I’ve
been doing it this year, not that I’ve been perfect, but I’ve really gained a lot more
understanding than I ever had before. (Interview 4, February 27, 2013)
Discussing the Getting Ready to Write component in February, Michelle noted the
inclusion of the mentor text in BaW. She told me, “Everything is well-scripted out [in the
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teacher’s manual]. I think the program is set up to meet the needs of the kids at that age. So,
that part is very easy to do” (Interview 4, February 27, 2013).
Summing up her feelings about teaching the Sharing and Reflecting component, Michelle
said, “I feel very comfortable during that time. I’m not nervous or feeling like I’m unprepared or
under-prepared. Like I said, I’m just trying to get better at honoring everybody’s opinion”
(Interview 4, February 27, 2013).
During the month of April, Michelle talked about her feelings about teaching the BaW
poetry unit to her students. She told me, “Oh, I will tell you—hate poetry. Don’t like it. I don’t
hate it. I just—I never—I don’t consider myself a writer, but I definitely don’t consider myself a
poet.” Laughing, she continued, “Just after this (teaching the BaW poetry unit), I think I could
write a poem or two” (Interview 5, April 9, 2013). She detailed the reasons why she liked
teaching the poetry unit.
I really enjoyed the poetry unit. I liked how they [BaW] walked them [students] through
it, because it helped me, quite frankly. It helped me know how to help the kids. So, I
really personally enjoyed the poetry unit. I thought it was well-balanced. I think three
weeks of it [is] probably—the timing of it [is] pretty perfect. (Interview 5, April 9, 2013)
Additionally, when we met in April, Michelle echoed her earlier feelings that she
believed supported in using the BaW program.
Well, typically, I feel very supported…There might be a time or two where we throw
something different in, as you’ve heard along the way, but typically the program is such
that—really everything you need is at your fingertips. It’s really great, especially (for)
the teachers (in) this day and age—they’ve got so many things thrown at them. (Interview
5, April 9, 2013)
Michelle then summed up her feelings of confidence by telling me, “I think I’d probably be a
better writing teacher after going through this program—one time for sure—the cooperative
structures and everything” (Interview 5, April 9, 2013).
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In May sharing her final thoughts on how she felt about teaching writing while
implementing the BaW program, Michelle told me, “I feel more comfortable teaching writing”
(Interview 6, May 14, 2013). She provided additional details.
I like the workshop format. We noticed [Michelle and the co-teacher] great results with
that, with the social aspect, the sharing aspect…I feel more competent. I feel like I’d be
more competent. I wouldn’t be perfect, but I’d be a more competent writer-teacher after
this year. (Interview 6, May 14, 2013)
Evelyn Proctor. Qualitative interview data indicated Evelyn’s personal efficacy for
teaching writing increased as she implemented the BaW program. More specifically, Evelyn’s
beliefs about her own competence as a writing teacher (Graham et al., 2001) increased over the
course of the 2012-2013 school year.
When we met for our first interview in October 2012, I asked Evelyn how she felt about
teaching writing in general. Evelyn told me that she liked using the BaW program.
The more I do it (teach writing with BaW), the more I am liking it. The structure is good.
And I think from a second-grade point-of-view, knowing that M.J. (another second-grade
teacher) is teaching the same (as) I am, when they (the students) get to third grade, then it
(writing instruction) will be reinforced, and they’ll all be on the same playing field. So, I
am enjoying it (teaching writing) much more than what I had originally thought I would.
(Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
Evelyn reiterated, “Yes, I think, the more I use this program, the more I really do like it”
(Interview 1, October 30, 2012).
When we met to talk in December 2012 I asked Evelyn how she felt about teaching
writing while implementing the BaW program. Evelyn told me “I am getting more comfortable
with it.” She shared, “I do like the literature (mentor texts) that BaW uses. It’s really good for
the examples. I think that that is helping (her students write)” (Interview 2, December 5, 2012).
Then when Evelyn and I met for our third interview in January 2013, she again told me,
as she had in October, “I do really like the program” (Interview 3, January 22, 2013).
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In March 2013 during our fourth interview, Evelyn said she continued to “like” teaching
writing while implementing BaW. She commented that “the BaW program has laid it out for
me—on a four-day schedule, and I have that flexibility to add something in if I need to”
(Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
At our last interview in May 2013, Evelyn again told me as she did earlier in the year,
that she liked the “structure” of the BaW program. She then told me why she liked using BaW to
teach writing.
It was nice to not have to be grabbing material from here and there, and there is definitely
a sequence to it. And I think the kids really benefited from it. So, I am much more
comfortable now with teaching second-grade writing. Does that make sense? (Interview
6, May 24, 2013)
Evelyn talked more specifically about what had been helpful to her as she implemented BaW to
teach writing.
The structure of having the topic and having the books (mentor texts) to outline the
writing—that’s probably been the most helpful. As opposed to pulling things from here
and there—having it all together has been very helpful. (It) gave me a sense of
completeness with writing as opposed to having to pull topics from here and there and
going online and looking for topic sentences and things like that. (Interview 6, May 24,
2013)
She summed up her feelings about teaching writing.
Coming into this grade level, I didn’t really know what the expectations were. They’re
actually a lot different from third (grade). They (district, state) expect a lot more out of
third graders. So, I wasn’t sure how I was supposed to be teaching things. So, the
program gave me the structure I was looking for. So it was good. (Interview 6, May 24,
2013)
Finally, Evelyn reflected on how much more relaxed she was about teaching writing to
her second graders with BaW. She shared, “I would have been a lot more serious about things
(writing). And I think the kids just really enjoyed it (writing). So, I was more relaxed, which
made it better for them (Interview 6, May 24, 2013).
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Renee Zahn. Qualitative interview data suggested there was no change in Renee’s
personal efficacy for teaching writing as she implemented the BaW program during the 20122013 school year. When asked about how she personally felt about teaching writing while using
the BaW program over the course of the study, she did not refer to how the program increased or
decreased her feelings of self-efficacy or competence related to writing instruction. Rather,
Renee consistently commented on liking specific components of the program in relation to her
beliefs about teaching writing or her use of instructional writing practices.
For example, at our first interview in November 2012, Renee commented, “I like Being a
Writer because it lets them (students) grasp ideas.” When we met in January 2013, again Renee
referred back to how much she liked BaW, specifically commenting, “I like how you model the
book and the concept and the kids go back to their seat and take it with them.” In February,
Renee again noted, “I like the BaW stories” (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). At our final
interview in July 2013, when asked, “What have you noticed about how you feel about teaching
writing since you started implementing the BaW program,” Renee discussed the difference in the
“structure” of her writing instruction. Throughout the school year, Renee talked components of
the program and changes in her beliefs about teaching writing and her use of instructional
writing strategies rather than her confidence in using BaW. Therefore, Renee’s feelings of
competence related to teaching writing did not appear to change as she taught writing using
BaW.

Summary

Both quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed to investigate changes in the
teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing while they implemented the BaW program during the
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2012-2013 school year. There were no statistically significant quantitative changes related to
either general or personal efficacy for the teachers, with General Efficacy being rated as “agree
slightly” (Graham et al., 2001, p. 185) and Personal Efficacy being rated between “agree
slightly” to “moderately agree” (p. 185). Furthermore, although Evelyn and Renee’s survey
scores showed an increase in General Efficacy, the qualitative data suggested no change in
general efficacy for teaching writing for any of the three focal teachers’.
In addition, while the quantitative data showed an increase in Evelyn’s personal efficacy,
the qualitative data suggested that both Evelyn’s and Michelle’s personal efficacy increased as
they implemented the BaW program. Both teachers expressed confidence and ease in
implementing the various components of BaW with the scaffolded support and structure
provided by the lessons and materials in the program. More specifically, Michelle’s feelings of
personal efficacy related to teaching poetry increased through the activities for that particular
BaW genre unit. Overall, the qualitative data suggested that both Michelle and Evelyn
considered themselves to be more competent and confident teachers of writing after
implementing the BaW program, while Renee’s self-efficacy for teaching writing did not appear
to change as she implemented the BaW program.

Research Question 2
Do elementary teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing change while implementing the
Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
Quantitative Data – Writing Orientation Scale

The Writing Orientation Scale (WOS) was administered to teachers to examine changes
in their beliefs about teaching writing after implementing the Being a Writer program for 28
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weeks. The WOS items are grouped into three components: Correct Writing, Explicit
Instruction, and Natural Learning. These three components each reflect a theoretical orientation
toward teaching writing. The Correct Writing orientation is related to the teachers’ beliefs about
teaching correct grammar, handwriting, and spelling to students (Graham et al., 2002). The
Explicit Instruction orientation is related to the teachers’ beliefs about using modeling to teach
writing and re-teaching writing strategies and skills to students. These two orientations toward
teaching writing measure separate facets of skill-based writing instruction. The Natural Learning
orientation is related to teachers’ use of conferences, mini-lessons, peer collaboration, and other
activities usually associated with the process approach to writing (Graham et al.). Teachers
responded to items on the WOS by choosing scores that ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6
(Strongly Agree). The results related to the Explicit Instruction orientation will be reported first,
followed by the results for the Correct Writing orientation, and finally, the Natural Learning
orientation.
Explicit instruction orientation. On average (n = 9), there was no statistically significant
change between the pre- and post-Explicit Instruction mean scores on the WOS. Calculation of
the change between pre- and post-WOS mean scores for Explicit Instruction was not possible for
two of the eleven teachers due to missing data on the Pre-WOS. Overall, the Explicit Instruction
mean scores of the group (n = 9) increased from 5.00 on the pre-WOS to 5.10 on the post-WOS.
Thus, both before and after the teachers implemented the BaW program, they Moderately
Agreed with the beliefs inherent in the Explicit Instruction Orientation. Of the nine participants,
three teachers’ mean scores indicated their beliefs in the Explicit Instruction Orientation had
increased (with a range of increase from +0.25 to +1.75), which meant their beliefs about the
efficacy of modeling writing and re-teaching writing strategies and skills to students had
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strengthened over the course of the study. Four teachers’ mean scores indicated their belief in
the Explicit Instruction Orientation had decreased (with a range of -0.25 to -0.75), which meant
that these teachers’ beliefs about the efficacy of using modeling to teach writing and re-teaching
writing strategies and skills to students had weakened between the pre-WOS and the post-WOS
administration. Two teachers’ mean scores indicated their beliefs about the Explicit Instruction
orientation stayed the same over the course of the study. The differences between teachers’ preand post-WOS mean scores related to an Explicit Instruction orientation are reported in Table 11.
Table 11
Writing Orientation Survey (WOS) Results – Explicit Instruction
Pre-EI

Post-EI

Explicit Instruction

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

All Teachers (n = 9)

5.00

0.56

5.10

0.53

+0.10

-0.08

Michelle Andrews**

5.75

0.50

5.50

0.58

-0.25

Evelyn Proctor**

4.25

0.96

6.00

0.00

+1.75

Renee Zahn**

---

---

4.50

0.58

---

Arin Bradley

5.25

1.50

5.00

0.82

-0.25

Nicole Griffey

---

---

4.75

0.50

---

Ashley Jones

5.75

0.50

5.00

2.00

-0.75

Taylor Joyce

4.25

0.50

4.25

0.50

0.00

Lynn Keith

4.75

1.26

5.13

1.18

+0.38

Ava Lewis

5.00

0.82

5.00

0.82

0.00

Alyssa Smith

4.75

0.96

4.50

1.29

-0.25

Sophie Thornton

5.25

0.50

5.50

0.58

+0.25

p
0.94

**Represents focal participant teachers
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, one teacher’s mean scores
related to the Explicit Instruction orientation decreased, while one teacher’s scores increased
between the pre- and post-WOS. There was an increase between Evelyn’s pre- and post-Explicit
Instruction mean scores (+1.75) on the WOS, indicating that her beliefs related to using
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modeling to teach writing and re-teaching writing strategies and skills to students (Graham, et
al., 2002) had strengthened after implementing the Being a Writer program. There was a
decrease in Michelle’s Explicit Instruction mean scores (-0.25), indicating that her beliefs about
the efficacy of using modeling to teach writing and re-teaching writing strategies and skills to
students (Graham, et al., 2002) had slightly decreased after implementing the BaW program.
Due to missing data, it was not possible to calculate the change between Renee’s pre- and postWriting Orientation Scale scores for Explicit Instruction.
Correct writing orientation. On average (n = 9), there was no statistically significant
change between the pre- and post-Correct Writing mean scores on the WOS. Due to missing
data, it was not possible to calculate the change between the pre- and post-WOS mean scores for
Correct Writing for two of the eleven teachers participating in the study. Overall, the Correct
Writing mean scores of the group (n = 9) decreased from 3.02 on the pre-Writing Orientation
Scale to 2.87 on the post-Writing Orientation Scale. This was a decrease of 0.15 points. Thus,
both before and after implementing the BaW program, the teachers Agreed Slightly with the
beliefs inherent in the Correct Writing Orientation. Of the nine participants, three teachers’
mean scores indicated their belief in the Correct Writing Orientation toward teaching writing had
increased (with a range of increase from +0.40 to +1.00), which meant that their beliefs about the
efficacy of teaching correct grammar, handwriting, and spelling to students had strengthened.
Five teachers’ mean scores indicated their belief in the Correct Writing Orientation had
decreased (with a range of decrease of -0.15 to -2.00), which meant that their beliefs about the
efficacy of teaching correct grammar, handwriting, and spelling to students had weakened
between the pre- and post-Writing Orientation Scale administrations. One teacher’s mean scores
indicated her belief about the Correct Writing Orientation stayed the same over the course of the
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study. The differences between teachers’ pre- and post-WOS mean scores related to a Correct
Writing Orientation are reported in Table 12.
Table 12
Writing Orientation Scale Results – Correct Writing
Pre-CW

Post-CW

Correct Writing

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 9)

3.02

1.26

2.87

0.69

-0.15

0.54

0.60

Michelle Andrews**

3.20

1.64

3.00

1.58

-0.20

Evelyn Proctor**

1.40

0.89

2.00

1.22

+0.60

Renee Zahn**

---

---

3.80

1.64

---

Arin Bradley

2.40

0.89

1.80

1.30

-0.60

Nicole Griffey

---

---

3.40

1.52

---

Ashley Jones

6.00

0.00

4.00

1.22

-2.00

Taylor Joyce

2.80

1.48

2.40

1.52

-0.40

Lynn Keith

2.20

1.10

3.20

1.64

+1.00

Ava Lewis

2.80

0.84

3.20

1.10

+0.40

Alyssa Smith

3.20

1.48

3.00

1.22

-0.20

Sophie Thornton

3.20

1.10

3.20

1.79

0.00

**Represents focal participant teachers
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, one teacher’s mean scores
related to the Correct Writing Orientation increased, while one teacher’s scores decreased
between the pre- and post-Writing Orientation Scale administration. There was an increase
between Evelyn’s pre- and post-Correct Writing scores (+0.60) on the WOS, indicating that by
the end of the year, she felt it more important to teach correct grammar, handwriting, and
spelling to students. There was a decrease in Michelle’s Correct Writing mean scores (-0.20),
indicating that she felt it slightly less important to teach correct grammar, handwriting, and
spelling to students (Graham et al., 2002) after implementing the BaW program. Due to missing
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data, it was not possible to calculate the change between the pre- and post-Writing Orientation
Scale mean scores for Correct Writing for the third focal teacher, Renee.
Natural learning orientation. On average (n = 9), there was no statistically significant
change between the pre- and post-Natural Learning mean scores on the WOS. Due to missing
data, it was not possible to calculate the change between the pre- and post-Writing Orientation
Scale mean scores for Natural Learning for two of the eleven teacher participants. Overall, the
Natural Learning scores of the group (n = 9) decreased from 4.98 on the pre-Writing Orientation
Scale to 4.62 on the post-Writing Orientation Scale. This was a decrease of 0.36 points. Thus,
the teachers’ beliefs about the Natural Learning Orientation weakened from a rating of
Moderately Agree to a rating between Moderately Agree and Agree Slightly on the posttest. Of
the nine participants, four teachers’ scores indicated their beliefs in the Natural Learning
Orientation increased (with a range of increase from +0.25 to +0.75), which meant that they felt
it was more important to use conferences, mini-lessons, peer collaboration, and other activities
usually associated with the process approach to teach writing to their students. Four teachers’
scores indicated their beliefs in the Natural Learning Orientation decreased (with a range of -0.25
to -1.50), which meant these teachers felt it less important to use conferences, mini-lessons, peer
collaboration, and other activities associated with the process approach while teaching writing.
One teacher’s scores indicated that her beliefs about the Natural Learning Orientation had stayed
the same over the course of the study. The differences between teachers’ pre- and post WOS
mean scores related to a Natural Learning orientation are reported in Table 13.
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Table 13
Writing Orientation Scale (WOS) Results – Natural Learning
Pre-NL

Post-NL

Natural Learning

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n=9)

4.98

0.62

4.62

0.88

-0.36

1.73

0.12

Michelle Andrews**

5.50

0.58

5.75

0.50

+0.25

Evelyn Proctor**

3.75

1.26

4.00

2.16

+0.25

Renee Zahn**

---

---

4.13

0.63

---

Arin Bradley

4.75

0.50

4.50

0.58

-0.25

Nicole Griffey

---

---

4.50

0.58

---

Ashley Jones

5.75

0.50

5.25

0.96

-0.50

Taylor Joyce

4.75

0.50

3.25

1.26

-1.50

Lynn Keith

5.33

0.58

4.33

1.15

-1.00

Ava Lewis

4.50

0.58

3.75

0.50

+0.75

Alyssa Smith

5.50

0.58

5.75

0.50

+0.25

Sophie Thornton

5.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00

**Represents focal participant teachers
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two teachers’ mean scores
related to the Natural Learning Orientation increased between the pre- and post-Writing
Orientation Scale. There was a +0.25 increase in both Michelle’s and Evelyn’s Natural Learning
scores, indicating a somewhat stronger belief that teachers should use conferences, mini-lessons,
peer collaboration, and other activities usually associated with the process approach to writing
(Graham, et al., 2002) after implementing the Being a Writer program. Due to missing data, it
was not possible to calculate the change between the pre- and post-Writing Orientation Scale
mean scores for Natural Learning for the third focal teacher, Renee.
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Qualitative Data

Qualitative data were collected from Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee and then analyzed to
investigate changes in their beliefs about teaching writing as they implemented the BaW
program. Interview data were examined to determine changes in teachers’ alignment with the
three theoretical orientations as they taught writing over the course of the 2012-2013 school year.
These three theoretical orientations included the Explicit Instruction Orientation, the Correct
Writing Orientation, and the Natural Learning Orientation.
Explicit instruction orientation – Focal teachers. The Explicit Instruction Orientation
focuses on a teacher’s belief related to using modeling in writing instruction and re-teaching
writing strategies and skills to students. Interview data indicated that all three focal teachers’
beliefs related to the Explicit Instruction Orientation remained stable throughout the study. They
all believed in the importance of explicit instruction before starting the BaW program and
maintained this belief while using BaW for 28 weeks. Additionally, explicit modeling and the
re-teaching of writing skills are an ongoing and integral feature of the BaW program.
For example, in October 2012, at the beginning of the study, Michelle discussed
modeling her writing for students. She told me, “We do a lot of modeled and shared writing, and
then, of course, independent writing after that.” At the end of the study, Michelle also
commented on how she believed she might need to extend some of the BaW lessons in order to
reteach some strategies to her students. She noted that she wanted to make sure “our kids are
prepared to be able to do that (write within a particular BaW unit),” because “the kids were not
as well-prepared for that as we thought” (Interview 6, May 14, 2013).
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During our first interview in October 2012, when asked about her beliefs related to
teaching writing, Evelyn responded, “I think a lot of modeling…so they (students) understand
how it (writing) eventually all flows.” She continued, “So, I like it (BaW) and crafting my own
paragraph in front of them” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). In both December and January,
Evelyn reiterated, “I do a lot of modeling” and “I still do a lot of modeling…showing them how I
would write it...” (Interview 2, December 5, 2012; Evelyn, Interview 3, January 22, 2013). More
specifically, toward the end of the year, Evelyn related how she modeled skills for students
within her lessons, noting, “I do a lot of it on my own with the indenting and capitalizing and the
periods. And that just comes naturally as I’m teaching” (Interview 5, April 11, 2013).
Discussing her use of mini-lessons to reteach various writing skills to her students in
November 2012, Renee told me, “So, I kind of look at what we did all week for Being a Writer
and what we did all week for other things. Then I create a lesson that day (Friday).” Renee also
mentioned “liking” the mini-lessons included in the BaW program which could be used to
reteach students about using sensory details while “doing our five senses” (Interview 2,
December 12, 2012). At the end of the year, Renee continued to discuss adding explicit strategy
instruction on Fridays, saying, “I had to do a twenty-minute mini-lesson on proper nouns,
because no one knew what a proper noun was” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013). She added in July
2013, “Not the fact that they didn’t know what a proper noun was, but they didn’t know when to
capitalize certain words.”
Correct writing orientation. Teachers with a strong Correct Writing Orientation place a
great deal of importance on correct and structured writing, including having students copy good
writing models, label grammatical functions, write a good composition in one draft, use
appropriate English Language when writing, and use graphic organizers. Graphic organizers are
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included in the Correct Writing Orientation as they were utilized by the focal teachers to teach
students how to write more structured and formulaic types of essays. Qualitative data suggested
that all three teachers’ beliefs related to the Correct Writing Orientation fluctuated as they
implemented the BaW program. This section focuses primarily on quotes that support the
Correct Writing Orientation.
Michelle Andrews. Qualitative data indicated that Michelle’s beliefs related to the Correct
Writing Orientation fluctuated across the course of the study as she implemented the BaW
program. During our interview in December 2012, she shared some beliefs about teaching
writing aligned with a Correct Writing Orientation. Michelle brought up her beliefs about
teaching correct grammar and spelling to students “because there’s a fine line of when do you
teach conventions” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012). She described a specific example that
came up during one of the first-grade classes one day. “One of the teachers was concerned
because the kids were writing, ‘me and Bobby,’ instead of ‘Bobby and I.’ And that’s improper. I
suggested that first grade isn’t the year we have to learn that particular skill” (Interview 2,
December 6, 2012).
Additionally, she added, “Some of them [students] have great ideas, but they don’t know
how to form a sentence” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012). She noted that there was a male
student who was having difficulty writing appropriately structured sentences. Michelle
continued to explain her quandary over the role of correct writing for first graders.
It’s hard. We have a lot to do. This program right now is developing ideas and adding
details and developing their own voice. So, that’s where we’re struggling a tiny bit—is
understanding how to get it more formalized if you will. (Michelle, Interview 2,
December 6, 2012)
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Although Michelle noticed an improvement in students’ writing quality and quantity, in
December, she and her co-teacher believed they needed to add some mini-lessons on editing with
their students to “to alleviate some of the convention worries” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
She described her thoughts on how they might guide students through this phase of the writing
process. “We’ve tried to do a little bit of that (editing)…We’ve tried occasionally to guide them
through. ‘Okay everybody, let’s stop. Look back at your reading (writing). Reread it. Notice if
you forgot to put a capital at the beginning of the sentence. Take the time now to do that’”
(Interview 2, December 6, 2012). Michelle added, “We’ve tried to do a little bit of that, just on
the side, but that’s not the program yet” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
While Michelle had seen increasing progress regarding students’ composing
development, she also told me in January 2013, “We’ve noticed a few successes with
conventional things, but I think those are only the higher kids that you would expect it from.”
She explained her concerns about the conventions of print in more detail.
They’re (students) still growing and learning. Maybe like the other day, we talked to one
of them about commas in a series. And so, she (the student) had another case where she
had started using commas in a series again on something. I don’t know if it was as
appropriate (to use commas in a series) there, but you know, where you talk about it in a
conference one time, or ‘Let’s look at this. Remember all proper nouns have to be
capitalized.’ And then the next writing, all of a sudden you see. (Interview 3, January 25,
2013)
I then asked Michelle, “So, you’re seeing that (the use of conventions)?” (Tammy,
Interview 3, January 25, 2013). She laughed and responded, “We see some of it. We need to see
a whole lot more.” Michelle reiterated her thought saying, “Like I said, you see it from some of
the kids, but unfortunately, there’s a whole lot more we need to see” (Interview 3, January 25,
2013).
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However, when we met for our fourth interview, Michelle also mentioned some changes
about her beliefs related to the importance of teaching the conventions of print.
I think writing should be not just ‘conventional’ things, if you will—the mechanics of
writing—but that it should have children to have thought, reflection, depth in thinking.
However, the more I do it (teach writing), I’m thinking, that I was a little hard on
conventions and mechanics at the beginning. And the further I go, I think, ‘My
goodness, they’re still not getting it.’ So, maybe there is a little bit more of a place for
conventions and mechanics than I had originally thought. (Interview 4, February 27,
2013)
Michelle continued, “I think we have to value kids for the content that they come up with, but I
think we have to make sure they are sharing that content in a way that others understand, since
that is the purpose of writing” (Interview 4, February 27, 2013).
In addition to discussing her own beliefs regarding conventions and ideas, Michelle
related some information about another teacher in her building who focused more on the
mechanics of writing. The teacher in the other classroom was teaching using BaW, but Michelle
revealed, “She is making a whole lot more changes [to the program] than we [Michelle and her
co-teacher] are.” In detailing the changes the other teacher made to the program, Michelle
stated, “[She] has had a way bigger focus on mechanics” (Interview 4, February 27, 2013).
Michelle went on to add some thoughts about the differences she had seen between her class’s
writing and the other class’s writing.
Sometimes it’s even hard to compare those [students] from the same school—because
their [writing instruction is] done in such a different way. Hers [other teacher’s student
writing work] is much neater—when you look at it—neater. Penmanship. The
mechanics of it is a much neater presentation. All of the content isn’t any better, I don’t
think, than ours, as a general rule. (Interview 4, February 27, 2013)
In April when we met, Michelle continued to feel that although students were able to
compose their ideas, they were still struggling to correctly use the conventions of print in their
writing.
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The content seems to be there, and I know I mentioned this the last time—conventions.
While you would expect them to start to develop—sometimes if we notice as we’re
working with kids—we’ll notice a certain problem occurring. (Interview 5, April 9, 2013)
To address these “convention” problems, Michelle said she and her co-teacher might lead
students through “stop-and-check” activities in addition to conferring with individuals. She told
me, “We’re supposed to be asking them questions about the conventions. Asking them questions
about their conventions is just not working for a lot of them, I’ll tell you that” (Interview 5, April
9, 2013).
During our last discussion about implementing the BaW program in May 2013, Michelle
and I talked about changes in her beliefs about teaching writing. She noted, “I do believe I
talked about this a time or two ago.” She began to explain, “I was more—let’s work on the
ideas, ideas, ideas. Let’s stop hyper-focusing on conventions, because I felt like that’s what we
had been doing.” However, Michelle said, “I think there needs to be a balance” and she laughed
(Interview 6, May 14, 2013).
Furthermore, Michelle reflected in May that she thinks it is important to teach students
how to use conventions of print in addition to how to compose their ideas.
To me, the conventions, while not massively important, I think we need to work on that a
little bit more next year, so conventions also do matter. That’s the thing that changed—
is—my feeling was more ideas. I really felt like we needed to get them into ideas, and I
know we still need to do that. But we also need to get the conventions going. (Interview
6, May 14, 2013)
Referring to conventions even more specifically, Michelle questioned how “we can make our
kids accountable for using the Word Wall, for capitals and periods, for checking their work”
(Interview 6, May 14, 2013). She added, “I know in the first-grade BaW, there wasn’t a huge
emphasis on proofreading—editing, proofreading-type stuff. And I realize it’s not a huge
emphasis in first grade, but it’s an accountability piece, I feel” (Interview 6, May 14, 2013).
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Evelyn Proctor. The qualitative data suggested that Evelyn’s beliefs related to the
Correct Writing Orientation fluctuated during the 2012-2013 school year as she implemented the
BaW program. When we met for our second interview in December 2012, Evelyn talked about
paragraphing as one difference between her previous way of teaching students to write compared
to using BaW. At this point in time, she discussed her changing beliefs about only teaching
students to write one paragraph.
We’re not working on other than a one-paragraph form right now, and per Common
Core, that’s all we’re supposed to be teaching. So, they (district, state) don’t want to see
multi-paragraphs. I don’t know that I necessarily agree with that, but that’s what they
want to see, so we’re working on really rich one-paragraph essays. If that makes sense?
(Interview 2, December 5, 2012)
During our January 2013 interview, Evelyn told me that she believed that “there’s not a
whole lot of—which I struggle with—there’s not a whole lot of formalized writing instruction in
here [BaW], maybe because it’s second grade” (Interview 3, January 22, 2013).
Evelyn continued to reiterate her struggle related to her fluctuating beliefs about paragraphing.
I am still, honestly, struggling with the fact that I’m not really teaching them paragraph
forms yet. We’re just writing. But that’s how this program works, so I’m just going with
it. But I’m still struggling with that a little bit, I’ll be honest. [Evelyn laughs.] And it
just has me kind of nervous. (Interview 3, January 22, 2013)
Evelyn also discussed an additional concern related to her beliefs about how to teach expository
writing to students.
Where I’m at in BaW is not working on expositories, but we need to do it for the report
card. So, it’s been a little challenging, because when I looked at how they [BaW] do it,
there’s no set outline. And I’m used to teaching expository. You know, you kind of have
your introduction sentence, and then you talk about things in somewhat of an order, and
BaW is much more open and free-thought and that. (Interview 3, January 22, 2013)
When we met in March 2013 for our fourth interview, I asked Evelyn, “What are your
main beliefs about how writing should be taught at this point in time in the year and in the
program?” (Tammy, Interview 4, March 6, 2013). Evelyn replied, “This question is so hard for
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me, because I don’t think it’s really changed that much” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013). She then
told me she was working on a more structured writing format. “I’ve stepped outside of BaW
because we were grading this [expository writing] this second trimester” (Interview 4, March 6,
2013).
In addition, although Evelyn had seen students applying the conventions of print to their
writing, she didn’t think students’ use of mechanics was as developed as she would like it to be
at this point in time. “Sentence structure is stronger—capitalization, punctuation, is stronger.
We talk about that all the time. You start with a capital, you end with a period. We’re working
on indenting. They’re [students] still—we’re still not coming along quite as well as I would
like.” She believed this skill deficit was related to paragraphing. She continued, “I think part of
that is we’re only writing one paragraph” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
While Evelyn mentioned in January that she did not believe students needed to spell
words correctly in their drafts, in March she expressed different beliefs about spelling when
students were in the peer editing stage. She shared, “At this point, they peer edit, but then—the
final result—I’m not comfortable with words still not being spelled properly. She continued,
“So, that’s where I’m kind of taking over and having an adult look at it [student writing]”
(Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
Although in April, Evelyn discussed her belief that writing does not need to be as
“structured” as she used to think, she also discussed teaching students how to write a structured,
multi-paragraph, expository essay. For example, Evelyn told me that she had taken two weeks
off from BaW to have students write about their favorite rain forest animal. She explained how
she modified BaW.
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I thought how perfect is that [studying rain forest animals] to pull that in as an expository.
So, I’m still following the curriculum of BaW. I didn’t deviate from the topic. There
was just no BaW lesson. I kept with the non-fiction [BaW unit], but I provided a graphic
organizer, which BaW does not, because they only want second-grade writing a
paragraph. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
Evelyn went on to talk about how she taught students how to write a four-paragraph expository
essay in April. “We kind of did an expository as a report format, and so, I took two weeks off,
and I talked about how to write an introduction, two body paragraphs, and a conclusion. So, they
actually ended up with a four-paragraph essay. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
Evelyn shared her feelings about how well the students did with their multi-paragraph
essays.
And can I tell you, I was so excited. They did such a good job. And the graphic
organizer, which is what I’m used to using for writing, they haven’t seen that, because
BaW doesn’t call for that. But they took that information and that helped them organize
their thoughts into these paragraphs. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
Evelyn concluded with some additional thoughts about the multi-paragraph essays. She
noted, “I think BaW has helped them build a solid paragraph, so I didn’t have to work with
getting the detail. They understood that. It was more just breaking it down into two separate
paragraph ideas” (Interview 5, April 11, 2013).
Renee Zahn. According to the qualitative data collected, Renee’s beliefs related to the
Correct Writing Orientation fluctuated as she implemented the BaW program during the 20122013 school year. When we met for our interview in November 2012, Renee told me that
although her beliefs prior to using BaW were structured, she also told me she believed she was
less-structured than she used to be. However, despite her belief changed to a less-structured
approach to teaching writing, Renee also mentioned that she still maintained a heavy focus on
teaching sentence structure and grammar.
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So, it’s all about getting ideas down, but at the same time working on those ideas and
expanding on those ideas and concepts, as well as noticing the grammar and the structure
and everything. That’s one thing I’ve realized, going from first to second to third
(grades), is that sentence structure, ideas, voice, all of that—it just doesn’t go—it just
doesn’t transpire from one grade to another. So, we focus a lot on that right now. So,
that’s where I kind of focus (Interview 1, November 2, 2012).
Renee then told me about a couple of specific techniques she might use. “I use the Smartboard.
I use the whole editing process with parents. I get parents to come in and do that” (Interview 1,
November 2, 2012).
While Renee told me that her beliefs had been changing with regard to composing
writing pieces, she also reiterated that she was still concerned about students’ sentence structure.
Some of my kids are writing fabulous pieces, and then I’ve got some who are writing
sentences with no detail. And we do mini-lessons on how to expand our sentences. We
talk about strong sentences; we talk about ‘show, not tell.’ We talk about our five senses,
and they’re still not doing that. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Renee continued, “I feel that, yes, it’s good [BaW giving students creativity], but at the
same time, the kids’ sentences and everything are very simple” (Interview 2, December 12,
2012). Renee expanded her thoughts, explaining a specific example related to sentence structure.
And there’s just nothing to them [some students’ sentences]. There’s [a student’s
sentence], ‘The car drove to the mall.’ [Renee’s response] ‘Okay, well, when did it
drive? What color was the car? Who was in the car?’ We try to make it more detailed
sentences. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Renee added some additional thoughts on focusing on conventions.
I’m using little resources and everything—trying to create something for them, just so
they would have…a foundation of sentence structure, using this here, from this program
and this program. So, it’s just various things coming together—just trying to blend it.
(Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Toward the end of our interview, Renee reiterated her concerns related to some of her
students’ sentence structure.
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There’s no structure to them. It’s literally, three or four words in a sentence. ‘And then
they did…’—a lot of that, for some reason, with some of those kids. But then, there are
those kids who are investing a lot of time in thinking of those things and trying to add
‘show, not tells,’ and onomatopoeias, and trying to add an adjective that’s descriptive.
They’re trying to do all those things. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
As she did in December, Renee also talked in January about her continuing concerns
related to the progress of some of her students’ use of appropriate sentence, grammar and
punctuation.
You know, now that our classroom size is so much smaller, with 12 less kids, I’m able to
conference with a lot more of them, and some of them are very developed writers. And
some of them—we have to stop and go back to sentence structure and periods. (Interview
3, January 30, 2013)
Renee added that she felt, “The punctuation and grammatical things they [third graders]
should have by now in third grade are non-existent for some of those kids” (Interview 3, January
30, 2013). She explained why she felt this was so.
It’s because BaW doesn’t really go through that. Yes, they [BaW] do talk about capital
letters, they talk about punctuation, but they don’t do the traditional lessons that we’re
used to. Not DOL [Daily Oral Language]—I don’t want to go that route, but aspects of
that—giving those experiences. So, I like to blend it all, but at the same time, I just think
that they need more of that grammar, they need the structure of how sentences should be.
(Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Renee continued to tell me about her beliefs, “I like BaW because it has them being
creative, but I just feel it doesn’t give them all the elements that they need.” To meet students’
needs, Renee told me she had been adding more explicit mini-lessons into her writing instruction
in order to teach skills students lacked.
We did all those mini-lessons, especially if a BaW lesson was not as long as it was
supposed to be. We try to give it 45 minutes or about an hour, then I’ll do a mini-lesson.
And BaW is only four days [a week], so usually, I’ll do a mini-lesson, and I was doing
those at the beginning of the year. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
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Renee further explained her belief that she felt there was a lack of mini-lessons included
in the BaW teacher manual. She explained in detail.
I don’t know if that’s the teacher in me, or the “Type-A personality,” or it’s like OCD,
where I’m like, ‘No, it’s got to be a period right there.’ So, we’ve been—that’s the only
thing I kind of don’t like about BaW where it doesn’t give you a bunch of mini-lessons
right there. Or at least give us (teachers) suggestions. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
She added that to help supplement the BaW program to meet students’ needs, “I’ve been
trying to find older stuff [mini-lessons] I’ve been doing in the past” (Interview 3, January 30,
2013).
Additionally, Renee wondered if the fact that all grades and classrooms were going to be
using BaW might affect student writing. She commented, “Maybe with us all doing BaW now,
maybe when they [students] come up from second grade and first grade—because everyone is
doing BaW now, maybe we’ll actually see better sentence construction—the things we’ve been
working on” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013). Renee added what she had heard from other
teachers.
Everybody said in first-grade BaW, they went over this and that, so maybe, it will spiral
through the way it’s supposed to. I’ll see when I get them next year or the following
year. They’ll just be at a different level of sentence structure, hopefully. (Interview 3,
January 30, 2013)
As she did in January, in February Renee expressed beliefs about teaching writing that
aligned with a Natural Learning orientation, but she continued to teach students to write using a
more structured Correct Writing orientation to prepare for the Illinois Standards Achievement
Test (ISAT). While teaching students how to write extended response essays during the month
of February, Renee explained how she used a “graphic organizer,” called “TASTY,” to teach
students how to structure their writing. According to Renee, TASTY is an acronym in which the
“T” stands for “Turn the question around,” the “A” stands for “Answer the question,” the “S”
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stands for “Support in the text,” the “T” stands for “Throw in your opinions, ideas, and
connections.” She compared these two belief systems.
I would like to do BaW again, because reading fiction or non-fiction passages non-stop
and having kids write a certain way, it’s interesting to see them, because in BaW, there’s
no structure—no way of telling them how to write. It’s just, they write, they just keep
going with the flow. With ISAT, it’s once again, an organizer. You start with the ‘T,’
you go to the ‘A,’ so it’s kind of interesting because the kids who struggled with BaW,
are not struggling as much with ‘TASTY.’ (Interview 4, February 28, 2013)
Renee added her speculations as to why this was so.
Some of the kids who struggle with the writing, they’re like, on Thursdays, when we do
our open-ended writing in our literacy block, the kids are sitting there, ‘What do I write
about? Oh, I don’t know.’ Whereas, this [using the TASTY organizer] is okay. They
have something to read, and they know they have to do a format. (Interview 4, February
28, 2013)
She concluded, “So, they know it’s a little bit easier for them, because it’s already there for them,
to kind of guide them (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). Conversely, Renee told me how the
students who do not struggle with writing while being taught with BaW are successful while
using the TASTY graphic organizer as well.
TASTY is a breeze for them—it is a breeze. Yesterday they were done, just they were
done. They could do a ‘TASTY’ in half the time. It could be the fact that they know;
they understand it. (Interview 4, February 28, 2013)
While Renee was preparing students to write extended reader-responses essays for the
Illinois State Achievement Test (ISAT). She told me she continued to focus students on keeping
“that mentality of looking for capital letters—look for spacing and punctuation” (Interview 4,
February 28, 2013). In addition, she continued to have students wear their “special” glasses to
look for capital letters in their writing.
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My interview for May 2013 involved Renee answering my questions via an email. She
emphasized her thoughts about students’ needing to understand the conventions of print as they
expressed their ideas.
I think that children need to understand how to create a sentence [subject/predicate] as
well as punctuation. From there, I think kids need to understand how to take their ideas
and be very creative…just write! From there, learning how to proof-read and make
corrections [become aware of their writing as well as others]. (Interview 5, May 8, 2013)
During our last interview in July 2013, Renee summed up her concerns that aligned with
the Correct Writing orientation. Renee told me, “When the kids were first writing, oh, my gosh,
they didn’t do this, they didn’t do that, and I was like, ‘Okay, let’s take a step back. So, that was
the one problem I didn’t like about BaW” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013). Renee added, “I just
think that they need to incorporate something for every grade, just a week or two, just a review”
(Interview 6, July 29, 2013). Renee then described what she felt should be added to the BaW
program.
So, you had to take steps back. And BaW’s supposed to be a four-day program. Well,
you know, I couldn’t do a lesson, because I had to do a twenty-minute lesson on proper
nouns, because no one knew what a proper noun was—not the fact that they didn’t know
what a proper noun was, but they didn’t know when to capitalize certain words. So, you
can’t just spend a day on that, you have to spend several days. (Interview 6, July 29,
2013)
Again recommending that BaW add in some grammar lessons to their program, Renee
ended her discussion of basic writing skills talking about how this might work.
I also don’t like with BaW—they should do some grammar stuff. I know they assume
that they [students] probably did it in second grade and first grade, but I think they should
have, while we’re being community builders, maybe one day doing the writing, and the
next day talking about this [basic writing skills]. I know the lady said when she was there
at the BaW workshop [BaW, Third-Grade Workshop, October 2012], ‘We assume that
teachers are going to implement these mini-lessons,’ but the thing is not everyone does.
(Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
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While at her childhood home in July going through some materials, she found some of
her own elementary-school writing pieces. She shared her thoughts about finding the writing
pieces.
That’s the way I was [structured]. That’s the way I was always writing, and it was funny,
because I was going through some stuff my mom saved, and literally, it’s indent, topic
sentence, you wrote your reasons, and then you wrote your body, where you had to
explain your reasons, and then you did your conclusion. I even have papers where
there’s a little person with a shoelace. Our teacher, I remember her teaching that ‘that’s
the end of it,’ that’s where you tied it off, and you were done. (Interview 6, July 29,
2013)
Renee added, “It’s interesting to see that. This is twenty years ago. When I saw it…‘Wow, we
still write like this’” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).
Natural learning orientation. Teachers who have a strong Natural Learning Orientation
believe in the value of using conferring, teaching mini-lessons, and fostering peer collaboration
while implementing writing instruction. Additionally, this orientation is associated with other
activities endemic to the process approach to writing. Qualitative interview data indicated all
three focal teachers’ beliefs in the Natural Learning Orientation fluctuated over the course of the
study. This section will focus on quotes that primarily relate to the Natural Learning Orientation.
Michelle Andrews. Qualitative data suggested that Michelle’s beliefs related to the
Natural Learning Orientation fluctuated during this study. When we met for our first interview
in October 2012 some of Michelle’s comments aligned with a Natural Learning orientation. For
example, Michelle told me about her beliefs regarding teaching writing.
First of all, writing is hugely developmental, so it’s one of those where you have to take
them from where they are, and then move them along. So, it should be done in a way—I
don’t mean to say scripted—that’ it’s not everybody has to be on the same page at the
same time—where they (students) all have to copy the sentence starter, everything has to
be perfect and on the line. It’s a very individual process. (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
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Michelle also told me in October that “the class I’m in, we have not had a huge focus on
conventions” (Michelle, Interview 1, October 30, 2012). She continued to explain:
We’ve tried to keep away from that to some extent. To where, their writing time is to get
their ideas on paper—and not that it has to be perfect. And that’s a real big change, that’s
a real big change at Longfellow Elementary. (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
During our December 2012 discussion, Michelle again discussed beliefs about the
Natural Learning orientation and commented on the difference she had seen this year using BaW
compared to past years’ student writing. She told me, “I tell the kids all the time. I say, ‘We
[Michelle and the co-teacher] love it because you get to see their little souls. We do.” (Interview
2, December 6, 2012. She explained further.
It’s like you know who they are when you read their writing. I think more so than you
probably did in past years, because if you’re always writing to a certain prompt, then
you’re not going to get it (knowledge of students) all. And free writing, when they can
write about anything they want, you learn some things you don’t want to know (about
students) sometimes. But it’s good to know. (Interview 2, December 6, 2012)
Besides learning more about her students this year while implementing BaW, Michelle
also noted that students were writing more in December. She said, “Most of them are filling up
two sides of the paper with writing.” In addition, Michelle noticed that students were also
writing quality pieces.
It’s not just quantity, its quality, it is. They sit down and they write, and for the most
part—I’m not saying everything is perfect all the time, but it is acceptable at what I
would consider as almost better or exceptional for first grade. They’re really getting a lot
of their ideas out, but staying on topic at this point in time, which is incredibly important.
(Interview 2, December 6, 2012)
Near the end of our December 2012 interview, Michelle reiterated that she believed using
the BaW program had changed the way writing is taught at Longfellow Elementary. She shared,
“One thing that the program [BaW] has done—I’ll say it very loosely—is it has changed the way
first grade does writing. Period.” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012). Michelle elaborated on the
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change in beliefs between using BaW to teach writing and the first-grade team’s previous
method.
To me, that is the biggest success of the program—is that children are now writing.
They’re not just starting with a sentence starter and answering the question on the end of
it. They [first-grade teachers] usually did, everybody does one sentence, then we come
back to the rug, then everybody does sentence two, then we come back to the rug, and
everybody. (Interview 2, December 6, 2012)
Michelle summed up her thoughts and added, “It’s literally where the children are independent.
So, I think that one of the biggest successes, I see, of BaW, is just the program itself and how it
allows children to write” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
In January 2013, as we discussed Michelle’s beliefs about teaching writing, she told me,
“I don’t know that it’s changed a lot.” She went on to explain how BaW lessons reflected the
Natural Learning focus on the writing process with its prewriting, drafting, and reflection
components.
I love the way BaW teaches, in that you have the mentor text that you’re using; you have
time for the children to talk and explore different ideas before they have to write on their
own. They have plenty of time to do the social part of writing, and they get plenty of
time to write, and they get to choose what to write about—that it’s not just a promptdriven writing. And then again, they have time to read and reflect at the end. I think the
set-up of BaW is perfect for the implementation of writing.
(Interview 3, January 25, 2013)
Michelle added, “It is a lot of independent writing. That’s what I love to see—the kids just
writing—writing independently” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013). She again reiterated that she
believed students had made more writing progress with BaW than in past years.
Earlier I said, I think we’ll be sending a better product, and I still absolutely stand by
that because the kids are having to write on their own. It’s not a prompt, and then I’ve
got a bunch of things written on the board, and you rewrite it make sure it’s neat on the
lines, and we’ll hang it with the art project writing. (Interview 3, January 25, 2013)
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According to Michelle, she had been conferring with a student who, “even though, on the
paper, it [her writing] doesn’t look as nice—the idea development—she had improved a lot in
her idea development” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013). Michelle shared her beliefs about which
she felt mattered more, the “looks” or the “idea development.”
I truly think, if you’re talking about writing, that’s what it’s all about. It’s not about, you
know, that every letter’s on the line correctly. It’s that can you come up with an idea and
a way to communicate with other people, if a way they will want to read or listen to. Or
can I understand what you are saying. (Interview 3, January 25, 2013)
She also shared, “We have a few kids that we noticed—they’re writing a little bit more—
the depth of their writing has been increasing, that we’ve noticed.” Michelle summed up, “So,
that’s always a success, when they’re struggling with that idea development and they break
through” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013).
During our February 2013 interview, Michelle mentioned that she was beginning to
believe there might be “a little bit more of a place for conventions”; however, she also told me
again how important it was for students to focus on their ideas in their writing (Interview 4,
February 27, 2013).
Even though I said ‘conventions’ is starting to become a little more important [Michelle
laughed]—You know that it’s important. It’s time for them to write and not time for us
to criticize every little word that might be misspelled on their paper. So, they’re—they
love to put their ideas on paper. They’re engaged in that part as long as we ‘butt out.’
(Interview 4, February 27, 2013)
Michelle laughed again as she repeated her thoughts, “When the adults in the room butt in, that
could hurt the engagement [of students], if we allowed it” (Interview 4, February 27, 2013).
When we met in April 2013 for our fifth interview, Michelle again referred to writing as
a “developmental process,” just as she had earlier in the year.
As I think I’ve said before, writing is still such a developmental process—even more so
in the primary grades. I think it needs to be experiential. I think they need to be able to
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write about what they [students] know. And they need to be gently encouraged, or
guided, in the right direction, on which things to improve. (Interview 5, April 9, 2013).
Thinking back, she told me, “So, my main beliefs—I don’t think they’ve changed a little or not”
(Michelle, Interview 5, April 9, 2013). She continued, saying, “It’s [my belief] mainly still that
it’s a developmental process and take each one (student) and guide them to where you expect
them to be” (Interview 5, April 9, 2013).
Evelyn Proctor. Qualitative data collected as she implemented the BaW program showed
that Evelyn’s beliefs related to the Natural Learning Orientation fluctuated during the 2012-2013
school year. In October, when we met for our first interview, Evelyn explained the difference
between how she previously taught writing compared to this year as she implemented the BaW
program.
Two years ago, I taught writing completely differently, because I was in third grade, and
we still had the ISAT writing. And it was so important to get those five-paragraph essays
down. It’s very stressful [the old way of teaching]. From the beginning, you kind of had
it all outlined that way. And it’s much different now with this BaW program, and the
way they changed with the Common Core standards. (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
Evelyn continued to detail how her “old” way of teaching writing differed from teaching writing
while implementing the BaW program.
I think it’s [BaW] allowing the kids to get their thoughts down more, because they’re
[students] not stressed out about indenting, and ‘this is one idea, and it needs to be here,
now I have a new idea, and I need to start a new paragraph.’ It’s more about them just
getting everything out—down on paper—and getting those thoughts out. (Interview 1,
October 30, 2012)
She also commented on how much she “love[d] the fact that right now, I’m not focused
on spelling. She explained in more detail.
It’s ‘best guess’ spelling. It takes the pressure off of a lot of kids, especially in second
grade. And I heard someone [a student] the other day—they raised their hand—‘Mrs. P.,
how do you spell…? I can’t remember what the word was, and their partner said, ‘No,
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no, no, it’s okay, just guess, just guess.’ Oh, yes, it’s fine, just guess. Final copy is—
when we’ll make the final changes” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012
Evelyn then told me of another change in her beliefs about teaching writing related to
implementing BaW.
Now one thing that I’m used to teaching with that I don’t teach with the BaW—there’s no
graphic organizers. Because there’s no need for it really, because there’s a lot of free
thought—free-flowing ideas. Take one sentence and go from here. And because we’re
not paragraphing, that graphic organizer has not really been used yet. (Interview 1,
October 30, 2012)
For example, Evelyn detailed how she modeled and shared the composing process for
organizing a text with her students.
I think a lot of modeling. So that they understand how it eventually all flows…and
crafting my paragraph in front of them. Sometimes I’ve had time to really think about it
and plan it out. And other times, I’ll have two sentences and add the rest. We’re kind of
developing as a class to see that you can take an idea, and maybe someone will raise their
hand with an idea, and I’m thinking we need to tweak that a little bit. So, instead of me
tweaking it, I’ll say, I’ll ask the kids, so how can we change this—how can we add a
sight and sound word—how can we add a describing word; how can we make this
creepier? (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
As we continued talking, Evelyn added, “So, when I say model, the modeling is the thought
process. Not, this is how you write a five-paragraph essay, as much as modeling how you think
through writing” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012).
In December 2012, Evelyn mentioned a few of her other beliefs about teaching writing
that aligned with the Natural Learning orientation. She told me that she believed students “need
to be exposed to many different forms of writing.” She also said she liked the format of the BaW
and was “embracing it more with reading the books and letting them [students] hear that.” She
also told me, “They’re [students] really beginning to understand that [using mentor texts], and if
they write about something that they know, especially something they like, they can get a lot
more detail” Evelyn added, “And I’m seeing a lot more detail in their writing—in regards to me
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giving them a topic—letting them pick a topic—we’re having a lot of success with that” (Evelyn,
Interview 2, December 5, 2012). She explained further.
I think it really helps that they get to pick their topic as opposed to me, as opposed to
Mrs. Proctor saying, ‘Okay, today you’re going to write about _____,”—whatever it
might be. Umm—a fall day (from BaW). (Telling the students) ‘It’ll be okay. You can
write about something you enjoy in doing in the fall. You know whether it’s a football
game, or going to a basketball game, or whatever you happen to do. So, their ability to
write about topics (are) very broad in the program. They have choice within that broader
topic. (Interview 2, December 5, 2012)
Evelyn then elaborated on how much easier it was for students to choose a topic to write about
compared to earlier in the year.
Sometimes at that age (second grade), you think that their ideas may be all over the place,
and they can’t pick something, but they’re getting better at picking something. They’re
brainstorming, coming up with a big long list, and it used to be I’d have 12 hands in the
air saying, ‘I don’t know what to write about.’ And now there’s maybe three or four. ‘I
can’t pick which thing to write about.’ So, they’re getting better about that. (Interview 2,
December 5, 2012)
In January 2013, Evelyn referred again to her belief about not expecting students to
worry about spelling words correctly when writing their drafts.
They know the drill. They know it’s a lot easier for them to write now and not be as
concerned about their spelling. Which is big for some of them. That was a roadblock for
a number of them. They were constantly asking me how do you spell this; can I use a
dictionary? So, now, they understand that that’s something that’s more or the editing and
final copy stage. So, I’m getting more writing product out of them, because they’re not
worried about the spelling. (Interview 3, January 22, 2013)
Again in March 2013, Evelyn discussed her beliefs about teaching paragraphing to
students.
One thing I can tell you is that I am getting more comfortable with them just writing
paragraphs as opposed to maybe a multi-paragraph essay. I feel like I’m getting more out
of them in just one paragraph than trying to stretch something into multiple paragraphs.
They’re just not able to do that. I feel their one-paragraph writing is much more detailed.
So, I do like that aspect. (Interview 4, March 6, 2013)
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Evelyn shared, “My opinion on that has definitely changed from the beginning of the school
year” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
During our fifth interview in April, Evelyn referred again to her beliefs about two of the
same topics she had discussed previously in the school year related to the Natural Learning
orientation. These included students choosing their own topics and BaW fostering a lessstructured way of composing writing.
First, Evelyn discussed the growth she’d seen as students were able to choose their own
topics, an important aspect of the writing process approach.
I really enjoy the group discussions and sharing with partners. It’s just going really well,
and as the year progresses, they’re (students) obviously more comfortable with each
other, and I think they’re getting a lot of really good ideas that way, as opposed to just
sitting down—here’s your topic—and write. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
Evelyn continued to tell me her beliefs students’ growth related to topic choice.
So, I really, really like that. The beginning of the year—to do it for every lesson—
they’re really growing a lot. I also like the fact that topics now—and I’m speaking from
growth and things I’ve seen through the program. Topics are now more open-ended, as
opposed to the way it was previously taught—this is specifically what you will write
about. Now it’s just, ‘Tell me what you learned,’ or ‘Okay, it’s Thursday, pick anything
you haven’t finished in your journal and write about it. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
She added, “I like that. And the kids are really liking it as well” (Interview 5, April 11, 2013).
Regarding ‘structure’ in writing, Evelyn told me she believed that “BaW is actually lessstructured, and so, my belief-system in that is changing.” She added, “I don’t believe writing
needs to be as structured anymore” (Interview 5, April 11, 2013).
In May 2013, Evelyn and I met for our sixth and final interview. She reflected on her
beliefs regarding students spending time developing quality ideas and supporting details as in the
process approach to writing.
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It definitely is a lot less—the expectations are a lot less with BaW—the fact that they
[students] don’t have to write a whole essay. They’re [BaW] looking for a paragraph.
But what I understand now is that that paragraph can just be a really filled paragraph—
filled with lots of supporting details and describing words, as opposed to trying to stretch
it out into a five-paragraph essay or even a four-paragraph essay. There’s a lot more
substance in there because they’re not having to focus on the form of any essay.
(Interview 6, May 24, 2013)
Evelyn also discussed her beliefs related to the quantity of writing students produced as
they shared their ideas with others.
So, I think I got a lot more out of them. Even though [with] the essay form, it was less,
(with the) paragraph form, it was a lot more. And last week, I said, ‘Okay, we’re going
to write about your memory of second grade—your favorite two memories of second
grade, but I just want it to be one page.’ You would not believe how many kids went,
‘Ohhh, more, more, more!’ So, that was kind of exciting. As opposed to, ‘What, we
have to write two pages—yeah, so.’ It was interesting. (Interview 6, May 24, 2013)
Renee Zahn. According to the qualitative data collected during the 2012 – 2013 school
year, Renee’s beliefs related to the Natural Learning Orientation fluctuated as she implemented
the BaW program. When we met for the first time in November 2012, Renee told me that her
beliefs about teaching writing had already started to change since she began implementing the
BaW program in her classroom. Renee told me that her beliefs prior to using BaW were
“structured” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). She reflected that “after going to the BaW
workshop [in October 2012], it’s [my beliefs] slightly changed” (Interview 1, November 2,
2012). Renee continued explaining that now her focus is on first composing ideas before
checking the conventions of writing. Renee shared, “It’s all about making sure, yes, getting the
ideas down, but then after that looking and revising, and seeing what you could make better”
(Interview 1, November 2, 2012). Also in November, Renee discussed letting students choose
their own writing topics rather than assigning them.
I’m not really big on doing all sorts of different pieces. I let them [students] create
whatever they want. I give them a broad topic, and they just run with it. I don’t believe
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in giving them—this is what you have to write—this is what you’re going to do kind of
thing. It’s like, here’s a topic, and they just run with it—however you want to go with it.
You know—we always use our hands to say—use your imagination. It’s as big as
however big your hands will go. (Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
She added more details explaining how students were handling this move to choice of topics.
I was so used to the structure of here’s your topic sentence, the ideas. Now we give
details. Here are these kids doing things that were just all over the place for me. Okay, I
couldn’t handle it. But they’re getting better with it, so, I like that. And I like that
they’re (students) realizing that they’re going off topic. (Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
Additionally, Renee described her beliefs about the school district’s past teaching of
formulaic and structured narrative, expository, and persuasive essays.
Our report card says, ‘persuasive, narrative, expository’—so you’ve always been doing
that. So, it’s a little bit interesting because it’s [BaW] more ‘free reins.’ It’s interesting to
see that. So, it’s trying to just get used to it. (Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
She commented, “When we teach our kids how to do the narrative, expository, persuasive, it’s
boring for them. It’s no ‘ideas’—there’s no creativity there. (Interview 1, November 2, 2012).
Renee concluded, “It [writing] should be this way [‘more free reins’], and maybe kids will
actually like writing versus the ‘let’s just copy this down, do this, do that, kind of thing’”
(Interview 1, November 2, 2012).
In December 2013, as she did in November, Renee discussed what she believed to be the
differences between the way she used to teach writing and using the BaW program to teach
writing. She began by telling me about something she noticed at the BaW workshop back in
October. She said, “It was really interesting because in the BaW workshop that we went to a
month ago, a lot of people were stuck on the whole five-paragraph essay because that’s how we
were all taught” (Interview 2, December 12, 2012). She then further described the differences
she saw when using BaW.
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And Being a Writer—there’s no five-paragraph essay. You write being creative. The
kids were sitting here saying, ‘Mrs. Z., don’t you want three paragraphs, five, don’t you
want four?’ And I’m sitting there going, no, we have our introduction—we started off
with our lead—and now you’re just going to tell me your story with great detail.
(Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Next, Renee shared that it was difficult for her students to adjust to a different way of
thinking about their writing.
So, it’s kind of mind boggling, for three of my kids—they’re the ones who are used to
writing like that, and they could not get their mind around the concept of we’re just
writing. Because in second grade they were taught to have transition words, to do this
and do that. So, we talked about—we stopped for one day and we did transitions—how
we could apply them in our sentences—where you don’t have to do a brand-new
paragraph. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Renee added, “And the kids who struggle doing paragraphs are not struggling doing it
this way, because they don’t have to stop and go, ‘Okay, now I have to do a new idea” (Interview
2, December 12, 2012). According to Renee, some parents even told her about the differences
they had seen in their students’ attitudes toward writing this year.
I had two parents say, the kids are liking to write this way instead of paragraphs.
Because one of the kids went home and said, ‘We don’t have to write paragraphs,
mommy.’ And so, I explained to the mom and everything. So, the mom actually emailed
me and told me, the kid was excited to write because it was a ‘trouble thing’ for them last
year—for him to stop, use a transition, add a new idea, stop, write a transition, and write
a new idea. It was hard for them to understand. And I think it’s too abstract for them to
do that though. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
In addition, Renee reported that it had been hard for her, too, to adjust to a different way of
teaching students how to write.
I never really thought about it though, because I know it’s hard for me to get my mind
around it, because we’ve always been taught five-paragraphs—you do your introduction,
you have your body, you have a beginning, middle, and end, and then you have a
conclusion. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Renee continued to talk about her beliefs about teaching writing.
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I’m still, like I said before, trying to get over the whole graphic organizer, organize
thoughts—because BaW is, you read the book, you model it to them, and then you pose
these questions for them, and then they go back to their seats and write. (Interview 2,
December 12, 2012)
Also, in December 2012, Renee again mentioned the she liked teaching writing with BaW
because she believed that giving the students a choice about what to write about appeared to
increase their creativity.
When I taught second-grade, it was, ‘Okay, we’re doing a narrative, or we’re doing an
expository on spiders because that’s what we have to do. And either, if the kids don’t
like it, they’re not invested in it. And this year, I’m seeing them invested in it more,
because there’s more choice. There’s more lenience, there’s more room to make the
choices of what they want to write about, so I like that. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Regarding BaW support during the Writing Time component, Renee commented, “I like
that the book [teacher’s manual] gives them various choices. A lesson might say have them
write about ‘this,’ and it gives you maybe two other suggestions” (Interview 2, December 12,
2012). Renee then discussed a specific example of a student being so motivated that he went
through the dictionary at home for ideas.
I like that [the choices], and it works with the kids really well, especially when [one of]
the whole community building [lessons] was, ‘write an acrostic poem.’ You know, write
an ABC book. There’s all those various ones, and when the kids… [One of the students
said], ‘but Mrs. Z., I’m really working on this ABC book, and I’ve come up with ideas. I
sat home, and I went through the dictionary.’ I’m not going to sit there and tell the kid
you can’t write it. Are you kidding me? (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
She told me that she then said to that student, “Go, write, write, write! That’s like a
challenge” (Interview 2, December 12, 2012). Renee continued, “They [students] like that; they
enjoy that, so I think they’re very engaged,” before repeating, “But, I think they really like the
stories,” referring back to the mentor texts. More specifically, Renee discussed how the nonfiction BaW mentor texts served to spark interest and encourage choice in writing for the boys in
her class as per a Natural Writing Orientation.
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I love the non-fiction books, because they’re great at the beginning of the year, especially
for the boys, and I like to start the year like that, because boys are more adamant about
not reading. So, when you show those [nonfiction] books, it’s like, ‘Can I read that
during Reader’s Workshop, Mrs. Z.?’ [Renee responded.] ‘Yes, here take it. Just read it;
be careful with it. Go.’ Because it’s about animals, they’re totally excited about it.
(Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
In January 2013, Renee talked more about her beliefs regarding the difference between a
Correct Writing Orientation using graphic organizers and the more Natural Learning Orientation
promoted by the BaW program. She told me, “It’s nice to see, from the teacher’s perspective,
that I’m not forcing them to write in a graphic organizer way” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
She explained her concerns.
Because it’s very hard for some of them, because it’s so abstract for some of them to
understand—a topic sentence, details, this and that. It’s very hard for them, and it’s
really hard for them to understand how to transition from one paragraph to the other.
(Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Renee then told me why she thought students struggled with multi-paragraph essays.
It’s easier when you do, non-fiction, when you’re doing expository, because obviously
it’s different ideas. But when it’s a narrative, how do you explain that to a third grader?
‘Well, now you need a new paragraph there.’ And this is the middle of their story. Well,
how do they know where the middle of their story is? I even had one kid [say], ‘Was it
the middle of the day?’ So, it’s hard for them to understand. (Interview 3, January 30,
2013).
She also shared “I was always taught to write with the five-paragraphs, and [with] how BaW
does it, I’ve kind of blended all those things” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
As she mentioned in previous months, in January, Renee reiterated that BaW lessons
offered structured choices for writing topics as students decide what they want to write about and
how this is different from the way she used to teaching writing.
After that, it [BaW] actually gives them similar ideas, but it doesn’t veer away from the
concept [in the mentor text] completely, but it sticks with it. And that’s what I like,
because you’re used to always, ‘Here’s what you’re writing about, and this is how it’s
going to be done.’ Whereas, BaW gives you, ‘We already read this book, so why don’t
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you try writing about this? Obviously, it’s not going to click with all of the students.
(Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Renee continued to further detail the process of topic choice in BaW.
So, BaW will give you another idea for the kids to write about. And it doesn’t
completely veer away from the idea or concept. It was just written and said a different
way to the kids. So, they’re still writing about a similar concept, so I like that, so then
they’re still working on what we’re doing. Sometimes it [BaW] gives you a third idea,
that’s completely off [the topic], but they want the kids writing, so I kind of like that
aspect. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Finally, Renee explained, “Because as a teacher, you’re always struggling with trying to give
them an idea, a concept,” when you hear, “But I don’t want to write about that” (Interview 3,
January 30, 2013).
When we met in February 2013, Renee continued to talk about her changing beliefs about
“the whole structured aspect thing.” She shared, “I think that with BaW, I like the fact that they
just write, and there’s no standards of, ‘Okay, you have to write your introduction, then you have
to write your body; you have to write your conclusion.” She also repeated in February why she
thought writing this way was difficult for students.
When we taught kids like that, especially when I taught second grade, it was very
difficult for them, because that’s not how we talk. We don’t talk about an introduction,
and then we go to one idea and then to another idea. You kind of blend your ideas
together. It’s not so much of a sequential order because you have to focus on one thing.
(Interview 4, February 28, 2013)
She continued discussing her belief that students transferred their knowledge of the
drafting stage of the writing process to other writing assignments. She told me, “And so, I like
this [writing with BaW] because the kids I’ve seen with their narratives or even their writing
pieces on Thursdays [Literacy Block writing] that they are staying in sequential order. They’re
elaborating their ideas” (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). Renee then added, “It’s not
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essentially, the ‘old school’ method of the five-paragraph essay kind of thing” (Interview 4,
February 28, 2013)
Referring to her students’ narratives and Thursday pieces, Renee continued to elaborate
on differences between the “old school” method and BaW. She said, “It’s interesting to see how
they have become better writers, and I think part of that reason is because there’s no graphic
organizer; there’s no set rules that they have to follow” (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). Renee
explained further.
I know some of my kids would like the organizer, just because it would help them. I
don’t really mean a ‘traditional’ organizer, more of an organizer to help them create their
ideas and their sentences and everything. I do have a couple children who still struggle
with elaborating on their ideas and concepts that they’re writing about.
In May 2013, Renee referred back to the fact that BaW uses mentor texts to foster topic
choices for students. She mentioned “incorporating great books to model with [because]
sometimes you[’ve] got to run with someone else’s ideas/thoughts” (Interview 5, May 8, 2013).
During our last interview in July 2013, when asked what changes she might have noticed
regarding her beliefs about teaching writing, Renee said, “I don’t have to be structured,” and she
laughed. Renee then summarized and compared her beliefs about teaching writing previously
and while implementing the BaW program.
Before I used to be ‘structured.’ Like I was telling you—three paragraphs like I was
always taught—five-paragraph essay, the whole thing. But now, I like that it’s a little bit
more, I don’t want to say free-for-all, but you know, you give them a topic, and they just
run with the idea. So, I like that. (Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
Renee expanded on her belief switch. She commented, “It was a hard time to get used to [BaW]
because I’m so used to ‘this is how you’re going to write it’” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013). She
explained what she meant in more detail.
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It [BaW] wasn’t do this many paragraphs. ‘You need a topic sentence; you need this, you
need that.’ Over time you got to incorporate all of that, but you didn’t have to do it at the
get-go. I liked how you just had them write. They got to just write, and write those ideas
down. (Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
At our last interview in July 2013, I asked Renee “How does your teaching of writing
before implementing the BaW program compare to how you now teach writing?” Renee
summed up her beliefs about her own writing instruction, saying, “[It’s] far more laid back.”
She again mentioned two changes in her beliefs that she had discussed earlier in the year. First,
Renee detailed her beliefs about using graphic organizers in the past to teach expository writing
about a topic, such as bats.
You would do a graphic organizer. They would just take—they’d spit out information,
and then they’d put it on the paper. Whereas, with BaW, you didn’t always have to have
a graphic organizer. You could do just a little web, and then from there, you write your
ideas. And then sometimes that is a little bit better and not as overwhelming for kids, I
felt. (Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
Then Renee reiterated that BaW provided students with choices about writing topics.
I liked how we got to write different things…The book usually gave a topic to go off of
that was based off the lesson, and then if they didn’t like that idea, the book did suggest,
maybe one or two different ideas. Or [they could] just got back to an older piece, or to go
with their own [topic]. So, I like that they [BaW] do that. They give them [students]
choices. (Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
In conclusion, Renee shared, “I like that with BaW, there are options for them (students). It
allows them to be a writer, I guess” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).

Summary
Interview data were collected and examined to investigate changes in teachers’ beliefs
about teaching writing. Qualitative data analysis indicated that none of the three focal teachers’
beliefs related to the Explicit Instruction Orientation changed as they implemented the BaW
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program. This finding suggested that the teachers’ beliefs about using modeling to teach writing
and re-teaching specific writing skills and strategies to students remained strong and stable
throughout the study.
However, data analysis suggested that all three focal teachers’ beliefs about teaching
writing fluctuated between the Correct Writing Orientation and the Natural Learning Orientation
in several areas as they implemented the BaW program during the 2012-2013 school year. More
specifically, Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee all appeared to vacillate regarding their beliefs about
whether it was more important to focus on having students generate ideas before and during their
writing (Natural Learning) or to focus on having students use the correct conventions of print in
their writing (Correct Writing). Additionally, although Michelle was not concerned with
teaching multiple-paragraph forms to her first-grade students, both Evelyn’s and Renee’s beliefs
about the importance of teaching single-paragraph forms (Natural Learning) as opposed to
teaching five-paragraph formulaic essay forms (Correct Writing) also seemed to fluctuate during
the study, as did their feelings about the value of having students use graphic organizers (Correct
Writing/Natural Learning) to plan their writing.
Furthermore, all three teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing increased over the course
of the study in two areas. Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee appeared to believe that their overall
writing instruction was less structured (Natural Learning) than it had been prior to using BaW.
Finally, all three teacher’s beliefs related to having students choose their own writing topics
(Natural Learning) increased as they implemented the BaW program.
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Research Question 3
Does elementary teachers’ use of instructional writing practices change while
implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
Quantitative Data – Teaching Writing Scale

The Teaching Writing Scale (TWS) was administered to teachers to examine changes in
their use of instructional writing practices while implementing the Being a Writer program for 28
weeks. The Teaching Writing Survey items are divided into eight clusters of instructional
practices educators use to teach writing (Cutler & Graham, 2008). The eight instructional
writing practice clusters are 1) Assessing Student Writing, 2) Supporting Student Writing, 3)
Teaching the Writing process, 4) Teaching Basic Writing Skills, 5) Teaching General
Instructional Procedures, 6) Promoting Motivation for Writing, 7) Connecting with the Home
Environment, and 8) Extending Writing to Content Areas (Cutler & Graham, 2008). Results
related to these eight instructional writing practices will be reported in the following section.
Assessing student writing. The Assessing Student Writing cluster items reflected how
often teachers monitored student writing progress, encouraged students to monitor their own
writing progress, had students use rubrics to evaluate their own writing, and used writing
portfolios. Using writing portfolios involved adding material to a portfolio, looking at the
materials in it, and evaluating progress (Cutler & Graham, 2008).
Within the Assessing Student Writing cluster, there was a statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-mean scores related for the whole group of teachers (n = 11). Overall,
the mean score of the whole group decreased significantly from 3.64 on the pre-Teaching
Writing Scale to 3.13 on the post-Teaching Writing Scale. This reflected an average decrease of
0.51 points at the p ≤ .05 significance level, indicating that the teachers’ decreased their use of
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instructional writing strategies related to assessing student writing from between Monthly and
Several Times a Month to only using these strategies on a Monthly basis. Of the 11 participants,
three teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to
assessing student writing increased (with a range of increase from +0.13 to +0.25), while seven
teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to assessing
student writing decreased (with a range of decrease from -0.25 to -2.00). For one teacher, there
was no change between her pre- and post-Assessing Student Writing mean scores. See Table 13
for Assessing Student Writing results.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two focal teachers’ mean scores
related to assessing student writing increased between the pre- and post-Teaching Writing Scale.
There was an increase between the pre-and post-scores related to assessing student writing for
both Evelyn (+0.13) and Renee (+0.25). There was no difference between Michelle’s pre- and
post-Teaching Writing Scale mean scores related to assessing student writing.
Supporting student writing. The Supporting Student Writing cluster included
instructional writing practices such as conferencing with students, having students conference
with their peers, engaging students in planning before writing, having students revise their
writing products, and having students help their classmates with their writing. Other
instructional writing practices included in this cluster were using writing prompts (such as story
starters, pictures, physical objects, etc.), allowing students to write by dictating their
compositions to others, and allowing students to use computers (Cutler & Graham, 2008)
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Table 13
Teaching Writing Scale (TWS) Results – Assessing Student Writing
Pre-ASW

Post-ASW

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 11) 3.64

1.03

3.13

0.96

-0.51

2.24

.05*

Michelle Andrews** 2.50

1.91

2.50

1.73

0.00

Evelyn Proctor**

2.75

2.06

2.88

2.17

+0.13

Renee Zahn**

2.50

2.08

2.75

3.20

+0.25

Arin Bradley

3.75

2.87

1.75

1.71

-2.00

Nicole Griffey

4.75

1.50

3.75

1.26

-1.00

Ashley Jones

5.25

1.50

4.25

1.71

-1.00

Taylor Joyce

4.00

2.45

3.75

2.87

-0.25

Lynn Keith

3.75

2.87

2.25

2.06

-1.50

Ava Lewis

2.25

1.71

2.00

2.31

-0.25

Alyssa Smith

4.75

3.30

4.50

2.38

-0.25

Sophie Thornton

3.75

2.63

4.00

2.16

+0.25

Assessing Student
Writing

*p ≤ .05
**Represents focal participant teachers
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-Supporting Student Writing mean scores. Overall, the Supporting
Student writing mean scores of the whole group decreased from 3.32 to 3.30. This was a
decrease of 0.02 points. Thus, over the course of the study, teachers indicated they used
strategies Supporting Student Writing on a Monthly basis. Of the 11 participants, three teachers’
mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices that support student writing had
increased (with a range of increase from +0.25 to +0.63), while four teachers’ mean scores
indicated their use of instructional writing practices that support student writing had decreased
(with a range of -0.12 to -0.87). Three teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional
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writing practices that support student writing had stayed the same over the course of the study.
The changes between teachers’ pre- and post-Teaching Writing Scale (TWS) mean scores related
to Supporting Student Writing are reported in Table 14.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, one teacher’s mean score
related to Supporting Student Writing increased between the pre- and post-Teaching Writing
Scale. Renee’s mean score (+0.57) increased after implementing the Being a Writer program.
There was no change between the pre-and post-Supporting Student Writing mean scores for
either Michelle or Evelyn over the course of the study.
Table 14
Teaching Writing Scale (TWS) Results – Supporting Student Writing
Pre-SSW

Post-SSW

Supporting Student
Writing

M

SD

M

SD

Change

All Teachers (n = 11)

3.32

0.70

3.30

0.92

-0.02

Michelle Andrews**

2.63

1.77

2.63

2.39

0.00

Evelyn Proctor**

2.63

1.19

2.63

1.51

0.00

Renee Zahn**

3.86

1.68

4.43

2.37

+0.57

Arin Bradley

3.00

2.78

2.88

2.36

-0.12

Nicole Griffey

3.50

2.33

3.50

2.27

0.00

Ashley Jones

4.50

1.69

5.13

2.17

+0.63

Taylor Joyce

3.88

2.10

3.50

1.77

-0.38

Lynn Keith

3.00

2.00

3.00

1.85

0.00

Ava Lewis

2.13

1.55

1.88

1.55

-0.25

Alyssa Smith

3.75

2.25

2.88

2.17

-0.87

Sophie Thornton

3.63

2.26

3.88

1.64

+0.25

t
0.12

p
0.91

**Represents focal participant teachers
Teaching the writing process. The Teaching the Writing Process cluster included
instructional writing practices such as teaching students about ways of organizing text or how
texts are organized and teaching students strategies for planning and revising their writing.
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Teachers overtly modeling writing strategies for students is another instructional writing strategy
that is part of the Teaching the Writing Process cluster.
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-Teaching the Writing Process mean scores. Overall, the Teaching the
Writing Process mean scores of the whole group decreased from 4.22 to 3.98 on the postTeaching Writing Scale. This was a decrease of 0.24 points. Thus, over the course of the study,
teachers indicated that they used teaching strategies related to the writing process approximately
Several Times a Month. Of the 11 participants, four teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of
instructional writing practices related to teaching the writing process had increased (with a range
of increase from +0.75 to +1.25), while six teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of
instructional writing strategies related to teaching the writing process had decreased (with a
range of decrease from -0.50 to -2.25). One teacher’s mean scores indicated that her use of
instructional writing practices related to teaching the writing process had stayed the same over
the course of the study. The changes between teachers’ pre- and post-Teaching Writing Scale
mean scores related to Teaching the Writing Process are reported in Table 15.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two teacher’s mean scores for
Teaching the Writing Process increased between the pre- and post-administrations. There was an
increase in both Evelyn’s (+0.75) and Renee’s (+1.00) mean scores, indicating that their use of
instructional writing strategies in this cluster increased after implementing the Being a Writer
program. Michelle’s mean scores related to teaching the writing process decreased by 1.00 after
implementing the BaW program.
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Table 15
Teaching Writing Scale Results – Teaching the Writing Process
Pre-TWP

Post-TWP

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 11) 4.22

1.26

3.98

0.86

-0.24

0.68

0.51

Michelle Andrews** 3.50

1.00

2.50

1.00

-1.00

Evelyn Proctor**

3.75

1.50

4.50

1.00

+0.75

Renee Zahn**

3.50

0.58

4.50

1.00

+1.00

Arin Bradley

5.75

0.50

3.50

0.58

-2.25

Nicole Griffey

4.75

0.96

4.75

1.26

0.00

Ashley Jones

5.00

0.82

4.50

1.29

-0.50

Taylor Joyce

4.25

1.71

3.75

0.50

-0.50

Lynn Keith

5.13

1.55

4.50

1.00

-0.63

Ava Lewis

1.25

0.50

2.50

1.73

+1.25

Alyssa Smith

5.50

1.00

3.75

2.06

-1.75

Sophie Thornton

4.00

0.82

5.00

0.82

+1.00

Teaching the
Writing Process

**Represents focal participant teachers
Teaching basic writing skills. The TWS cluster related to Teaching Basic Writing Skills
included instructional practices about teaching students’ sentence construction skills,
handwriting skills, spelling skills, and grammar skills. Also included in this cluster was teaching
students about punctuation skills and capitalization skills (Cutler & Graham, 2008).
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-Teaching Basic Writing Skills mean scores. Overall, the Teaching
Basic Writing Skills mean scores of the whole group decreased from 4.66 to 4.33. This was a
decrease of 0.33 points. Thus, over the course of the study, teachers’ ratings related to their use
of instructional strategies decreased from between Several Times a Month and Weekly to
Several Times a Month. Of the 11 participants, three teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of
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instructional writing practices related to teaching basic writing skills had increased (with a range
of increase from +0.17 to +0.50), while eight teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of
instructional writing practices that related to teaching basic writing skills had decreased (with a
range of -0.09 to -1.67) over the course of the study. See Table 16 for changes between teachers’
pre- and post-Teaching Basic Writing Skills mean scores.
More specifically, all three focal teachers’ mean scores related to teaching basic writing
skills decreased between the pre- and post-Teaching Writing Scale. There was a decrease of
1.67 in Michelle’s mean scores, 0.17 in Evelyn’s mean scores, and 0.09 in Renee’s mean scores
after implementing the Being a Writing program. These decreases in teaching basic writing
skills reflected a decrease in the focal teachers’ use of instructional writing practices such as
teaching sentence construction skills, handwriting skills, spelling skills, grammar skills,
punctuation skills, and capitalization skills (Cutler & Graham, 2008).
Teaching general instructional procedures. The Teaching General Instructional
Procedures cluster included providing mini-lessons on writing skills or processes students need
to know “in the moment,” such as vocabulary, concepts, and strategies related to the writing
process. This cluster also included re-teaching previously taught writing skills or strategies to
students (Cutler & Graham, 2008).
For the group of elementary teachers as a whole (N = 11), there was no statistically
significant change between the pre- and post-Teaching General Instructional Procedures mean
scores. Overall, the Teaching General Instructional Procedures mean score of the whole group
decreased from 4.43 to 4.16. This was a decrease of 0.27 points. Thus, over the course of the
study, teachers taught General Instructional Procedures approximately Several Times a Month.
Of the 11 participants, four teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing
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practices related to teaching general instructional procedures for writing increased (with a range
of increase from +0.50 to +0.75), while four teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of
instructional writing practices related to teaching general instructional procedures decreased
(with a range of decrease from -0.25 to -2.00). Two teachers’ mean scores indicated that their
use of instructional writing practices related to teaching general instructional procedures stayed
the same over the course of the study. The changes between teachers’ pre- and post-Teaching
General Instructional Procedures for Writing mean scores are reported in Table 17.
Table 16
Teaching Writing Scale Results – Teaching Basic Writing Skills
Pre-TBWS

Post-TBWS

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (N=11) 4.66

0.85

4.33

1.00

-0.33

1.71

0.12

Michelle Andrews** 3.67

0.82

2.00

2.19

-1.67

Evelyn Proctor**

4.67

1.51

4.50

0.84

-0.17

Renee Zahn**

5.92

0.20

5.83

0.41

-0.09

Arin Bradley

5.00

2.45

4.33

2.25

-0.67

Nicole Griffey

4.33

2.25

3.67

2.16

-0.66

Ashley Jones

5.17

0.75

4.50

1.64

-0.67

Taylor Joyce

4.50

1.97

4.67

0.52

+0.17

Lynn Keith

5.50

0.84

4.83

2.04

-0.67

Ava Lewis

3.00

1.55

3.50

1.22

+0.50

Alyssa Smith

4.17

0.41

4.67

1.03

+0.50

Sophie Thornton

5.33

0.82

5.17

1.17

-0.16

Teaching Basic
Writing Skills

**Represents focal participant teachers
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Table 17
Teaching Writing Scale Results – Teaching General Instructional Procedures
Pre-GIP

Post-GIP

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 11) 4.43

0.95

4.16

0.62

-0.27

0.95

0.36

Michelle Andrews** 3.50

0.71

3.00

1.41

-0.50

Evelyn Proctor**

4.00

1.41

3.75

1.06

-0.25

Renee Zahn**

3.75

0.35

4.50

0.71

+0.75

Arin Bradley

3.50

0.71

3.50

0.71

0.00

Nicole Griffey

6.00

0.00

4.00

0.00

-2.00

Ashley Jones

4.00

1.41

4.00

0.00

0.00

Taylor Joyce

4.00

1.41

4.50

2.12

+0.50

Lynn Keith

6.00

0.00

4.00

0.00

-2.00

Ava Lewis

4.00

0.00

4.50

0.71

+0.50

Alyssa Smith

4.50

0.71

5.00

0.00

+0.50

Sophie Thornton

5.50

0.71

5.00

0.00

-0.50

Teaching General
Instructional
Procedures

**Represents focal participant teachers
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, Renee’s mean score related to
Teaching General Instructional Procedures increased by 1.00 point from pre- to postadministration. Michelle’s and Evelyn’s mean scores related to Teaching General Instructional
Procedures both decreased (0.50 and 0.25, respectively) after implementing the Being a Writer
program.
Promoting motivation. Instructional writing practices that motivate students to write
include having students share their writing with their peers, publish their writing (to print or
write it so that it can be shared with others), and work at writing centers. According to Cutler
and Graham (2008), other instructional writing practices related to motivating student writing
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include teachers’ modeling the enjoyment or love of writing for their students and reading read
their own writing to students
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-Promoting Motivation mean scores. Overall, the Promoting
Motivation mean scores of the whole group increased from 3.80 to 3.86. This was an increase of
0.06 points. Thus, over the course of the study, the teachers used teaching strategies for
Promoting Motivation Several Times a Month. Of the 11 participants, six teachers’ mean scores
indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to promoting student writing
motivation increased (with a range of increase from +0.40 to +1.20), while five teachers’ mean
scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to promoting writing
motivation decreased (with a range of decrease from -0.20 to -1.00). The changes between
teachers’ pre- and post-Promoting Student Motivation mean scores are reported in Table 18.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two teachers’ mean scores
related to promoting student motivation to write increased between the pre- and postadministration. There was an increase in both Michelle’s (+0.40) and Renee’s (+0.40) mean
scores. Evelyn’s use of instructional writing practices related to promoting student writing
motivation decreased (-0.70) after implementing the Being a Writer program.
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Table 18
Teaching Writing Survey Results – Promoting Motivation
Pre-PM

Post-PM

M

SD

M

SD

All Teachers (n = 11) 3.80

1.12

3.86

0.59

+0.06

Michelle Andrews** 2.60

2.41

3.00

2.45

+0.40

Evelyn Proctor**

4.60

0.89

3.90

0.89

-0.70

Renee Zahn**

3.60

1.52

4.00

1.22

+0.40

Arin Bradley

4.00

2.35

3.40

1.82

-0.60

Nicole Griffey

3.40

1.34

4.40

1.14

+1.00

Ashley Jones

5.20

1.30

4.20

1.10

-1.00

Taylor Joyce

3.00

2.55

3.40

2.30

+0.40

Lynn Keith

3.80

2.28

4.00

2.83

+0.20

Ava Lewis

1.60

0.89

3.00

2.35

+1.40

Alyssa Smith

5.00

1.87

4.40

3.13

-0.60

Sophie Thornton

5.00

1.00

4.80

0.84

-0.20

Promoting
Motivation

Change

t

p

-0.28

0.79

**Represents focal participant teachers
Connecting with the home environment. The Connecting with the Students’ Home
Environment cluster on the Teaching Writing Scale includes items regarding teachers assigning
writing homework to students in their class. This cluster also includes items asking students to
write at home with parental help, asking parents to listen to their child read something they wrote
at school, and finally, communicating with parents about their child’s writing progress (Cutler &
Graham, 2008).
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-mean scores for the Connecting with the Students’ Home Environment
cluster. Overall, the mean scores of the whole group decreased from 1.62 on 1.45 on the postTeaching Writing Scale. This was a decrease of 0.17 points. Thus, over the course of the study,
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the teachers rated their use of strategies related to Connecting with the Students’ Home
Environment between Never and Several Times a Year. Of the 11 participants, four teachers’
mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to connecting to
students’ home environment increased (with a range of increase from +0.25 to +1.25), while six
teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices related to connecting
to the home environment decreased (with a range of -0.25 to -1.00). For one teacher, there was
no difference between pre- and post-mean scores related to Connecting to Students’ Home
Environment. The changes between teachers’ pre- and post-Connecting with the Home
Environment scores are reported in Table 19.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two teachers’ mean scores
related to connecting to the home environment increased between the pre- and postadministrations. There was an increase in both Evelyn’s (+0.33) and Renee’s (+0.50) mean
scores. Michelle’s mean score (-0.25), reflecting her use of instructional writing practices related
to connecting with student’s home environment, decreased after implementing the BaW
program.
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Table 19
Teaching Writing Scale Results – Connecting with the Home Environment

Pre-HE

Post-HE

Home Environment M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 11)1.62

0.76

1.45

1.01

-0.17

0.78

0.46

Michelle Andrews** 1.25

0.50

1.00

0.00

-0.25

Evelyn Proctor**

0.67

0.58

1.00

0.00

+0.33

Renee Zahn**

1.00

0.00

1.50

0.58

+0.50

Arin Bradley

0.75

0.50

1.00

0.82

+0.25

Nicole Griffey

2.75

1.50

2.75

1.50

0.00

Ashley Jones

2.50

0.58

1.50

1.73

-1.00

Taylor Joyce

2.25

0.96

1.75

1.50

-0.50

Lynn Keith

1.63

1.49

0.75

0.50

-0.88

Ava Lewis

1.00

0.00

0.25

0.50

-0.75

Alyssa Smith

1.50

1.00

0.75

0.50

-0.75

Sophie Thornton

2.50

1.29

3.75

0.50

+1.25

**Represents focal participant teachers
Extending writing to content areas. The Teaching Writing Scale includes a cluster of
items that reflects the degree to which teachers extend writing instruction to other content areas.
This cluster of items includes how often teachers use writing to support reading, use reading to
support writing, and have students use writing in other content areas such as social studies,
science, and math (Cutler & Graham, 2008).
For the group of teachers as a whole (n = 11), there was no statistically significant change
between the pre- and post-mean scores for the Extending Writing to Content Areas cluster.
Overall, the mean scores of the whole group related to extending writing instruction to content
areas decreased from 4.44 to 3.95 on the post-teaching. This was a decrease of 0.49 points.
Thus, the teachers decreased their use of strategies related to Extending Writing to Content Areas
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From between Several Times a Month and Weekly to Several Times a Month. Of the 11
participants, four teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices
related to extending writing to the content areas increased (with a range of increase from +0.16
to +2.67), while six teachers’ mean scores indicated their use of instructional writing practices
related to extending writing to content areas decreased (with a range of -0.33 to -3.34). For one
teacher, there was no difference between pre- and post-mean scores related to extending writing
across content areas. Changes between teachers’ pre- and post-Extending Writing to Content
Areas scores are reported in Table 20.
More specifically, for the three focal teacher participants, two teachers’ mean scores
related to extending writing instruction across content areas increased between the pre- and postadministrations. There was an increase in both Michelle’s (+2.67) and Evelyn’s (+0.16) mean
scores. Renee’s use of instructional writing practices related to extending writing across content
areas decreased (-0.50) after implementing the BaW program.
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Table 20
Teaching Writing Survey Results – Extending Writing to Content Areas
Extending Writing
to Content Areas

Pre-EWCA

Post-EWCA

M

SD

M

SD

Change

t

p

All Teachers (n = 11) 4.44

1.45

3.95

0.97

-0.49

0.96

0.36

Michelle Andrews** 1.33

2.31

4.00

0.00

+2.67

Evelyn Proctor**

2.67

0.58

3.83

0.76

+0.16

Renee Zahn**

4.50

0.50

4.00

0.00

-0.50

Arin Bradley

4.67

1.15

3.33

2.08

-1.34

Nicole Griffey

5.00

1.00

5.00

1.00

0.00

Ashley Jones

6.00

0.00

4.67

1.53

-1.33

Taylor Joyce

6.00

0.00

5.67

0.58

-0.33

Lynn Keith

5.67

0.58

2.33

2.31

-3.34

Ava Lewis

3.33

1.53

4.33

1.15

+1.00

Alyssa Smith

5.00

0.00

2.67

1.53

+2.33

Sophie Thornton

4.67

0.58

3.67

0.58

-1.00

**Represents focal participant teachers
Summary

The Teaching Writing Scale (TWS) was administered to teachers to collect quantitative
data related to changes in teachers’ use of instructional writing strategies as they implemented
the BaW program. Data analysis indicated that there was a statistically significant change for
only the Assessing Student Writing Cluster of the TWS. For the participant teacher group as a
whole, the mean score decreased significantly from 3.64 on the pre-Teaching Writing Scale to
3.13 on the post-Teaching Writing Scale, which means that the educators decreased their use of
teaching strategies related to Assessing Student Writing from between Monthly and Several
Times a Month to approximately Monthly.
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Qualitative Data

Three types of qualitative data were collected and analyzed to determine changes in the
three focal teachers’ use of instructional writing practices related to the eight clusters of the
Teaching Writing Survey (Cutler & Graham, 2008). Interview, observation, and self-report data
were collected over the course of the 2012-2013 school year as the teachers implemented the
BaW program. Data analysis suggested increases in focal teachers’ use of instructional writing
practices related to two clusters, Supporting Student Writing and Teaching the Writing Process.

Supporting Student Writing

According to Cutler and Graham (2008), instructional writing practices related to
supporting student writing include conferencing with students, having students conference with
their peers, engaging students in planning before writing, having students revise their writing
products, having students help their classmates with their writing, using writing prompts (such as
story starters, pictures, physical objects, etc.), allowing students to write by dictating their
compositions to others, and allowing students to use computers during the writing period.
Qualitative interview, observation, and self-report data suggested changes in two focal
teachers’ use of instructional writing strategies related to supporting student writing. These
changes reflected an increase in the time both Michelle and Renee spent having students confer
with their peers.
Michelle Andrews. Qualitative data suggested that Michelle increased the amount of
time she had students confer with their peers on a regular basis over the course of the 2012-2013
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school year. As early as October, Michelle commented on peer conferencing in her classroom
and the students’ reactions when they met with their peers to discuss their writing.
It’s interesting when they get in their little groups—the animation they have. And some
of them are leaned over, practically faces pressed together, as they’re trying to listen. Or
their friends are looking at their paper, listening at the same time. Even though they sit
knee-to-knee, they somehow get their faces together. (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
Michelle described students’ reactions to each other when they shared their writing.
And they are reflective enough that they can say, ‘When you [another student] asked me
a question, I knew you cared about what I was saying because you listened to my story,
you understood what I said, and you asked a question.’ (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
Similar to her remarks reflecting peer conferring in October, Michelle’s December selfreport submitted to me involved her asking students, “What more might you tell in your story?
Turn to your partner” (Self-Report 1, December 12, 2012). After students conferred this first
time, they were then instructed to share with the class, “What is one thing your partner wants to
add to his or her story?” Finally, Michelle, who reported teaching this BaW lesson “exactly as
described in the manual,” had students add the idea they had shared with their partner to their
own writing piece. During our interview in December, Michelle commented about another
strategy she and her co-teacher were working on with the students to improve their peer
conferences.
Now one of the strategies we’re doing or working on is getting them to not just make a
positive comment, but to make it meaningful, detailed, intentional—that they can’t just
say, ‘Tammy did good writing.’ or ‘I like Tammy’s writing.’ I have to say I liked
Tammy’s idea and then explain that a little bit more. Or I liked it when Tammy used the
word ‘curious’—being more specific—very specific in their praise. (Interview 2,
December 6, 2012)
Michelle added, “And they sit in a little triangle, and they love to share out” (Interview 2,
December 6, 2012).
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Peer conferring continued to be used by Michelle and her co-teacher during the months of
January and February. During peer conferences they emphasized making sure that if “there’s
something that wasn’t clear to you, or you wanted to know more about something” students were
to ask questions, so that their partner “would know where they could go in their piece—what
more they could write” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013).
Peer editing during conferences also came up in the February interview.
And they [students] did some amount of peer editing—what’s appropriate for a firstgrader. Again, it was very controlled. It was, literally, you took another person’s work,
and they were looking. ‘Are there capitals? Are there periods?’ Peer editing—again at
the very basic level. (Interview 4, February 27, 2013)
Additionally, it appeared Michelle was modeling peer conferring for her students as they
discussed the types of comparisons their partners made when I observed her implementing BaW
in April 2013. She had each student read his/her own poem to a partner before she facilitated the
students sharing each other’s poetry ideas with the whole class. For example, Michelle
commented on the students’ responses when she told them, “I love your sentences—full
sentences. I did not have to remind you. Words or phrases helped you imagine a stapler.”
Michelle continued to model working with and giving feedback to peers by facilitating a
discussion about their poems.
Michelle:
Student:
Michelle:
Student:
Michelle:

What word or phrase made you think of a stapler?
Chomp
[It] made you think of how a stapler eats. Chomp. Loud, real loud.
It can bite.
Any other great phrases? Did anybody hear something they’re excited
about in their partners’ poem or writing? (Or) something that made it
different? (Interview April 8, 2013)

During my last interview with her in May, I asked Michelle, “What specific new
instructional writing practices, if any, have you implemented in your classroom as a result of
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using the Being a Writer program.” She answered, “The practice of sharing on a consistent basis
and reflecting on your own work…and on somebody else’s work” (Interview 6, May 13, 2013).
Renee Zahn. As early as November 2012, during our first interview, Renee told me she
felt the students were conferring more with each other this year than in the past two years (firstand second-grade) as they “have been writing but not really sharing their thoughts and ideas”
(Interview 1, November 2, 2012). Renee detailed two examples of students working together
during the Sharing and Reflecting component at the end of BaW lessons. One example involved
students prompting their partners as they worked on using strong verbs in their writing. Another
example involved Renee overhearing students prompting each other to add adjectives to their
papers. She heard a student say, “You didn’t add an adjective. What does this person look like?
What does it look like?” Renee added, “It’s great to hear them think like that….It’s interesting
to hear those conversations.”
When I visited Renee’s classroom in November 2012, I also observed her students
conferring with each other. She asked students to sit “elbow-to-elbow” and “knee-to-knee” with
their partners as she prepared them to work together (Observation 1, November 12, 2012).
Renee:
Student:
Renee:

What have we learned about having partners?
You have somebody to help!
Somebody to help with corrections. Two brains are better than one.

Renee continued by telling students to share one or two of their memories with their partners. “If
you want to write about a special memory, what will you write about? Turn to your partner and
share.”
“Taking more ownership” of their own writing was another benefit Renee noticed as
students shared with each other (Interview 1, November 2, 2012).
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There’s just more integrity with their writing versus, I’ll just write because it’s what I’m
supposed to write. Now it’s their concepts, their beliefs, and they’re so proud to share
them. So, it’s really nice to hear how they discuss with one another and with me.
(Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
According to Renee’s December 2012 self-report, one activity during which students
conferred with peers during this month included having students share an interesting incident
from their life with a partner. Renee conducted this Getting Ready to Write component of her
BaW lesson, “exactly as instructed in the manual” (Self-Report 1, December 18, 2012). Also in
December, Renee explained that she had students use sticky notes to write down suggestions for
improving each other’s writing as they shared. After each partner gave written suggestions, the
other stuck the note right on his writing page to think about and perhaps add in later.
Increasing how often students helped each other with their writing was one way Renee
modified her peer conferences in December. She talked about having students share, get
feedback from peers, and revise what they had drafted after short writing sessions rather than at
the end of finishing a long draft. She set a timer for a specific period of writing time and then
had students work in groups of four looking for certain writing skills they had been working on
in class (Interview 2, December 12, 2012).
Then they try to go through their paper, and they sit side-by-side, and they try to give
each other their advice. ‘Why did you say this?’ And some kids get so into it. I had a
group the other day who asked if they could stay in for recess, because their group
couldn’t finish. (Interview 2, December 12, 2012)
Adding how much she “liked building the [classroom] community,” Renee commented
on feeling that “everyone [in class] can have trust, and we all speak with good purpose” when
peers confer (Interview 2, December 12, 2012). She continued, “I always tell them [students]
that failure leads to success…let’s help the person out. If they are struggling with something,
let’s go over there and help them succeed (Interview 2, December 12, 2012).
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Students continued to use sticky notes to give feedback during peer conferences in
January 2013, according to Renee. I also observed Renee in January and saw her students plan a
class book of personal narratives. Partners discussed what a good title for the book would be and
who they should dedicate their book to (Observation 2, January 28, 2013).
Additionally in January, as she did in December, Renee discussed using an adaptation of
the “Author’s Chair” (Graves & Hansen, 1986) during the Sharing and Reflecting Time as
another way for students to confer with peers in groups of three with two students listening to the
third and giving feedback to that student (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
If we did have some extra time, I would actually do an ‘Author’s Chair’ where the kids
would be spread out in the room. There would be one kid on a chair, and two listeners
sometimes. What they would do, [is] they would listen to the kids reading, and as soon
as they thought they could make an improvement, they would raise their hand….And I’ve
noticed that some of these kids get into such deep conversations to the point that they
can’t even get around to everybody sharing. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Even as she took a break away from the BaW program in February 2013 to focus on
Illinois Standardized Achievement Test (ISAT) preparation, Renee continued to have students
confer with their peers as they practiced writing extended reader-response essays. They still
used sticky notes to write down feedback for their peers. She told me that she was trying to keep
tying in the strategies from the BaW program into ISAT writing practice “so they don’t lose this”
(Interview 4, February 28, 2013).
In April 2013, Renee continued to use peer conferring strategies to support student
writing when she took a break from BaW to have students complete an expository essay she
believed she needed for report card assessment purposes. I observed Renee during this lesson in
which she had students fill in a graphic organizer for an expository essay on “What SecondGraders Should Know about Third-Grade.” However, Renee still had students get into groups of
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four to share the main ideas from their graphic organizers with each other (Observation 3, April
8, 2013).
At our final interview, Renee told me how the sharing and conferring in her classroom
helped to build a community of learners.
I like that we share ideas…everyone stopped, let’s think of a way—let’s think about this,
let’s share ideas…It was just a great big community. It was a big writing community. It
was nice to see that. It was a different feel to it—a lot more sharing.
(Interview 6, July 29, 2013)

Teaching the Writing Process

The Teaching the Writing Process cluster includes instructional writing practices related
to teaching students about ways of organizing texts and teaching students strategies for planning
and revising their writing. This cluster also includes teachers overtly modeling writing strategies
for students (Cutler & Graham, 2008). Qualitative data suggested that all three focal teachers
increased how often they taught students strategies for planning their writing as they
implemented the BaW program.
Michelle Andrews. In addition to having students confer more with their peers, Michelle
also increased the amount of time she taught students planning strategies and had them engage in
planning their writing. For example, at our first interview in October 2012, Michelle noted that
she and her co-teacher used a lot of the “questioning strategy” to help students begin planning
their writing and “delve a little deeper—to get into what they’re [students] trying to say”
(Interview 1, October 30, 2012).
Then during my first visit to her classroom in November 2012, I observed Michelle
teaching her students how to plan their writing using a variety of different strategies, such as
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reading and discussing a mentor text, taking an observation walk, modeling shared writing, and
drawing pictures. First, Michelle read the mentor text, Mouse Views, by Bruce McMillan, to the
first-graders to start them thinking about writing a descriptive piece featuring an item they might
view much as the mouse in the story did. Michelle then conducted an observation walk around
the classroom, so students could get additional ideas for an item they could write about as a
class. A shared writing activity followed, whereby the students collaborated with Michelle in
composing a class text (Ranker, 2009; Read, 2010). Students were asked to think about their
senses and how they could use ideas about what they saw, smelled, heard, and touched as they
examined a scarecrow they discovered during their observation walk. This shared writing of a
descriptive essay then served as a model for students to plan and write about an object of their
choice the next day (Observation 1, November 12, 2012).
At our December 2012 interview, Michelle again discussed teaching some of the same
planning strategies she used when I observed her lesson in November. Michelle mentioned
reading a mentor text during the Getting Ready to Write component of BaW and first discussed
the ideas students gleaned from the text with the whole group. Next students discussed their own
ideas for writing with peers and then eventually shared their new thinking with the whole class
again (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
In her self-report submitted to me in December, Michelle confirmed that she conducted
another planning lesson with students after reminding them of the mentor text, Wait and See,
they had read the day before. She also referred back to the Too Many Wishes chart they put
together the previous day when they brainstormed ideas for a fiction tale. The think-aloud
strategy was used by Michelle as she verbally explained her thinking to students during the
planning of her own writing. In this way, she explicitly demonstrated for students how she
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thought about and came up with her ideas for a wish she wanted to write about and what might
happen if she gets too much of her wish (Self-Report 1, December 12, 2013). Michelle then
reported conducting a shared writing activity modeling her production of the first sentence or
two of her story on chart paper to, again, explicitly show students how she transferred her
thinking and verbalization of her ideas to writing them down on paper (Self-Report 1, December
12, 2012). Finally, Michelle asked students to use the Think-Pair-Share strategy to have partners
think about and discuss their own ideas for “what might happen next in this story,” a type of
planning-during-writing activity (BaW, First-grade Teacher Manual, p. 259).
When we met for our interview in January 2013, Michelle referred to teaching another
planning strategy. This strategy had been demonstrated by the BaW consultant who conducted
the professional development workshop in October 2012 (First-grade BaW Workshop, October
17, 2012). Michelle told me, “We’ve been doing more with sequencing—beginning, middle,
end—(or) how to put a story or piece of writing together” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013). The
planning strategy Michelle referred to using involved the consultant using three sheets of chart
paper as a graphic organizer to plan a personal narrative. The consultant first read a mentor text,
Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes, to teachers at the workshop before asking them to think about
something that happened to them in school. Next the consultant modeled her planning process
by writing “Beginning,” “Middle,” and “End” on the top of the three sheets of paper. Then she
used her own school experience to write an introductory sentence for what each section was to be
about sequentially on each sheet of paper before going back and adding details (First-grade BaW
Workshop, October 17, 2102).
During my January 2013 visit to Michelle’s classroom, I observed her teaching the
“Beginning, Middle, End” planning strategy that she had referred to at our January interview and
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that the BaW consultant had demonstrated in October (Observation 2, January 28, 2013). After
they first discussed the beginning, middle, and end components of the mentor text, Best Friends
Sleep Over by Jacqueline Rodger, Michelle had her students verbally rehearse with their partners
what they might write about for the beginning, middle, and end of their own personal narrative.
If you were going to write about a time when you helped somebody, what would you
write about? ....You can help at school, at home, on the playground….You might have
helped somebody on the bus….You’re going to tell what happened at the beginning of
your story…Turn to your partner. What happens in the middle of your story….Continue
talking about the end. What happened at the end of your story? (Michelle, Observation
2, January 28, 2013)
After she modeled planning her own personal narrative using the “Beginning, Middle,
End” planning graphic organizer strategy for her students, she had them use their own 8 ½ by 11
versions of this graphic organizer to then develop their own writing plan (Observation 2, January
28, 2013).
According to Michelle’s March self-report, she once again noted using a BaW lesson to
engage students in planning their writing (Self-Report 2, March 18, 2013). Michelle indicated
that during the Getting Ready to Write component of BaW teachers were directed to read several
mentor poems to students and to visualize and act-out the poems. BaW then directed teachers to
“Record movement words they (students) identify on a sheet of chart paper entitled ‘Movement
Words’” during a shared writing activity. This list of words would help students plan their own
poems in future lessons. Michelle also reported teaching this portion of Getting Ready to Write
“exactly as described in the manual” (Self-Report 2, March 18, 2013).
In April, Michelle also shared with me during our interview that she felt the students
were at the point where they knew how to brainstorm as a way to plan their writing. However,
she cautioned, “If they have free time, would they brainstorm on paper? I don’t know. But they
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know how to brainstorm and come up with ideas. They know how to write” (Interview 5, April,
9, 2013).
During my final April 2013 observation of Michelle’s first-grade BaW lesson, reading a
mentor text to students continued to serve as an impetus to initiate students’ planning for their
writing. Michelle first read a poem called “A Modern Dragon,” which was included in the BaW
materials. Students then brainstormed with partners about how a train is like a dragon in
addition to how a stapler could be compared to another item. They could also choose to compare
other items besides a stapler. Next Michelle conducted a shared poem-writing lesson before
having students share their ideas with the whole class prior to finally writing their own poems
(Observation 3, April 4, 2013).
When we met for our final interview in May 2013, Michelle noted that the first-grade
teachers at her school had always used “some amount of brainstorming” to engage students in
planning their writing prior to using BaW. However, she felt one of the bigger changes in
practice over the course of the 2012-2013 school year was first-grade teachers teaching “the prep
work—mentor text—the turn-and-talks” (Interview 6, May 13, 2013). These are some of the
central instructional writing strategies used in BaW to teach students how to plan their writing.
Evelyn Proctor. During the 2012-2013 school year, Evelyn increased how often she
explicitly taught her students how to plan their writing. For example, during our first interview
in October, Evelyn told me that her students were planning their writing by drawing pictures.
They really like the getting ideas through drawing pictures. That really is a good strategy
for second-graders, because they love to draw. And I never thought about doing it—
usually they write and then they draw, but to draw a picture and then write about the
picture, is new for me. I think it’s new for the kids, and they seem to be enjoying it.”
(Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
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Another writing strategy Evelyn used as a planning activity in October was brainstorming
scary sentences.
And then this week, we’re working on scary sentences—to use that to develop a
story…they were working on their spooky stories today. I’ve not heard them. We
haven’t shared them yet, but they got back to their desks, and they started writing
quickly, and that was just from brainstorming the spooky sentences on our paper.
(Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
Regarding brainstorming, Evelyn added, “I like the ‘Think-Pair-Share’ because it gets them
thinking, so when they do go back to their desk [to write], we’ve already done that
brainstorming” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). The “Think-Pair-Share” strategy involves
having students think on their own about a question before they discuss their thoughts with a
partner. Pairs may then share their thinking with another pair or the whole class. For example,
“If someone says, ‘I can’t think [of anything to write about],’ then we’ll [the class] sit and
brainstorm a little bit more and help them come up with a starting point” (Interview 1, October
30, 2012).
An additional prewriting or planning strategy Evelyn commented on in October 2012 was
reading and discussing mentor texts.
I read the story, and we talk about the story, and sometimes it’s a long time for them to be
sitting on the carpet before I send them back to their desks to write. But, ultimately when
they get there, they are able to produce more than just me saying, ‘Okay, today we’re
going to write a narrative about fall.’ (Interview 1, October 30, 2012)
When I observed in Evelyn’s classroom in November 2012 during the Getting Ready to
Write lesson component, she reminded students of different ways they had previously used to
plan their ideas for writing in the past. She mentioned that they had previously drawn pictures
and made lists as first steps in planning their writing. Next Evelyn explained to the students that
they would be visualizing to plan their writing on this particular day. She told them to close their
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eyes and, “Think of a fall activity you did. I’ll help you out. Close your eyes…visualize…create
a picture in your mind. Think of a time you did something fun outside. Where were you and
what were you doing?” (Observation 1, November 14, 2012).
During our December 2012 interview, Evelyn referred again to using a mentor text
during the Getting Ready to Write segment of BaW. She discussed how students listen to a story
and talk about the details the author has written in the story. She told me she then models her
own “free-writes” on chart paper for students as she thinks aloud and plans her own writing
(Interview 2, December 5, 2012).
A mentor text, Dogzilla by Dav Pilkey, served as an impetus for planning student writing
according to Evelyn’s self-report from December 2012. After reading Dogzilla, this BaW lesson
instructed teachers to discuss the story prior to working with students to brainstorm a list of
animals they might use as characters in their own stories. Students then had to orally rehearse
their own stories with partners (Self-Report 1, December 18, 2012). For example, BaW had
teachers direct students, “If you were to make up a story with an animal character, what might
your story be about? Turn to your partner” (BaW, Second-Grade Teacher Manual, p. 223).
Evelyn reported that she conducted this BaW lesson component “exactly as described in the
manual” (Self-Report 1, December 18, 2012).
Also in December 2012, Evelyn shared with me how she and the students talk about their
experiences as a pre-writing or planning strategy. “We talk about prior knowledge…out of
brainstorming, they came up with a long list, shared with a partner, came up with more, and then
they wrote” Evelyn also added, “But that process alone, Tammy, I think it was three days—two
days, at least two days before they started writing” (Interview 2, December 5, 2012).
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In January 2013, while taking a break outside of the BaW lessons to have students
complete an expository essay she felt she needed for grade-reporting purposes, Evelyn had the
students in her classroom write essays about Ruby Bridges, the first African-American child to
attend an all-white public school in the southern United States, and Dr. Martin Luther King. She
had students use a variety of planning strategies, such as using a Venn diagram, talking with each
other, listening to mentor texts, and watching movies about these people’s experiences to plan
their writing. She added, “We do the brainstorming as a group,” and they also worked on the
Venn diagram together. Subsequently, Evelyn did give the students a topic sentence for their
Martin Luther King essay, but “then they [students] went from there with everything that we had
talked about” (Interview 3, January 22, 2013).
In her self-report submitted to me in March 2013, Evelyn documented that she first had
the class brainstorm a list of things they learned about Koko, the gorilla, who was the topic of a
BaW non-fiction mentor text, to use to plan their non-fiction writing piece. She then conducted a
shared writing lesson during which she modeled writing a few sentences first before having
students transform their list ideas into sentences while writing about Koko together. Evelyn
reported teaching the shared writing portion of this lesson but “somewhat changed the
component” by adding in a few of her own sentence ideas rather than using the examples given
in the BaW manual (Self-Report 2, March 19, 2013).
Additionally in March 2013, during our interview, Evelyn discussed how much the
students enjoyed the mentor texts and how they provided the basis for student engagement in the
planning process.
They love the stories. And we do a lot of sharing of ideas during that point. When
they’re eventually sent back to their desks to write, they do have a basis to get going,
because we do the partner thinking and sharing too” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
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Besides reading mentor texts to students as a planning strategy to get students thinking
about their own writing and modeling her own writing in March, Evelyn explained how she had
students orally rehearse their ideas before they wrote.
Yes, we do the brainstorming; we do the prewrite; we do the turn-and-talk. Today, I
introduced the topic of—I did not do this through the [BaW] program—I did this on my
own. We were talking about our favorite games—my favorite game—which is
Monopoly…I modeled it verbally. We then turned and talked. ‘Now tell your partner
about your favorite game.’ (Interview 4, March 6, 2013)
Brainstorming and list-making were recurring pre-writing strategies Evelyn taught
students, even as I observed her teaching in her classroom in April 2013. She and the students
reviewed facts about the polar lands that they had previously brainstormed as a group and Evelyn
had written on chart paper. On this particular day as she read more of the book Polar Lands to
students, she modeled adding more facts the students generated. Students then wrote down
several of the facts they wanted to use to begin writing their own non-fiction piece the next day.
(Observation 3, April 11, 2013).
During this April observation, I was also able to observe Evelyn engaging students in a
discussion strategy as they planned their non-fiction writing.
Student:
Penguins may toss eggs from mom to dad.
Evelyn:
When I call on you, you may use our writing prompts.
Student:
In addition to what Matt said, penguins regurgitate.
Evelyn:
Why do they regurgitate?
A student told the details of why penguins regurgitate.
Evelyn:
to feed their babies.
Student:
I agree with Sara, and walrus’ use their big teeth for tools.
Evelyn:
We should add that up here (on chart paper). I love that fact. I’m going to
let you ‘popcorn’ (call on another student) one more person. (Observation
3, April 11, 2013)
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When I met with Evelyn for our interview later that same day, she described the new discussion
strategy from the BaW program that engaged students in using conversation starters to help them
generate and preplan ideas for their writing.
Well, what we started, you kind of saw on my Smartboard today. ‘I agree with…, I
disagree with…,’ or ‘I agree and I have something to add.’ So, that’s not an actual
writing strategy, but it’s a discussion strategy, which is adding to their writing, because
it’s generating more ideas. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
Referring back to previous school years, Evelyn reflected on the difference between the
way her students engaged in the planning process this year with BaW.
I really enjoy the group discussions and the sharing with partners. It’s just going really
well, and as the year progresses, they’re (the students) obviously more comfortable with
each other, and I think they’re getting a lot of really good ideas that way, as opposed to
just sitting down, here’s your topic and write. (Interview 5, April 11, 2013)
At our final interview in May 2013, Evelyn shared that she had always taught a variety of
planning strategies to students; however, “just not throughout the entire course of the year.”
These included sharing ideas with each other using the turn-and-talk strategy, brainstorming with
others, and using graphic organizers.
Discussing the use of mentor texts as she implemented BaW this year, Evelyn revealed
that she had used this prewriting or planning strategy in particular much more often this year.
I really do like the literature that BaW brings in, which I did not use as that much last
year. I didn’t embrace the stories as much as I should have. I am glad that I did this year.
And we were forced to be consistent with it (as required by the district curriculum),
because the kids love those stories, and they do lend themselves to their writing…a lot.
So, you know what, as far as writing instructional techniques, I guess that’s one new
thing that I consistently used throughout the year—was the literature. (Interview 6, May
24, 2013)
Renee Zahn. The results of the qualitative analysis found that Renee increased her
teaching of planning strategies as she implemented the BaW program. For example, when we
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met for our first interview in November 2012, Renee discussed a Halloween essay her students
were working on based off of BaW and how they planned their writing.
And maybe I’ll start [with] prompting [asking] a few more questions. Because I think
that they’re [students] are not used to us asking those kinds of things. Because they’re so
used to us giving them a graphic organizer, writing it down…here, here, here. And with
Being a Writer, they’re being more expressive with people—with the partner they have.
There’s more discussion and conversations among them versus the ‘traditional way.’
(Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
When we met in November, Renee also explained some of her feelings about using the
mentor texts in BaW to engage students in planning their writing.
I love the fact of the books [mentor texts] because it gives them ideas. And I love the
idea of doing an ‘ideas’ [section] on the back of the book—on the back of their little
journal—that we have for them. You know, because BaW says, ‘Ok, go to your back
page where there’s writing ideas and write some things. (Interview 1, November 2, 2012)
Reading and discussing mentor texts were again used as the impetus for prewriting or
planning writing when I observed in Renee’s classroom in November 2012. She read the mentor
text, Grandma’s Records by Eric Velasquez, to students as they started the BaW personal
narrative unit. This story is a personal narrative that recounts the author’s memories of summers
spent with his grandmother (BaW, Third-grade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. 179). After reading
the story, Renee told students, “If you want to write about some special memory, what will you
write about?” (Observation 1, November 12, 2012). Students wrote their ideas down in their
writing journals and shared ideas with their partners and the whole class. Listening to the mentor
text, discussing it, and thinking about their own special memories served as “seeds,” so to speak,
which can help students “grow” or plan their own writing.
In both December 2012 and January 2013, Renee reiterated her use of the mentor texts
and the accompanying teacher manual questions in the Getting Ready to Write portion of BaW
to facilitate students’ discussion and thinking about planning their own writing (Interview 2,
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December 12, 2012; Interview 3, January 30, 2013). For example, in the Getting Ready to
Write portion of her self-reported December BaW lesson, Renee indicated that she first read
aloud and discussed a mentor text, John, the Snake by Pattie Ridley Jones, with the students.
Before instructing peers to orally rehearse an incident from their life with a partner, Renee also
asked students to “imagine what’s happening” in the story as they listened to it. While Renee
submitted that she taught these lesson components “exactly as described in the BaW manual,”
she also added in her own modeled writing lesson prior to conducting a shared writing activity
with the students. To teach students to further plan for their own writing, Renee had students do
a “Quick-Write” writing about an interesting incident from their own life (Self-Report 1,
December 18, 2012).
In January, Renee again compared the way she was used to teaching writing in previous
years with teaching using the BaW lessons.
And that’s what I like, because you’re always used to ‘Here’s what you’re writing about,
and this is how it’s going to be done.’ Whereas BaW gives you, ‘We’ve already read this
book, so why don’t you try writing about this? What it used to be [was that] we would
provide prompts for them. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
Renee continued explaining how she asks students to refer back to ideas they may have
heard in the mentor text that was just read.
‘Remember in the story?’ And I sometimes just give them the book and have them look
at it. And it’s nice to see from the teacher’s perspective that I’m not forcing them to
write in a graphic organizer kind of way. Because it’s [using graphic organizers] very
hard for some of them, because it’s so abstract for some of them to understand a topic
sentence (and) details. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013)
When discussing the various components of the BaW program, again Renee reported that
she liked the “prompts” for students to use as ideas to write about. She said, “I like how it
[BaW] gives the prompts. I like that they’re very simple and straight-forward, especially for
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those children who have very concrete minds” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013). Renee explained
what she meant by “prompts” when referring to BaW.
Just for them to write—to give them ideas and everything. Usually we read the book, and
then right after we read the book, the book gives them an idea for what to write—an idea
similar to the ones in the book. (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
Other planning strategies Renee engaged her students in during January 2013 included
drawing pictures and brainstorming. She shared that she might have students sketch a picture
before they start writing, as “sometimes that will help them” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
Being a Writer does promote drawing as a prewriting strategy in grades K-2 and for secondlanguage learners (BaW Third-Grade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. vii, p. xxx). Additionally,
when I observed Renee teach writing in January, I observed the class brainstorming ideas for a
title and dedication page for their class book of personal narratives (Observation 2, January 28,
2013).
In February 2013, Renee took a break from Being a Writer lessons as she was preparing
her students to take the extended response portion of the ISAT in March. Renee explained how
she taught the whole class through shared writing to use a TASTY graphic organizer to plan their
writing for this test.
Yes, it takes us a couple days sometimes to do it as a whole group. And then, you know,
yesterday, they started doing it on their own…but with me guiding them. We do it, then
we would share ideas—kind of using the BaW where we share our ideas, and I walk
around. (Interview 4, February 28, 2013)
Continuing to discuss using graphic organizers for planning writing in February, Renee
noted the pros and cons associated with using them. She commented “And it’s interesting to see
how they have become better writers, and I think part of the reason is because there’s no graphic
organizer [in BaW].” She added, “I know some of my kids would like the organizer, just
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because it would help them create their ideas, and their sentences, and everything.” However,
Renee noted, “They’re able to make those connections, ideas, and opinions because BaW gave
them an idea when they would do their writing [from mentor texts]” (Interview 4, February 28,
2013).
Even as they worked on ISAT-style writing, Renee added that her students would ask her
to read them the story prompt for the test, referring back to the mentor texts they were used to
experiencing with BaW. Some students told her, “Well, you know, you used to read us a story [a
mentor text] before we wrote” (Interview 4, February 28, 2013).
In May 2013, Renee emailed me a written response to my interview questions, since she
left for maternity leave in early April. Appearing to be referring again to using mentor texts to
begin the planning process, she stressed using “great books [mentor texts] to model with
“because, sometimes you’ve got to run with someone else’s ideas/thoughts” (Interview 5, May 8,
2013).
I conducted my last interview with Renee in July 2013 due to her maternity leave at the
end of the 2012-2013 school year. She emphasized that reading a mentor text helped jumpstart
her students’ planning of their writing.
You read the story, and it tells you to stop. It makes you want to stop at certain things
and have the kids share ideas, and it makes them begin to become creative, or they just
start [writing]. The stories begin to ‘brew in their minds’ as you do those books [mentor
texts]. (Interview 6, July 29, 2013)
Furthermore, Renee noted that because students may have difficulty filling out graphic
organizers, they may need to create their own planning method. She added that some students
just go straight to the writing, because “they can visually see it in their mind” (Interview 6, July
29, 2013). At the end of our interview, Renee summed up the difference between her old
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instruction related to planning writing and implementing BaW, “I never read a story as a mentor
text before doing a lesson” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).
I really like that (using mentor text) because the kids were always engaged, and it gave
them great ideas. It gave them a concrete thing to look at sometimes, if they were stuck
on something. So, I like that there was a ‘point-of-reference’ for them. (Interview 6, July
29, 2013).
She added, “It’s [my writing instruction] not where it used to be—‘I’m going to tell you what to
write.’” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).
Summary

Qualitative data, including one-to-one interviews, classroom observations, and teacher
self-reports, were examined to investigate changes in focal teachers’ use of instructional writing
strategies as they implemented the BaW program. This data suggested that all three focal
teachers increased their teaching of planning strategies to their students. In addition, Michelle
and Renee both increased their use of strategies related to peer conferring during the 2012-2013
school year.

Chapter 4 Summary

Chapter 4 presented the findings of this mixed-methods study. Both quantitative and
qualitative data were used to examine the three research questions. The first research question
examined was “Does elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing change while
implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?” Quantitative data
suggested that, on average, there were no changes related to either personal or general efficacy
for teaching writing. However, the qualitative data suggested that both Evelyn’s and Michelle’s
personal efficacy for teaching writing increased. Thus, they both felt more competent and
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confident teaching writing to their students while implementing BaW. Qualitative data indicated
that Renee’s personal efficacy for teaching writing did not change during the study.
The second research question was “Do elementary teachers’ beliefs about teaching
writing change while implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?” The
three belief orientations for teaching writing examined were the Explicit Instruction Orientation,
the Correct Writing Orientation, and the Natural Learning Orientation. Quantitative data
analysis showed that, on average, there were no changes related to teachers’ beliefs about
teaching writing. However, qualitative data analysis indicated that all three focal teachers’
beliefs fluctuated between the Correct Writing Orientation and the Natural Learning Orientation
over the course of the study. The three teachers’ beliefs vacillated between an emphasis on idea
generation or the mechanics of print while teaching students to write. In addition, both Evelyn’s
and Renee’s beliefs about whether to teach single versus multi-paragraph text writing fluctuated
during the study. Overall, all three teachers believed their writing instruction to be less
structured after they implemented BaW and felt increased satisfaction with having their students
choose their own writing topics. None of the focal teachers’ beliefs related to the Explicit
Instruction Orientation changed during the study. They all believed in the importance of explicit
instruction before starting the BaW program and maintained this belief throughout the study.
The third and final research question was “Does elementary teachers’ use of instructional
writing practices change while implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so,
how?” Quantitative data indicated that there was only one change, on average, related to
teachers’ use of instructional writing practices as they implemented the BaW program. This
quantitative change was related to Assessing Student Writing, although qualitative data did not
suggest any changes in focal teachers’ use of writing strategies related to this cluster. However,
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the qualitative data did suggest that all three focal teachers increased their teaching of planning
strategies to their students, and both Michelle and Renee increased how often they had students
confer with their peers after implementing the BaW program during the 2012-2013 school year.
In Chapter 5, a cross-case analysis will be discussed. Themes, similarities, and
differences across all three focal participants will be identified.

CHAPTER 5
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter provides detailed cross-case analysis of the data collected, focusing on the
identification of themes, similarities, and differences across the three focal participants (Khan &
VanWynsberghe, 2008). To accomplish this identification process, I conducted a final analysis
of the data findings for each individual participant, comparing each individual’s data with the
other two participants’ data. I then developed several central assertions or themes for each
research question (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The chapter is organized to present findings related
to each research question.

Research Question 1
Does elementary teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing change while implementing
the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
Increases in two of the three focal teachers’ personal self-efficacy for teaching writing
were suggested by the qualitative data. Personal efficacy for teaching writing reflects educators’
feelings about their own confidence and competence as teachers’ of writing (Graham et al.,
2001). The interview data suggested no change in Renee’s personal efficacy for teaching
writing. During the study, she did not refer to how BaW increased or decreased her feelings of
competence related to teaching writing, but instead, Renee mentioned changes in her beliefs and
use of instructional writing practices. However, Michelle and Evelyn told me that they felt more
comfortable and confident teaching writing while they implemented the BaW program.
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For example, as early as October when we met for our first interview, Michelle told me
how much more confident she felt using BaW than when she was “just doing the Writer’s
Workshop” on her own (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). Similarly, Evelyn told me how much
“more comfortable” she felt teaching writing using the BaW program during our first interview
(Interview 2, December 5, 2012).
Furthermore, both teachers’ continued to feel more confident about teaching writing as
they finished up their first year of fully implementing the BaW program. In May, Michelle more
specifically stressed how much she enjoyed teaching the BaW poetry unit because she felt like “I
could actually write a little poem now and not be horribly embarrassed” (Interview 6, May 14,
2013). Michelle also shared, “I wouldn’t be perfect, but I’d be a more competent writer-teacher
after this year” (Interview 6, May 14, 2013). In May, Evelyn also reiterated that she felt “much
more comfortable now with teaching second-grade writing” (Interview 6, May 24, 2013).
The increase in feelings of competence and confidence that both Michelle and Evelyn
described while implementing BaW might be attributed to Bandura’s (1977) mastery learning
influence. The mastery learning influence or the perception that one’s efforts have been
successful, raises personal expectations that one’s future performance will, in turn, also be
successful and is considered the strongest influence on self-efficacy (Bandura). Thus, according
to Bandura, these two teachers should continue to feel successful in their abilities to implement
BaW as the school year progressed and in future school years.
There were several components within the BaW program that appeared to influence the
increases in both Michelle’s and Evelyn’s self-efficacy for teaching writing. Both teachers said
they felt supported while implementing the BaW program and they appreciated the materials,
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especially the mentor texts, all being available to teaching writing. They also appreciated the
flexibility of the four-day BaW lesson plan schedule.

BaW Support

The Being a Writer program provided all the materials educators needed to teach a gradelevel appropriate four-day-a-week writing curriculum to the students. Adjectives such as
“sequential,” “scaffolded,” “spiraling,” “structured,” and “systematic” were used by Michelle
and Evelyn at numerous times during the study as they defined the characteristics of the BaW
support. The teachers also appreciated that all the materials they needed to teach writing,
especially the mentor texts, were provided in BaW and they did not have to try to pull materials
from a multitude of resources to develop lessons on their own.
Referring to the mentor text as early as October 2012, Michelle mentioned how much
more confident she was using BaW than when she taught a writers’ workshop on her own. Part
of this confidence she attributed to not having to search for mentor texts on her own. She
commented, “ I would say [I feel] much more confident than when I was just doing the writer’s
workshop by myself—getting my own materials, finding the right books [mentor texts]”
(Interview 1, October, 30, 2012). Evelyn also discussed liking using the mentor texts. She told
me, “I am getting more comfortable with it [teaching writing]. I do like the literature [mentor
texts] that BaW uses. It’s really good for the examples” (Interview 2, December 2012).
Researchers (Ranker, 2009; Read, 2010) and expert literacy practitioners (Routman, 2005)
support using mentor texts to teach mini-lessons, during which teachers explain certain genre
characteristics or specific examples of writers’ craft, which can subsequently lead to teachers
modeling their own writing to help students plan drafts.
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Flexibility of BaW

Additionally, Michelle and Evelyn mentioned that they also appreciated the flexibility of
the four-day BaW schedule to make additions and changes to the program they deemed
necessary to meet the needs of their students. Michelle discussed the flexibility within the
support of BaW in January 2013. She stated, “You’ve got what you need. Of course, there’s
flexibility within the program to add as you see fit, as a teacher. But the bones are there.”
Similarly, Evelyn told me in March 2013, “The BaW program has laid it out for me—on a fourday schedule, and I have the flexibility to add something in if I need to.”

Discussion

For teachers to feel more confident about their writing instruction, they must feel they
can affect student learning (Guskey, 1986). Common Core State Standards (2010) also promote
providing adaptations for English Language Learners and students who struggle with writing.
The Being a Writer program’s flexibility allows teachers to add mini-lessons to meet the needs
of their students and slow down and adapt the writing process for writers who struggle.
Therefore, as a result of feeling they can affect their students’ writing progress, teachers, with
higher self-efficacy, such as Michelle and Evelyn, are more likely to spend more time teaching
academics and helping students who struggle, try more strategies, and provide more feedback to
their students (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Ross, 1994; Tschannen-Moran & Farlane, 2010). This
increased and differentiated attention to writing instruction should positively impact student
writing achievement.
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Research Question 2
Do elementary teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing change while implementing the
Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?

Qualitative data collected and examined during this study indicated that all three focal
teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing appeared to vacillate back and forth between beliefs
connected to the Correct Writing Orientation and beliefs connected to the Natural Learning
Orientation over the course of the 2012-2013 school year. The Correct Writing Orientation
focuses on having children copy good models of writing, use correct spelling, and produce a
good piece of writing in one draft (Graham et al., 2001). The Natural Learning Orientation
focuses on teaching grammar when a specific need arises in a student’s writing, learning the
conventions of adult writing over time, having students meet frequently with peers to discuss and
critique their writing, and endorsing the composing process over a written product (Graham et
al.). Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee all appeared to be striving for a state of equilibrium between
the two orientations in which they could feel comfortable as they assimilated old ideas with new
while teaching their students how to write.
Two areas of dissonance related to striving for a state of equilibrium between Correct
Writing and Natural Learning were suggested by the data analysis. One area of dissonance
revolved around the teachers’ beliefs about whether to emphasize teaching the conventions of
print or whether to place more emphasis on idea generation. The other area of dissonance
revolved around whether to continue to teach students to write using a more prompt-based and
formulaic type of structure as they had in the past or to focus more on using the process approach
to teach writing. In addition, all three teachers’ beliefs about the importance of having students
choose their own topics to write about increased after they implemented the BaW program.
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Teaching Conventions versus Idea Generation

Aligned with the Correct Writing Orientation, all three focal teachers made numerous
references to teaching the conventions of print to their students, including appropriate
punctuation, capitalization, grammar, spelling, and sentence formation (Correct Writing), but
they also discussed focusing on idea generation (Natural Learning). The BaW program
combines and balances both of these belief systems. According to BaW, “Formal skill
instruction is delayed in the units so that students focus initially on just getting their ideas onto
paper” (BaW, Third-Grade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. vi). However, “basic writing mechanics
and skills are taught early in grades K-1,” (BaW, Third-Grade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. vi) and
“grammar, usage, punctuation, capitalization, and some spelling skills are taught in the program”
during “the revision and proofreading phases of the writing process” at grades 3-6 (BaW, ThirdGrade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. ix). Thus, the three teachers fluctuating focus on both the
Correct Learning and Natural Learning orientations reflects their alignment with the balanced
approach to writing instruction endorsed by BaW.
Conventions of Print – Correct Writing Orientation

All three focal teachers appeared to put more emphasis on the Correct Writing
Orientation at various times during the 2012-2013 school year as they implemented BaW. For
example, early in the study, adhering to a Correct Writing Orientation, Michelle mentioned
concerns related to the lack of “mini-lesson…or skill-type development” (Interview 1, October
30, 2012). In January 2013, Michelle answered my questions about whether she was seeing her
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students use the conventions of print in their writing, “We see some of it. We need to see a
whole lot more [conventions].”
While implementing the BaW program, Evelyn noted “there’s not a whole lot of
“formalized writing instruction in here [BaW]” (Interview 3, January 22, 2013). In March 2013,
Evelyn also shared that while her students’ “sentence structure is stronger—capitalization,
punctuation is stronger,” she believed. “We’re still not coming along quite as well as I would
like.”
Reflecting a focus on Correct Writing beliefs, similar to Evelyn, Renee worried that some
of her third-graders had not yet mastered grammar and sentence structure forms that she deemed
appropriate at their grade level. She stated, “The punctuation and grammatical things they [third
graders] should have by now in third-grade are non-existent for some of those kids” (Interview 3,
January 30, 2013). Renee revealed that she liked the creativity of the BaW program, yet she felt
she needed to add many more explicit mini-lessons to her writing instruction because BaW “just
doesn’t give them [students] all the elements [conventions, grammar, sentence structure] that
they need” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013).
Idea generation - natural learning orientation. At other times during the school year, all
three teachers appeared to lean toward the Natural Learning Orientation as they implemented
BaW. For example, Michelle related how her BaW instruction focused on developing students’
individual ideas and voice. In October, she told me she had tried to keep away from focusing on
conventions, believing that students’ writing time should be for “getting their ideas on paper—
and not that it has to be perfect” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). Michelle also told me midyear that although the conventions were “starting to become a little more important…it’s time for
them [the students] to write and not time for us to criticize every little word that might be
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misspelled on their paper. So they love to put their ideas on paper” (Interview 4, February,
2013). Finally, in May 2013, Michelle summed up her thoughts about whether to focus on
conventions or ideas when she stated, “I was more—let’s work on the ideas, ideas, ideas. Let’s
stop hyper focusing on conventions…I think there needs to be a balance” (Interview 6, May 14,
2013).
Also touting a more Natural Learning Orientation, Evelyn referred to the BaW program
as “allowing kids to get their thoughts down more” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). Then in
January 2013, Evelyn added that she felt she was getting more “writing product” out of her
students because “they’re not worried about the spelling.” Toward the end of the year, Evelyn
continued to discuss beliefs that leaned more toward the Natural Learning Orientation when she
commented, “I think they’re getting a lot of really good ideas that way [from sharing with
partners] as opposed to just sitting down—here’s your topic—and write” (Interview 5, April 11,
2013).
In early November 2012, Renee also reported beliefs reflecting a Natural Learning
Orientation. She told me her writing instruction had “changed slightly” since she had started
implementing the BaW program. More specifically, her focus was on first having students
compose their ideas. In November 2012, Renee told me, “It’s all about making sure, yes getting
the ideas down, but then after that looking and revising, and see what you could make better.”
As students wrote down their ideas, she told them, “use your imagination. It’s as big as,
however big, your hands will go” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). Renee’s comments again
suggested more of a bent toward the Natural Learning Orientation when she told me, “When we
teach our kids how to do the narrative, expository, persuasive, it’s boring for them. It’s no
ideas—there’s no creativity for them.” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). In December 2012,
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Renee related a specific example of a student who was to share his ideas through writing an ABC
book about a topic. She shared what the student told her, “I’m really working on this ABC book,
and I’ve come up with ideas. I sat home, and I went through the dictionary.” Renee continued,
“I’m not going to sit there and tell the kid, ‘You can’t write it.’ Are you kidding me?” Renee
again reiterated her bent toward a Natural Learning Orientation on idea generation when she
discussed how BaW gives students choices about what to write about. She said, “they [BaW]
want the kids writing, so I kind of like that aspect” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013). In July
2013, Renee concluded, “I like that you just had them [students] write. They got to just write
and write those ideas down.”

Teaching the Structure of Writing

In addition to striving to find a balance between teaching the conventions of print
(Correct Writing) and promoting idea generation (Natural Learning), all three teachers’ beliefs
about the structure of student writing fluctuated to some degree over the course of the study as
they implemented the BaW program. In the beginning of the year, Michelle’s beliefs were more
aligned with a Correct Writing Orientation as first-grade writing at Longfellow Elementary had
been more prompt-driven in the past. However, during the 2012-2013 school year her beliefs
about the structure of student writing leaned toward the Natural Learning Orientation.
Additionally, while trying to reconcile the dissonance in their beliefs about whether or not
students should write single- or multiple-paragraph formulaic essays in second- and third-grade,
both Evelyn’s and Renee’s beliefs about the structure of student writing vacillated back and forth
as they implemented BaW.
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Prompt-based writing – Michelle. As early as October, Michelle discussed changes in
her beliefs related to the structure of first-grade writing compared to past writing instruction at
Longfellow Elementary. Michelle believed that the first-graders receiving BaW instruction
could write independently and were not just copying sentences from the board as they had during
their previous writing instruction (Correct Writing). She shared, “They’re not just starting with a
sentence starter and answering the question on the end of it. …It’s literally where the children
are independent” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012). Michelle added, “So, I think that one of the
biggest successes, I see, of BaW, is just the program itself and how it allows children to write”
(Interview 2, December 6, 2012). In January 2013, Michelle added, “Earlier I said, I think we’ll
be sending a better product, and I still absolutely stand by that because the kids are having to
write on their own,” i.e., Natural Learning. She continued, “It’s [BaW writing] not a prompt,
and then ‘I’ve got a bunch of things written on the board, and you rewrite it to make sure it’s
neat on the lines, and we’ll hang it with the art project writing’” (Interview 3, January 25, 2013).
Michelle’s beliefs about the structure of student writing leaned toward the Natural Learning
Orientation as she implemented BaW during the 2012-2013 school year.
Formulaic writing and paragraphing.
Evelyn. As a former third-grade teacher, Evelyn was used to teaching students how to
write the multiple-paragraph, formulaic, and structured essays based on district report card and
state standardized testing requirements. This type of writing lies within a more Correct Writing
Orientation. However, she began the year teaching the one-paragraph structure to her students
according to the BaW lessons, which aligned with a more Natural Learning Orientation.
Referring to the structure of student writing pieces, Evelyn noted that students were not as
“stressed out” about indenting and told me how much she liked the BaW format of modeling
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“how you think through writing” better than the structured and formulaic five-paragraph essays
she had taught using graphic organizers in the past (Interview 1, October 30, 2012).
By December 2012 though, Evelyn told me she did not agree with the fact that neither the
Common Core State Standards nor the BaW program required students to write only single
paragraphs in second grade. She stated, “We’re not working on other than a one-paragraph form
right now, and per Common Core, that’s all we’re supposed to be teaching. So, they [district,
state] don’t want to see multi-paragraphs” (Interview 2, December 5, 2012). This belief aligned
with the Correct Writing Orientation. However, Evelyn also commented in December that while
teaching the BaW lessons, her students were successfully working on writing “really rich oneparagraph essays” (Interview 2, December 5, 2012). This belief aligned with the Natural
Learning Orientation.
Reverting back to beliefs more aligned with the Correct Writing Orientation in January,
Evelyn found continuing to teach students to write single paragraphs “challenging” and shared
that “it just has me kind of nervous” (Interview 3, January 22, 2013). So much so, that in March
2013, Evelyn “stepped outside of BaW” to meet district grading expectations for report cards by
teaching students how to write a more formulaic multi-paragraph expository essay at the end of
the second trimester of the school year. Additionally, at this time of the year, she believed some
of her students’ lack of progress connected to indenting was related to only teaching the singleparagraph structure to her students. She noted, “I think part of that is we’re only writing one
paragraph” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
Appearing to align her beliefs with the Natural Learning Orientation at other times in
March, Evelyn told me she felt more comfortable with her students writing a single paragraph
rather than multi-paragraph essays and believed these single paragraphs to be much more
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detailed because they were not “trying to stretch something into multiple paragraphs.” She
added, “My opinion on that has definitely changed from the beginning of the school year”
(Interview 4, March 6, 2013).
However, once again in April, Evelyn returned to her Correct Writing beliefs and had
students write a more structured four-paragraph rain forest animal expository essay with an
introduction paragraph, two body paragraphs, and a conclusion paragraph (Interview 5, April 11,
2013). Conversely, during our April interview, Evelyn reverted again to referring to a Natural
Learning Orientation, reiterating that she felt students increased both the quantity and quality of
their writing with the single-paragraph essay form of BaW. She commented that using BaW
helped her students “build a solid paragraph” so she did not have to work with “getting the
detail” when students were asked to develop more than one paragraph (Interview 5, April 11,
2013). Evelyn also added, “BaW is actually less structured, and so, my belief-system in that is
changing. I don’t believe writing needs to be as structured anymore” (Interview 5, April 11,
2013).
Telling me she now understood that a single “paragraph can just be a really filled
paragraph,” Evelyn stated at our final May interview, “There’s a lot more substance in there
because they’re not having to focus on the form of any essay” (Interview 6, May 24, 2013).
Thus, while wavering between the Correct and Natural Learning Orientations throughout the
school year regarding the structure of writing, Evelyn appeared to end the year leaning toward
the Natural Learning belief system.
Renee. Similar to Evelyn, Renee was used to teaching third graders to write formulaic
multiple-paragraph essays, which correlated with the demands of the district and state writing
guidelines and assessments. This past practice supported a Correct Writing stance. However,
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after going to the BaW professional development workshop in October, Renee reflected that her
beliefs had “slightly changed” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). In November 2012, during our
first interview, Renee shared her thoughts about the difference between her “old” and “new”
ways of teaching writing. She told me that her beliefs prior to using BaW were “structured.”
She stated, “I was so used to the structure of here’s your topic sentence, the ideas. Now we give
details.” Through implementing the BaW program, Renee thought that students would “actually
like writing versus the ‘let’s just copy this down, do this, do that, kind of thing” (Interview 1,
November 2, 2012).
Appearing to continue leaning toward a more Natural Learning belief system in
December 2012, Renee told me that she and her colleagues were still trying to get used to not
teaching the five-paragraph essay form. She shared, “With Being a Writer—there’s no fiveparagraph essay. You write being creative” (Interview 2, December 12, 2012). Renee also told
me that she believed that her students were not struggling as much with their writing at this time,
since they didn’t have to try to figure out where to start and stop their paragraphs. She reflected,
“And the kids who struggle doing paragraphs are not struggling doing it this (BaW) way because
they don’t have to stop and go, ‘Okay, now I have to do a new idea’” (Interview 2, December 12,
2012). Renee even had a parent email her about how much more excited her child was about
writing this year. One parent told Renee that her student “was excited to write because it was a
‘trouble thing’ for them last year—for him to stop, use a transition, add a new idea, stop, write a
transition, and write a new idea” (Interview, December 12, 2012).
During January and February Renee continued to reiterate beliefs exemplifying a Natural
Learning Orientation related to her prior years’ writing instruction by comparing the BaW
lessons to the “’old school’ method of the five-paragraph essay kind of thing” (Interview 4,
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February 28, 2013). She shared, “It’s nice to see from the teachers’ perspective, that I’m not
forcing them to write in a graphic-organizer way” (Interview 3, January 30, 2013). Additionally,
as a result of using the process approach to teaching writing rather than the formulaic and
structured five-paragraph essay format, Renee believed her students were better writers. She
reflected, “It is interesting to see how they have become better writers, and I think part of that
reason is because there’s no graphic organizer; there’s no set rules that they have to follow”
(Interview 4, February 28, 2013).
Similar to Evelyn and contrary to the beliefs she discussed related to Natural Learning in
January and February, Renee also said she believed she needed to prepare her students for the
Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT) in February by teaching students a formulaic type of
structured writing. During this “extended-response” standardized test writing instruction, she
taught lessons utilizing a formulaic type of graphic organizer format called TASTY, which
involved students writing in a very structured and prescribed way. Using the TASTY format,
students followed a sequence of steps. Renee told me that TASTY is an acronym in which the
‘T’ stands for ‘Turn the question around,’ the ‘A’ stands for ‘Answer the question,’ the ‘S’
stands for ‘Support in the text,’ the ‘T’ stands for ‘Throw in your opinion, ideas, and
connections’ (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). This instruction typified a belief system more in
line with the Correct Writing Orientation.
Further discussing how graphic organizers might fit into teaching writing, Renee’s beliefs
vacillated back and forth again during February. She related that students who had been
struggling with their writing during her BaW lessons, which she described as having “no
structure” where students just “write—they just keep going with the flow,” were not struggling
as much while using the TASTY organizer (Interview 4, February 28, 2013). She was not sure if
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this was because of the organizer or because “they know they have to [write]” (Interview 4,
February 28, 2013). Conversely, Renee also shared that students who wrote well within the
BaW lessons also wrote well while writing using the TASTY organizer (Correct Writing).
At the end of the year, Renee mentioned that she had found some of her childhood
writing pieces that her mother had saved for her. Interestingly, her childhood essays represented
a structured and formulaic type of writing that was comparable to the “old school” method she
had been teaching her own students. Renee said, “Literally, it’s indent, topic sentence, you wrote
your reasons, and then you wrote your body where you had to explain your reasons, and then you
did your conclusion” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).
This parallels Lortie (1975), who suggests that teachers may develop belief systems about
teaching writing as they were taught how to write by their own teachers growing up. However,
Renee summed up her beliefs about teaching students how to structure their writing in July 2013,
Renee said, “I don’t have to be structured.” She restated that in the past, she was so used to the
five-paragraph essay and “this is how you’re going to write it,” but she said that she liked how
BaW encouraged students to “just run” with their ideas (Interview 6, July 29, 2013). Data
analysis suggested that Renee’s beliefs appeared to vacillate between the Correct Writing
Orientation and the Natural Learning Orientation throughout the study, yet at the end of the year
her beliefs appeared to lean more toward the Natural Learning Orientation.
Topic choice. As they implemented the BaW program, all three focal teachers’ came to
believe that students should be given more opportunities to choose their own writing topics. This
reflected an increase in their beliefs related to the Natural Learning Orientation. Within the BaW
lessons, students have choice about what to write about. Even when writing about assigned
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topics, students are encouraged to “draw on their unique experiences and interests in order to
address those topics” (BaW, Third-Grade Teacher Manual, Vol. 1, p. vi).
Leaning more toward a Natural Learning Orientation, Michelle’s beliefs changed
regarding giving students’ more choice in choosing their own writing topics. In the past, firstgrade writing at Longfellow Elementary, where Michelle taught, consisted of prompt-based
writing with students copying a sentence starter and “everything has to be perfect and on the
line” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). She came to believe that “not…everything has to be
perfect” and that having students write about what they know promoted increased student
engagement in writing in her classroom as she implemented the BaW program (Interview 4,
February 27, 2013; Interview 5, April 9, 2013).
Agreeing with Michelle, Evelyn also believed that using mentor texts to jumpstart student
thinking and then having students choose “something they like” to write about produced much
more detailed writing pieces (Interview 2, December 5, 2012). This was a change from her
previous practice of assigning students a topic to write about. Evelyn’s beliefs about topic
choice remained consistent through the end of the year. She told me in April 2013 that she
believed the growth she had seen in her students’ writing was connected to assigning more
“open-ended” topics (Interview 5, April 11, 2013).
Similar to the changes in Michelle’s and Evelyn’s beliefs, Renee’s beliefs related to the
importance of having students choose their own topics also increased. Renee told me that she
saw her students as more invested and motivated in their writing with BaW because there was
more choice involved (Interview 2, December 12, 2012; Interview 3, January 30, 2013). She
shared, “If kids don’t like it [what they’re writing about], they’re not invested in it” (Interview 2,
December 12, 2012). Additionally, in July 2013, Renee concluded, “I like that they [BaW] does
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that…I like that with BaW there are options for them [students]. It allows them to be a writer, I
guess.”

Discussion
All three focal teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing fluctuated between the Correct
Writing Orientation and Natural Learning Orientation as they implemented BaW. Their struggle
to balance their beliefs appeared to replicate the age old Great Debate over using the progressive
approach to teaching writing versus the traditional approach discussed by Kerlinger and
Pedhazur (1967). The Correct Writing Orientation represents the more structured and formulaic
traditional view of teaching writing with an emphasis on teaching the conventions of print.
Alternately, the Natural Learning Orientation emphasizes idea generation as part of the process
approach to teaching writing and is more representative of a progressive view of writing
instruction. The findings from this study suggest that the three focal teachers’ beliefs were a
mixture of both these orientations.
Other research supports this study’s findings. For example, Lenski et al. (1997) reported
that out of the 42 teachers in their study, six aligned themselves with a traditional belief
orientation, 19 aligned themselves with a constructivist belief system that utilized the writing
process approach, and 17 followed an eclectic belief orientation. The teachers who held the
eclectic belief orientation combined both traditional (Correct Writing) and constructivist (Natural
Writing) beliefs in their writing instruction, much as Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee did in this
study.
Additionally, in Poulson et al. (2001), effective writing teachers aligned themselves with
all three belief orientations outlined by the researchers. These three belief orientations that
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included the presentation orientation, the process orientation, and the forms orientation
exemplified a range of beliefs that were endemic to both the traditional and progressive points of
view. Again these results indicated that the teachers in the study did not align themselves
completely within one belief orientation, but instead they fell somewhere along a continuum of
beliefs about teaching writing (Poulson et al.).
This study also found that all three focal teachers’ beliefs about allowing students to
choose their own writing topics increased as they implemented the BaW program. These
findings align with other research that links positive student feelings toward writing with giving
students a choice of topics to write (Calkins, 1983; Graves, 1983). Writing experts and
researchers also suggest that students write about topics they have prior knowledge of, care
about, and are interested in because it influences the quality of their drafts and subsequent
conversations in peer conferences in addition to promoting the desire to write (Calkins; DeGroff,
1987; Graves). Students should spend ample time writing about their own experiences and
interests rather than teacher-chosen topics (Calkins; Graves; Pianko, 1979).

Research Question 3
Does elementary teachers’ use of instructional writing practices change while
implementing the Being a Writer program for 28 weeks? If so, how?
Focal teacher qualitative data suggested changes in teachers’ use of two types of
instructional writing practices. Michelle and Renee increased how often they had peers confer
with each other. Additionally, all three focal participants increased how often they taught
students strategies for planning their writing.
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Conferring with Peers

Both Michelle and Renee told me they increased their use of peer conferring during the
2012-2013 school year as they implemented the BaW program. Peers conferred with each other
in dyads, triads, and as a whole group during Getting Ready to Write planning time, during
independent Writing Time, and during the Sharing and Reflecting time. Students helped each
other revise and edit their writing pieces using questioning techniques and sticky notes. Even as
Renee took a couple of breaks from the BaW program to work on standardized testing writing
practice and to complete an expository essay needed for a report card grade, she continued to
have students confer with their peers during Author’s Chair sessions (Graves & Hansen, 1986).
These teachers discussed the enjoyment and engagement they observed as their students worked
together in addition to the sense of community they believed was built in their classrooms.

Enjoyment and Engagement

As Michelle implemented BaW, she noticed how animated and engaged her students
were as they shared their writing with partners. She commented, “The animation they have.
And some of them are leaned over, practically faces pressed together, as they’re trying to listen.
Or their friends are looking at their paper listening at the same time” (Interview 1, October 30,
2012). Michelle also reported that it appeared students enjoyed the time when they shared their
writing with each other, noting, “They love to share” (Interview 2, December 6, 2012).
Before implementing BaW, Renee felt that her students had “been writing, but not really
sharing their thoughts and ideas” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). However, as she
implemented BaW, Renee noticed that as a result of students sharing their work with their peers,
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they were “taking more ownership” of their writing, appeared proud to share their writing, and
wrote with more “integrity” (Interview 1, November 2, 2012). Additionally, in January 2013,
Renee described having triads of students provide feedback to each other during an Author’s
Chair activity (Graves & Hansen, 1986). She shared, “I’ve noticed that some of these kids get
into such deep conversations to the point that they can’t even get around to everybody sharing”
(Interview 3, January 30, 2013). This finding concurs with others’ (Codling, Gambrell,
Kennedy, Palmer, & Graham, 1996; Graves & Hansen, 1986) work that suggests that having
students confer with their peers promotes student motivation for and self-confidence in writing
as students get feedback and respond to questions.

A Sense of Community
In addition to noticing students’ enjoyment of and engagement in sharing their writing
with peers, both Michelle and Renee mentioned feeling that this sharing and helping had fostered
a sense of community and caring in their classrooms. Michelle told me about one student telling
another that he felt his peer “cared about what I was saying because you listened to my story,
you understood what I said, and you asked a question” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). Renee
felt her students had developed a sense of “trust” with each other by December 2012 through
“speaking with good purpose” as they conferred with others and felt that they could help their
classmates improve their writing and succeed (Interview 2, December 12, 2012). Additionally in
July, Renee related how sharing and conferring all year had developed “a great big community”
which was “nice to see.” She concluded that this year, “it (her classroom) had a different feel to
it” with “a lot more sharing” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013).
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Planning Writing

The results of this study suggested that all three focal teachers increased their use of
instructional writing strategies related to teaching planning during the 2012-2013 school year as
they implemented the BaW program in their classrooms. More specifically, Michelle, Evelyn,
and Renee all increased their use of mentor text to teach their students how to plan their writing.

Michelle

Data analysis showed that Michelle used mentor texts to teach her students how to plan
their writing. For example, when I first observed Michelle in her classroom, she read a mentor
text, Mouse Views by Bruce McMillan, before conducting an observation walk and a shared
writing activity during which she thought out loud about what she wanted to write (Observation
1, November 12, 2012). Then in December, Michelle self-reported using the mentor text, Wait
and See, as the impetus for brainstorming a list of ideas to begin planning a fiction tale students
were to write (Self-Report 1, December 12, 2013). The book, Best Friends Sleep Over by
Jacqueline Rodger, served as the stimulus for students to plan their own story that was to include
a beginning, a middle, and an end (Observation 2, January 28, 2013). Additionally, while
teaching poetry in March and April, Michelle used mentor poems prior to brainstorming lists of
words together for students to refer to as they wrote poems as a class and eventually their own
poems (Self-Report 2, March 18, 2013; Observation 3, April 4, 2013).
Finally, Michelle told me when we met for our final interview in May that she felt the
first-grade teachers at Longfellow Elementary had increased their teaching of planning strategies
during the 2012-2013 school year. She stated that while the first-grade teachers had always used
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“some amount of brainstorming” in the past to engage students in planning their writing prior to
using BaW, there had been an increase in “the prep-work—mentor text—the turn-and-talks” as
she implemented the program (Interview 6, May 13, 2013).

Evelyn

Similar to Michelle, Evelyn also increased her use of mentor text to initiate the planning
stage of the writing process. Evelyn told me that her students produced more writing after the
mentor text discussions she facilitated than when she would prompt them: “We’re going to write
a narrative about fall” (Interview 1, October 30, 2012). During our December 2012 interview,
Evelyn again referred to using a mentor text in the Getting Ready to Write component of BaW in
conjunction with her modeling of a “free-write” to plan out her own ideas for a topic. Evelyn
also self-reported using the book Dogzilla by Dav Pilkey prior to brainstorming a list of animals
students might use to plan the characters in their own stories (Self-Report 1, December 18,
2012).
Even as Evelyn stepped away from the BaW program in January to teach an expository
essay needed for report card grading purposes, she told me she read mentor texts and showed
movies about Ruby Bridges and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to provide background knowledge
for students to plan their writing (Interview 3, January 22, 2013). Then in March, Evelyn selfreported teaching a BaW lesson, during which she read about Koko, the gorilla, before
conducting a shared writing lesson during which she modeled transforming the student-generated
list of Koko facts into her non-fiction piece introduction (Self-Report 2, March 19 2013). Also
in March 2013, Evelyn shared her thoughts about how much her students loved the mentor texts
and used them to plan their writing. She told me, “They [students] love the stories. And we do a
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lot of sharing of ideas during that point.” She continued, “When they’re eventually sent back to
their desks to write, they do have a basis to get going, because we do the partner thinking and
sharing too” (Interview 4, March 6, 2013). Additionally, during my April 2013 observation in
Evelyn’s classroom, she and the class brainstormed facts after Evelyn read an informational
mentor text, Polar Lands.
As we met for the last time, Evelyn told me that while she, too, had always taught her
students a variety of planning strategies, she had used mentor texts much more frequently as she
implemented BaW during the 2012-2013 school year. She commented, “I guess that’s one new
thing that I consistently used throughout the year—was the literature” (Interview 6, May 24,
2013).

Renee

Paralleling both Michelle and Evelyn, Renee increased her use of reading and discussing
mentor text as she taught students how to plan their writing. During our first interview in
November 2012, Renee told me, “I love the fact of the books [mentor texts] because it gives
them [students] ideas.” More specifically, when I observed Renee in November, she read the
mentor text Grandma’s Records, by Eric Velasquez, to students before first brainstorming her
ideas related to special memories and then having students brainstorm their own special
memories (Observation 1, November 12, 2012).
Additionally, in both December and January, Renee used the teacher questions supplied
in the BaW Teaching Manual to facilitate group discussions meant to spark students’ ideas as
they planned their own writing pieces (Interview 2, December 12, 2012; Interview 3, January 30,
2013). For example, Renee reported first reading aloud and then discussing the mentor text
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John, the Snake, by Pattie Ridley Jones, with her students (Self-Report 1, December 18, 2012).
Renee also noted that she had been used to assigning topics to students rather than using a
mentor text to stimulate student planning. She commented, “You’re always used to ‘Here’s what
you’re writing about, and this is how it’s going to be done.’ Whereas, BaW gives you, ‘We’ve
already read this book, so why don’t you try writing about this?’” (Interview 3, January 30,
2013).
Interestingly, in February, Renee, mentioned that even though they took a break from
BaW to work on ISAT formulaic writing, her students appeared to miss the mentor texts
experiences they were so used to. Some of the students told her, “Well, you know, you used to
read us a story [a mentor text] before we wrote” (Interview 4, February 28, 2013).
Finally, during our last interview, Renee told me, “I never read a story as a mentor text
before doing a [writing] lesson” (Interview 6, July 29, 2013). She also shared, “I really like that
[using mentor text] because the kids were always engaged, and it gave them great ideas”
(Interview 6, July 29, 2013).

Discussion

Both Michelle and Renee increased their use of instructional writing practices related to
peer conferring, while all three focal participants increased how often they taught students to
plan their writing as they implemented the BaW program. Developing an “engaged community
of writers in the classroom” (IES, 2012), similar to what Michelle and Renee described in their
BaW instruction, is one of the four major evidenced-based recommendations suggested by the
Teaching Elementary School Students to Be Effective Writers (IES, 2012) meta-analysis. Other
researchers suggest that is important for teachers to foster an “approving atmosphere” (Merisuo-
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Storm, 2006, p. 124) for writing so that students feel comfortable enough to share their thoughts
and experiences with others (Codling et al., 1996). Feeling their writing is both valuable and
interesting to others is also paramount in developing students’ feelings of writing competence
(Codling, et al., 1996). Furthermore, the Common Core State Standards suggest that even our
youngest students should be able to respond to questions and suggestions from peers, and
starting in second-grade, they should be able to collaborate with peers on writing tasks (CCSS,
2010).
Research supports Michelle’s, Evelyn’s, and Renee’s increased instruction of planning
strategies as they implemented the BaW program. Teaching planning strategies help students
structure, develop, and organize their writing (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Additionally,
explicitly and systematically teaching students prewriting or planning strategies has been found
to be an effective strategy for students across all ability levels and is especially effective with
low-achieving students (Graham & Perin, 2007).
Reading mentor texts to and with students is the primary planning technique utilized in
the BaW program to “stimulate students’ imaginations and fuel their motivation to write” (
DSC, 2007, 3rd grade manual, p. vi). More specifically within the Getting Ready to Write
component of BaW, as all three teachers read mentor texts to teach students to plan their writing
they used “think-alouds” during their mentor text read-alouds to share what they were thinking in
relationship to an author’s ideas and how they might plan their own writing.
In fact, students develop their own sense of authorship as they begin to connect with the
books they are exposed to and will learn from the choices other authors make, eventually
transferring writing conventions and craft to their own compositions (Calkins, 1986). Moreover
according to the CCSS (2010), beginning in kindergarten, students must be able to discuss or
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write about their opinions or preferences related to topics or books they have read, and write
informative/ explanatory texts in addition to narratives. Using exemplary mentor text models of
informational writing and discussing them has been shown to significantly improve elementary
students’ writing quality (Knudson, 1989). Thus, mentor texts, along with teacher guidance,
provide the expert model exposure students need to improve their own writing.

Chapter Summary
“Change is not an event. It is not even a process. It is part of existence” (Toll, 2006,
p. 26). Teachers today are faced with ever-changing new curriculum and are held accountable for
preparing students to write in increasingly more complex ways (CCSS, 2010). Teachers must
keep up with these new challenges. Not only do teachers need to possess knowledge of bestpractice instructional writing practices to effectively teach the writing process as early as
kindergarten; they also need to feel confident about their own abilities to teach writing.
Teacher self-efficacy, beliefs, and instructional practice are not easy to change (BifuhAmbe, 2013; Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2004; TschannenMoran & McMaster, 2009). However, this study found that two teachers’ self-efficacy for
teaching writing did increase as they implemented the BaW program for 28 weeks. Both
Michelle and Evelyn felt more comfortable and confident teaching writing to their students.
They appreciated the support provided in the explicit daily lesson plans and the flexibility they
had to adjust the program parameters to meet the needs of their students. More specifically,
Michelle and Evelyn also found the mentor text provided by the program beneficial in teaching
their students the writing process.
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In addition, all three teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing changed over the year as
they implemented BaW. Michelle’s, Evelyn’s, and Renee’s beliefs about teaching writing
appeared to vacillate between aligning more with the Correct Writing Orientation or the Natural
Learning Orientation over the course of the year. While adhering to an eclectic blend of both of
these orientations overall, they still struggled with whether or not they should emphasize
conventions more or idea formulation more while teaching their students. In addition, they
struggled with their beliefs about how structured and formulaic their students’ writing should be.
All three teachers’ beliefs about the importance of having students choose their own writing
topics increased during the study.
All three teachers also increased their use of two instructional writing practices endemic
to the process approach to writing, the BaW program, and research-based best practice.
Michelle, Evelyn, and Renee all increased their teaching of strategies related to planning writing,
while both Michelle and Renee had students confer with each other more often during the
writing process lessons of the BaW program.
In Chapter 6, conclusions regarding the findings of this study will be discussed. In
addition, limitations, implications for practice, questions for further research, and final thoughts
will be presented.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, I sought to contribute to research regarding changes in teachers’ selfefficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing
strategies while implementing a structured, systematic commercial program, namely the Being a
Writer program. Teachers implemented the BaW program over the course of 28 weeks during
the 2012-2013 school year. During this study, I collected and analyzed quantitative survey data
in addition to qualitative data, which included focal teacher individual interviews, classroom
observations, and teacher self-reports.
Results from this study, including a cross-case analysis, were presented in Chapter 4 and
discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter includes a discussion of my conclusions along with the
limitations of this study. Implications for practice for elementary teachers of writing, school
districts, and professional development providers are also included. In addition, questions for
future research and final thoughts are presented.

Conclusions

The following conclusions were drawn from the findings of this study:
1 Teachers may feel more confident in their ability to teach writing when given an
evidence-based writing program featuring step-by-step lessons aligned to standards and
best practices that also allows for some flexibility in its delivery. It appeared that change
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in the self-efficacy of the teachers in this study was a result of the components provided
in the BaW program. The teachers mentioned the value of having daily lessons and
materials, especially the mentor texts, included in BaW. Additionally, the teachers
mentioned the value they placed on having the flexibility to make changes to the lessons
and materials they deemed necessary to meet the needs of their students. The BaW
program enabled flexibility by providing writing lesson plans for only four days a week
so that teachers might spend the fifth day re-teaching skills per student needs, using the
activities provided in the Skill Practice Teaching Guide and Student Skill Practice Book.
Additionally, by providing open weeks during the year, teachers could extend or finish
BaW units that ran longer than anticipated, teach alternate writing content required by
their districts, or have students practice what they have learned through freewriting.
2 Teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing can change or exist in a state of fluctuation as
they implement an evidence-based writing program. When teachers implement a new
curriculum and align instruction with mandated standards, they may be simultaneously
trying to reconcile the new instruction with their previous beliefs related to their
experiences learning to write and their prior writing pedagogy. The BaW program
emphasized an approach to teaching writing that encompassed both the Correct Writing
Orientation and the Natural Learning Orientation. At all grades, teachers are instructed to
focus initially on having students generate ideas before moving into more formal skill
instruction. The focal teachers in this study appeared to search for a state of equilibrium
within their belief orientations as they vacillated between whether to emphasize teaching
students the conventions of print (Correct Writing Orientation) or whether to emphasize
idea generation (Natural Learning Orientation). Focal teachers’ beliefs also fluctuated
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between whether to use a more formulaic multiple-paragraph type of text structure
(Correct Writing Orientation) or a less-structured process approach with less emphasis on
paragraphing (Natural Learning Orientation). Being a Writer endorses the process
approach to teaching writing and did not include lessons teaching the formulaic multipleparagraph essays that Evelyn and Renee included in their writing instruction during the
course of the year. The focal teachers incorporated additional lessons targeting their
interpretation of district writing expectations and standardized test essay writing within
their open BaW weeks.
3 Teachers’ beliefs about having students choose their own topics to write about may
change as they implement an evidence-based writing program such as BaW. The focal
teachers believed their students were more motivated and engaged during the writing
process when they allowed them to choose topics they were interested in rather than
assigning specific topics or teacher-generated writing prompts. The BaW program leaves
topic choice to students, which is consistent with the idea that allowing students to have a
choice in writing topics increases students’ motivation to write (Codling et al., 1996).
Even if the mentor text in a lesson targets a particular topic, students are invited to write
about a topic similar to the targeted topic or to choose another draft they have been
working on to incorporate the lesson’s focus.
4 Teachers’ use of instructional writing practices can change as they implement an
evidence-based writing program like BaW. First, it appeared that focal teachers’ use of
peer conferring changed as they observed their students enjoyment and engagement as
they shared their work with each other during the writing process. Additionally, the
teachers in this study found that as a result of ongoing peer conferring and collaboration,
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a sense of community was fostered within their classrooms. In the BaW program, lessons
targeting the instruction of “cooperative structures” (DSC, Third-grade Teacher Manual,
Vol. 1, p. xiii) are included each week to teach students how to confer with their peers in
a caring and respectful manner, review their drafts together, and give each other feedback
for improving their writing pieces.
Secondly, educators may change their use of instructional writing strategies related to
teaching students how to plan their writing. It appeared that the focal teachers regularly
read and discussed mentor texts in addition to teaching other planning strategies, such as
brainstorming and freewriting, as they taught students how to plan their writing. The
BaW program provides mentor texts written by well-known authors for teachers to read
to students. These texts provide the impetus for students to plan and write about class
and individual topics and expose them to the various genres and the craft utilized by
published authors.

Limitations

This study is limited in several ways. One limitation is a lack of generalizability. Since
the study was limited to so few participants teaching writing by implementing a single
instructional program, it is not possible to generalize this study’s findings to other teachers who
begin to implement a district-created curriculum to teach writing, another published program, or
even this program.
A second limiting factor is that teacher interviews and self-reports constituted most of the
data collected. Self-reporting of information may or may not reflect an accurate picture of a
teacher’s practice.
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A third limitation is that prior to the study, I had known Michelle for several years as a
fellow literacy teacher, Evelyn as an incoming second-grade teacher at the school I worked at,
and Renee as a third-grade teacher within my district. It is possible that my position as a literacy
teacher in the same district might have affected the teachers’ responses to my questions and their
behavior in the classroom. These relationships may also have resulted in limited responses to my
requests for feedback on transcripts during member checks.
A fourth limitation involves the triangulation of the collected data. My initial plan was to
use classroom observations to help triangulate self-reports and teacher interviews for each
construct being examined: self-efficacy, beliefs, and use of instructional writing practices. While
teachers’ use of the instructional writing practices utilized in the BaW lessons constituted
observable phenomena, it was not possible to analyze internal thoughts and feelings related to
teacher self-efficacy or teacher beliefs through an examination of observation or self-report data.

Implications for Practice
The findings in this study can be used to inform elementary school teachers’ writing
instruction. In addition, the changes suggested by this study can also inform school district
administrators’ and professional development providers’ writing curricula choices and teacher
training.
1. Select a writing curricula that includes structured, yet flexible, daily instructional
lesson plans and materials supported by a clear scope and sequence aligned with best
practice research and mandated standards. Michelle and Evelyn both discussed how
comfortable and confident they felt teaching writing during the various components
of BaW because of the built-in support and structure; yet, they also felt they could
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flexibly adjust the program to meet the needs of their students. Teachers with high
personal self-efficacy may spend more time teaching the writing process (Graham et
al., 2001).
2. Encourage teachers implementing evidence- and standards-based programs, to allow
students to choose their own topics for writing. All three focal teachers in this study
observed that their students appeared to be more motivated and engaged in their
writing when they could write about topics they were interested in than when they
were assigned writing prompts or “one-size-fits-all” class themes. Allowing students
to choose their own writing topics can prevent them from becoming dependent on
teacher-chosen topics and encourage students to discover their own writing voices
(Calkins, 1983). Improved draft quality and peer conferences are also important
results of promoting student topic choice (DeGroff, 1987).
3.

Encourage teachers to foster a sense of community in their classrooms as they
implement evidence- and standards-based writing programs. One way teachers can
build community and improve student writing is to have students confer and provide
feedback to each other throughout the writing process on a daily basis (Graham &
Perin, 2007; Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006; Rodgers & Graham, 2008). More
specifically, the social cognitive interactions (Vygotsky, 1978) that take place during
Author’s Chair sharing and reflecting sessions promote feelings of competence as
students get feedback from others and respond to questions about their own writing
(Graves & Hansen, 1986). Both Michelle and Renee found that their students
developed a sense of trust and caring as they formed relationships with each other and
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felt they were helping their peers improve their writing (Codling et al., 1996;
Merisuo-Storm, 2006).
4. Teachers who are implementing an evidence- and standards-based writing curriculum
should also be encouraged to use mentor text read-alouds and discussions as the
impetus for teaching students prewriting activities such as defining their audience and
pulling information from a variety of resources (Goldstein & Carr, 1996), an
important skill included in the CCSS (2010). Additionally, mentor texts provide
models of good writing for students to read, analyze, and emulate and can help
students generate and organize their own ideas for writing (Graham & Perin, 2007).
Teaching students planning strategies has also been found to improve student writing
(Graham & Perin; Rogers & Graham, 2008). All three focal teachers in this study
used mentor texts more often than they had in prior years to teach their students how
to plan their writing.
5. Provide teachers with strong initial professional development related to their new
curricula to ensure that teachers understand the program thoroughly and can
implement it with fidelity. As a result, educators should experience early and
repeated success in implementing the new curriculum and may feel more selfefficacious about their abilities to teach writing (Bandura, 1977).
Additionally, teachers, school district administrators, and professional development
providers should be aware that teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing may change or
fluctuate between belief orientations as they strive to find balanced instruction to
meet their students’ needs while implementing evidence- and standards-based writing
programs. All three focal teachers’ beliefs changed or fluctuated between focusing
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on values related to the Correct Writing orientation and values related to the Natural
Learning Orientation during the course of this study. Teachers who project a mixed
belief system may reject certain writing pedagogy or fall back on traditional teaching
strategies (Diamond, 1983), especially when those practices are different from their
own (Levin & Nevo, 2009; McRobbie & Tobin, 1995). However, when teachers
participate in initial professional development about a new writing curriculum, they
should be asked to reflect upon their beliefs and may even restructure them
(McRobbie & Tobin).
6. Provide ongoing professional development for teachers. In this study, teachers were
only provided with one introductory BaW workshop. One way to provide ongoing
professional development is by having teachers work with district reading specialists,
literacy coaches, or designated district mentors to address their individual needs.
Teachers appreciate working with facilitators who are familiar with and understand
the challenges they face implementing the district curriculum (Bifuh-Ambe, 2013). A
second way to provide extended professional development might be to form school
teacher and university professor action research partnerships organized to help
teachers set specific goals for their instructional writing practice through “focused
dialog” (Limbrick et al., 2007, p. 9) with literacy experts. Teachers who receive
verbal praise about their writing instruction from experienced others may develop
stronger self-efficacy for teaching writing (Bandura, 1977).
A third way to provide ongoing professional development is through “inquiry
practice” (Limbrick et al., 2010, p. 904). Inquiry practice utilizes Timperley et al.’s
(2007) “teacher inquiry and knowledge-building cycle,” (p. xliii) which includes the
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following questions and actions to guide teachers to identify their own strengths and
needs: a) What are our students’ learning needs? b) What are our own learning
needs? c) Design of tasks and experiences; d) Teaching actions; and e) What has been
the impact of our changed actions? A final way to support teachers’ ongoing
professional development in writing instruction is by providing teachers time for
collaborating, planning, and reflecting on their writing instruction with their
colleagues via “reflective practice” (Farrell, 2006, p. 78). Reflective practice refers to
having teachers examine their personal teaching and learning values and beliefs in
order to take more responsibility for their classroom practice.
By planning a set time for teachers to network, concerns regarding the fidelity of a
program’s implementation can be monitored, ensuring that all students receive similar
skill instruction at one grade level before moving on to the next grade. Teachers can
also gain valuable knowledge from other teachers’ successes and challenges to finetune their own pedagogy and reflect on their beliefs. More specifically, when
teachers hear how others have persisted to overcome their challenges, they may learn
their own coping skills to help them succeed, as well (Bandura, 1977). Limbrick et
al. (2007) suggests scheduling time within the school day for teachers to conduct
these professional discussions rather than imposing this type of participation as an
extra assignment to be done outside of the school day.
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Questions for Future Research
The findings of this study pointed to additional areas of research related to changes in
teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of
instructional writing practices as they implement an evidence-based writing program like BaW.
1. This study was conducted over the course of 28 weeks, from October through May of
one school year. A longitudinal study could examine changes in teachers’ selfefficacy, beliefs, and use of writing practices over a longer period of time. For
example, it would be informative to extend this type of research into a second school
year to see how teachers might change in these areas after an initial implementation
year.
2. Replicating this study across a larger sample size using participants from a wider
range of grade levels might provide additional insight. A larger sample size would
yield additional data that could confirm or refute some or all of the findings of this
study with results that might be generalizable to a larger population.
3. A similar study could be conducted to examine changes in teachers’ self-efficacy,
beliefs, and writing practice as they implement other types of evidence-based writing
programs. Lucy Calkin’s Units of Study for Teaching Writing, Grade by Grade
(Heinemann, 2013) is another newly developed writing program based on the writers’
workshop format, similar to BaW. This program also includes day-by-day lesson
plans for teachers along with providing mentor texts that demonstrate exemplary
genre characteristics and writer’s craft.
4. This study examined changes in teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, beliefs
about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices as they implemented
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the BaW program. It might be beneficial to examine changes in students’ selfefficacy for writing, beliefs about writing, and achievement as their teachers’
implement BaW or other types of writing programs, especially as school districts face
even higher expectations for student writing achievement with the new Common
Core State Standards (2010). Campbell (2012) found that schools in Clark County,
Nevada that had implemented the BaW program for two or more years had higher
fifth-grade writing scores than schools in their first year of BaW implementation or
schools not using BaW.

Final Thoughts

When I started my doctoral program nearly seven years ago, I did not think I knew what
research questions I wanted to pursue. As a reading specialist, my literacy focus had usually
been on topics related to teaching reading. However, a mini-research project I developed and
completed in my first doctoral semester pointed me in the “right (write)” direction.
As I struggled to come up with a topic for this mini-research project, I began to realize
that I wanted to find out more about the writing process. I discovered that there was not the
same focus on writing pedagogy in the research literature and in the real world of teaching as
there was on reading instruction. While local, state, national, and even international reading
councils and associations have long provided a forum for informing teachers at all levels about
reading-focused pedagogies, forums for educating teachers on writing-focused pedagogies
remain extremely rare (Reid, 2011). I found that writing instruction and student writing
performance in our country are not what it should be. In fact, “current research in writing in K12 schools presents a picture of overall weak writing instruction” (Mo, Kopke, Hawkins, Troia,
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& Olinghouse, 2014, p. 446). As a result, this “lack of instruction negatively affects student
preparation for college and workplace writing” (Mo et al., 2014, p. 446). I also realized that
teaching writing was the area of literacy that I felt least comfortable with in my own practice and
noticed that other teachers also had many questions about the correct way to teach writing when I
conferred with them in a coaching role. Writing instruction can be challenging for teachers as a
result of low self-confidence and lack of pedagogical knowledge related to teaching writing
(Limbrick, 2005, 2010). As much as I investigated other topics during my doctoral journey, my
thoughts always seemed to return to these questions regarding the topic of teaching writing.
Although writing has long been considered the neglected R (NCW, 2003), we can no
longer afford to neglect the instruction of this all important communication and learning tool.
According to the CCSS (2010), teachers need to motivate their students to proficiently and
independently move themselves through the writing process to write a variety of context specific
and organized text genres using increasingly adult-like conventions of print (Mo et al., 2014).
Thus, these standards (CCSS, 2010) “create a window of opportunity to occur if they lead
educators, administrators and policymakers to reevaluate current practices, abandoning less
effective methods in favor of more constructive ways of teaching writing” (Mo et al., p. 252).
The BaW program provides this more constructive way of teaching writing to teachers.
Furthermore, the CCSS are not new ideas about teaching writing; they reflect a newfound focus
on the best practices and importance of writing (Brainin, 2014). This newfound importance
means that teachers must feel confident teaching writing and comfortable about their beliefs
related to teaching writing and know how to implement evidence-based writing instruction.
The results of this study suggest that it is possible through the teaching of an evidencebased writing program such as BaW to change teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing,
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beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices. In conclusion, the
International Reading Association’s (2015) recent move to change its name to the International
Literacy Association reflects the realization that a renewed focus is needed on all aspects of
literacy, including preparing students to write proficiently enough to master the CCSS and
function within a global workplace.
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APPENDIX A
TEACHERS’ INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN:
BEING A WRITER: TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON TEACHING WRITING
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Dear Colleague,
Scholars know very little about how teachers teach writing (Graham, Harris, MacArthur,
& Fink, 2002). In addition, our district has selected the Being a Writer (DSC, 2007) program as
its writing curriculum, and you are just beginning to use it to teach writing this fall. I am
working on my Doctorate in Literacy and am interested in finding out about changes that may
occur in teachers’ self-efficacy for teaching writing, their beliefs about teaching writing, and
their use of instructional writing practices prior to and during their implementation of the Being a
Writer program over 28 weeks.
Therefore, in order to find out more about these topics, I am conducting a dissertation
study through Northern Illinois University, and I would like to ask you if you would be willing
to volunteer to complete a four-part survey both the week of September 3, 2012 and the
week of April 2, 2013. The questionnaire should take between 15 to 30 minutes to complete.
If you would like to volunteer to complete the survey, please sign the two copies of
Consent Form #1 which serve as your agreement to participate in this portion of my study. You
will keep one copy of Consent Form #1 and return the other copy of Consent Form #1, along
with the survey, to me in the enclosed school mail envelope. Please return these forms to me by
September 14, 2012.
I will then send you another copy of the survey to fill out the week of April 2, 2013, to be
returned to me by April 12, 2013. Two additional copies of Consent Form #1 will also be sent to
you at that time. If you decide to participate in April, please keep one copy of the consent form
and send the other signed copy back to me, along with the survey.
In addition, I am also asking for volunteers to participate in some additional data
collection components of my study. I need teachers who will consent to participate in a series
of six 45 minute individual interviews, two BaW lesson teacher self-report surveys, and three 45
minute researcher classroom observations which will be conducted between now and the week of
5/13/13. Being a Writer program lessons plans which correlate with the observations and selfreports will also be collected. If you are interested in volunteering for this additional
opportunity, please sign both copies of Consent Form # 2 and return one in the school mail
envelope also.

Please note that neither your name, your students’ names, your school’s name, nor your
district’s name will be used in any reports or presentations. Pseudonyms will be used for all
participating schools and teachers. All information collected in this study is completely
confidential.

I hope that you decide to complete the survey and will also consider participating in the
other data collection components of the study. If you have any questions, please feel free to
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contact me, Tammy Bennett, at 847-683-9358 (home phone), 847-910-5695 (cell phone), or 847683-3429 (work phone), before or after school hours. Also feel free to contact me at my home
email address: tamboteach@sbcglobal.net.
Once again, let me say thank you for taking the time to complete the four-part survey.
Your participation can help provide valuable insights to others concerning teachers’ confidence
in teaching writing, beliefs about teaching writing, and use of instructional writing practices
while implementing the Being a Writer program. In addition, participating in individual
interviews, self-reports, and classroom observation components can provide you with
opportunities to reflect on your own teaching practice. You may be able to use participation in
this study to fulfill your district Professional Growth Plan requirements for this year. Please
check with your administrator, if you are interested in doing so.
Thank you for your consideration,

Tammy Bennett
Doctoral Candidate
Northern Illinois University

APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM #1 AND #2
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I agree to participate in the research project titled, “Writing Instruction: Examining Elementary
Teachers’ Self-efficacy, Beliefs, and Practices,” being conducted by Tammy Bennett, a doctoral
student at Northern Illinois University. I have been informed that the purpose of the study is to
investigate how self-efficacious (confident) teachers feel about teaching writing, what they
believe about teaching writing, and what types of instructional writing strategies they use in their
classrooms, both before they begin implementing the Being a Writer program, and while
implementing the program for 28 weeks.
I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I will be asked to complete a questionnaire
asking about general teacher and class demographics, my self-efficacy for teaching writing, my
beliefs about teaching writing, and my use of instructional writing practices two times over the
course of the study. This questionnaire will take 15 – 30 minutes to complete each time.
I am aware that my participation is voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time without penalty
or prejudice, and if I have any additional questions concerning this study, I may contact Tammy
Bennett at 847-683-9358 or Dr. Donna Werderich at 815-753-7639. I understand that if I wish
further information regarding my rights as a research subject, I may contact the Office of
Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at 815-753-8524.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include an opportunity to gain insight into
my feelings and beliefs about writing and my teaching practices as they relate to the Being a
Writer program. Additionally, the information gained via this study may lead to insights which
others may use to improve their own or other teachers’ implementation of writing practices and
which could, subsequently, lead to increased student achievement in writing.
I have been informed that there is a potential risk of minor emotional discomfort while
participating in this study as I think about my confidence for, beliefs about, and use of
instructional writing practices related to implementing the Being a Writer program. If there are
survey items that I do not feel comfortable answering, I will skip them. I understand that if I feel
minor emotional discomfort, I have the option to make an appointment with my school social
worker or psychologist.
I also understand that all information gathered during this investigation will be kept confidential
with pseudonyms used within any resulting papers or presentations. I understand that there is a
risk of a breach of confidentiality if I discuss my survey answers with others. In order to
minimize the risk of a breach of confidentiality, I will not write my name on the survey or return
envelope and I will answer the survey individually, on my own. I will not discuss my answers
with others. In addition, I understand that no individuals’ information will be shared with any
school administrators; only aggregate, or collective, information will be reported.
I understand that my consent to participate in this project does not constitute a waiver of any
legal rights or redress I might have as a result of my participation, and I acknowledge that I have
received a copy of this consent form.
Signature of Subject

Date
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Informed Consent Form #2
I also agree to participate in additional data collection opportunities related to the
research study, Writing Instruction: Examining Elementary Teachers’ Self-efficacy, Beliefs, and
Practices, conducted by Tammy Bennett. I understand that I will be asked to allow the
researcher to observe and take notes in my classroom during my Being a Writer lessons three
times over the course of the 28 week study. These observations will last approximately 45
minutes. I will also be asked to complete a 10 - 15 minute self-report survey pertaining to the
Being a Writer program two times during the study. Being a Writer program lessons plans
which correlate with the observations and self-reports will also be collected. In addition, I will
be asked to participate in six 45-minute, audio-taped, individual interview sessions to discuss
implementation of the Being a Writer program.

I am aware that my participation in these additional data collection opportunities is
voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time without penalty or prejudice, and if I have any
additional questions concerning this study, I may contact Tammy Bennett at 847-683-9358 or
Dr. Donna Werderich at 815-753-7639. I understand that if I wish further information regarding
my rights as a research subject, I may contact the Office of Research Compliance at Northern
Illinois University at 815-753-8524.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include an opportunity to gain insight
into my feelings and beliefs about writing and my teaching practices as they relate to the Being a
Writer program. Additionally, the information gained via this study may lead to insights which
others may use to improve their own or other teachers’ implementation of writing practices and
which could, subsequently, lead to increased student achievement in writing.
I have been informed that there is a potential risk of minor emotional discomfort while
participating in this study as I meet with the researcher and peers to discuss my confidence for,
beliefs about, and use of instructional writing practices related to implementing the Being a
Writer program. I understand that if I feel minor emotional discomfort, I have the option to
make an appointment with my school social worker or psychologist.
I also understand that all information gathered during this investigation will be kept
confidential with pseudonyms used within any resulting papers or presentations. I understand
that there is a risk of a breach of confidentiality if I discuss any individual interview, classroom
observation, or self-report information with others. In order to minimize the risk of a breach of
confidentiality, I will not discuss any information related to this study with others. In addition, I
understand that no individuals’ information will be shared with any school administrators; only
aggregate, or collective, information will be reported.
I understand that my consent to participate in these additional data collection
opportunities does not constitute a waiver of any legal rights or redress I might have as a result of
my participation, and I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this consent form.
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Please print the following information so that I may contact you.
Name: _____________________________ School: _________________________Grade: ____
Phone #: _____________ Best time to call: ___________ Home email address: _____________

Signature of Subject

Date

Additionally, I give my consent to be audio recorded while answering individual
interview questions.

Signature of Subject

Date

APPENDIX C
DEMOGRAPHIC AND DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
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Adapted from Cutler & Graham, 2008; Graham, et al., 2001)
1. Please circle your gender:

male

2. Please circle your ethnicity: Hispanic

female
Black

White

Asian

Other

3. Please circle your highest educational level:
Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s +Master’s

Master’s +Doctorate

4. Please circle your evaluation of the quality of the preparation you received for teaching writing within
your teacher certification program. If you did not attend a teacher certification program, check here._____
exceptional

very good

adequate

poor

inadequate

5. How many years have you taught? ___________
6. What grade(s) do you currently teach? ____________
7. How many children are in your classroom? ____________
8. How many children in your classroom receive a free or reduced lunch? ___
don’t know _______
9. How many of the children in your classroom are:
Hispanic
White
Black

Asian

Other

10. How many of the children in your classroom receive special education services? ____________
11. What is your assessment of the overall writing achievement level of all students in your classroom?
Write the number of students who fit within each classification. Write 0 if you have no students within
a particular classification. The combination of your answers should total the number of students in
your classroom.
______ students are above average writers (writing more than 1 grade level above their current grade
placement)
______ students are average writers (writing at their grade level or within 1 grade level plus or minus
their current grade placement
______ students are below average writers (writing more than 1 grade level below their current grade
placement)
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12. During an average week, how many minutes do your children spend writing? (This does not include
instruction. It does include time spent planning, drafting, revising, and editing text that is
paragraph length or longer). __________

13. During an average week, how many minutes do you spend teaching each of the following?
Spelling

Handwriting ______ Revising _______ Strategies

________Grammar and Usage

Planning Strategies

14. How much of your instructional time in writing involves whole group instruction?
______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
How much of your instructional time in writing involves small group instruction or “cooperative”
learning activities?
______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
How much of your instructional time in writing involves individualized instruction?
_______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
15. Do you use a commercial program to teach writing, handwriting, spelling, or any other aspect of
composing?
_____ Yes
_____ No
What programs?

16. Please check which of the following writing activities your students will do this year.
______ Stories

______ Personal Narratives

______ Journal Writing

______ Lists ______ Book Reports ______ Books
______ Alphabet Books

______ Poems

______ Comic strips ______ Plays

______ Completing Worksheets

______ Copying Text

______ Drawing a picture/writing something to go with it ______ Writing letters to another person
_____ Autobiographies

______ Biographies

______ Writing to inform ______ Writing summaries

______ Writing to persuade
______ Writing in response to material read

______ Other types of writing (Please specify):
______________________________________________________________________________
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17. How much time did you spend previewing the Being a Writer program prior to this workshop?
18. Please explain briefly what you did to preview the program?

APPENDIX D
TEACHER EFFICACY SCALE FOR WRITING
([TESW]; GRAHAM, HARRIS, FINK, & MACARTHUR, 2001)
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Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement below by circling the
appropriate letters to the right of each statement. Responses range from:
SD - Strongly Disagree
MD - Moderately Disagree
DS - Disagree Slightly
AS - Agree Slightly
MA - Moderately Agree
SA - Strongly Agree
1.When students’ writing performance improves,
it is usually because I found better ways of
teaching that student.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

2.Even a good writing teacher may not reach
many students.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

3.If a student did not remember what I taught in a
previous writing lesson, I would know how
to increase his/her retention in the next lesson.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

4.The hours in my class have little influence on
students’ writing performance compared to
the influence of their home environment.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

5.If a student masters a new writing concept
quickly, this is because I knew the necessary
steps in teaching the concept.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

6.If I try really hard, I can help students with the
most difficult writing problems.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

7.When a student does better than usual in writing,
it is because I exerted an extra effort.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

8.If students are not disciplined at home, they are
not likely to accept any discipline during the
writing period.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

9.When a student is having difficulty with a writing
assignment, I would have no trouble adjusting it to
his/her level.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

10.The influence of a student’s home experience
on writing can be overcome by good teaching.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

11.A teacher is very limited in what he/she can
achieve because a student’s home environment
is a large influence on his/her writing achievement.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA
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12.If one of my students could not do a writing
assignment, I would be able to assess accurately
if the assignment was at the correct level of
difficulty.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

13.The amount a student can learn in writing is
primarily related to family background.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

14.If a student becomes disruptive and noisy
during writing time, I feel assured that I know
some techniques to redirect him/her quickly.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

15.When students’ writing performance improves,
it is usually because I found more effective
teaching approaches.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

16.If parents would do more in writing with
their children, I could do more.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

APPENDIX E
WRITING ORIENTATION SCALE (WOS)
(HARRIS, GRAHAM, FINK, & MACARTHUR, 2001)
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Section IV: Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement below by
circling the appropriate letters to the right of each statement. Responses range from:
SD - Strongly Disagree
MD - Moderately Disagree
DS - Disagree Slightly
AS - Agree Slightly
MA - Moderately Agree
SA - Strongly Agree

1. A good way to begin writing instruction is to
have children copy good models of each particular
type of writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

2. Instead of regular grammar lessons, it is best to
to teach grammar when a specific need for it
emerges in a child’s writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

3. Students need to meet frequently in small
SD
groups to react to and critique each other’s writing.

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

4. The act of composing is more important than
the written work children produce.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

5. Before children begin a writing task, teachers
should remind them to use correct spelling.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

6. With practice writing and responding to written
messages, children will gradually learn the
conventions of adult writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

7. Being able to label words according to
grammatical function (e.g., nouns, verbs) is
useful in proficient writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

8. It is important for children to study words in
order to learn their spelling.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

9. It is a good practice to let children write in
their own dialect without correcting it for
conventional English.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

10. Formal instruction in writing is necessary to
insure the adequate development of all the skills
used in writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

11. Children need to practice writing letters to
learn how to form them correctly.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA
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12. Children’s initial attempts to write should
focus on content or meaning, not on mechanics
or form.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

13. Teachers should aim at producing writers who
can write good compositions in one draft.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

14. Rather than spelling words for children during
a writing session, a teacher should encourage
children to spell words the best they can.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

15.Before they begin a writing task, children who
speak a non-standard dialect of English should be
reminded to use correct English.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

16. Students should select their own topics for
for writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

17. It is important to teach children strategies for
planning and revising.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

18. Exposure to a print-rich environment will
result in the development of writing skills without
the need for formal instruction.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

If you have any additional information about your writing program that you would like to
share with me, please do so here.

APPENDIX F
TEACHING WRITING SCALE (TWS)
(CUTLER & GRAHAM, 2008; GRAHAM, HARRIS, FINK, & MACARTHUR, 2001)
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Part 1
1. During an average week, how many minutes do your children spend writing (this includes time spent
planning, drafting, revising, and editing text that are paragraph length or longer)?

2. During an average week, how many minutes do your spend teaching each of the following?
Spelling

Handwriting

Grammar and Usage

Revising Strategies
Planning Strategies

3. Do you use a commercial program to teach writing, handwriting, spelling, or any other aspect of
composing?
_____ Yes
_____ No
What programs?

Part 2
1. Circle how often you conference with students about their writing.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------2. Circle how often students conference with their peers about their writing.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Circle how often students select their own writing topics.
0
Never

1

2

3

4
Half
The Time

5

6_________7
Always

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------4. Circle how often your students engage in “planning” before writing.
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I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------5. Circle how often your students “revise” their writing products.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------6. Circle how often students share their writing with their peers.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------7. Circle how often your students “publish” their writing. (Publish means to print or write it so that it
can be shared with others.)

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------8. Circle how often your students help their classmates with their writing.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

9. Circle how often students are allowed to complete writing assignments at their own pace.
0
Never

1

2

3

4
Half
The Time

5

6_________7
Always

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. Circle how often you encourage students to use “invented spellings” at any point during the writing
process.
0
Never

1

2

3

4
5
6_________7
Half
Always
The Time
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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11. Circle how often you read your own writing to your students.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------12. Circle how often you teach sentence construction skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Circle how often you teach students about ways of organizing text or how texts are organized.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------14. Circle how often you teach students strategies for planning.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------15. Circle how often you teach students strategies for revising.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------16. Circle how often you teach students handwriting skills.
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------17. Circle how often you teach spelling skills.
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
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18. Circle how often you teach grammar skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------19. Circle how often you teach punctuation skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------20. Circle how often you teach capitalization skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

21. Circle how often you provide mini-lessons on writing skills or processes students need to know at
this moment---skills, vocabulary, concepts, strategies, or other things.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------22. Circle how often you overtly model writing strategies.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------23. Circle how often you model the enjoyment or love of writing for students.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24. Circle how often you reteach writing skills or strategies that you previously taught.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
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25. Circle how often you assign writing homework to students in your class.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------26. Circle how often your students work at writing centers.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27. Circle how often your writing lessons have multiple instructional goals.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

6_________7
Always

Half
The Time

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28. Circle how often you use a writing prompt (e.g., story starter, picture, physical object, etc.) to
encourage student writing.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------29. Circle how often your students use a graphic organizer (e.g., story map) when writing.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

6_________7
Always

Half
The Time

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -30. Circle how often you monitor the writing progress of your students in order to make decisions
about writing instruction.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -31. Circle how often you encourage students to monitor their own writing progress.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day
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32. Circle how often students use rubrics to evaluate their writing.
I
Never

I
Several
Times a Year

I
Monthly

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

33. Circle how often students in your classroom use writing portfolios (add material to a portfolio, look
at material already in it, and so forth).
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------34. Circle how often you ask students to write at home with parental help.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------35. Circle how often you ask parents to listen to something their child wrote at school.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------36. Circle how often you communicate with parents about their child’s writing progress.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------37. Circle how often you allow one or more students in your classroom to write by dictating their
compositions to someone else.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------38. Circle how often you allow one or more students in your classroom to use computers during the
writing period.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
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39. Circle how often students use writing to support reading (e.g., write about something they read).
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------40. Circle how often students use reading to support writing (e.g., read to inform their writing).
I
Never

I
I
I
I
I
I_________l
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Year
Times a Month
Times a Week
Times a Day
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------41. Circle how often your students use writing in other content areas such as social studies, science,
and math.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------If you have any additional information about your writing program that you would like to share,
please do so here.

APPENDIX G
COMPLETE SURVEY
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Survey Section 1
Demographic and Descriptive Information
Adapted from Cutler & Graham, 2008; Graham, et al., 2001)
1.Please circle your gender:

male

2. Please circle your ethnicity: Hispanic

female
Black

White

Asian

Other

3. Please circle your highest educational level:
Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s +Master’s

Master’s +Doctorate

4. Please circle your evaluation of the quality of the preparation you received for teaching writing within
your teacher certification program. If you did not attend a teacher certification program, check here.__
exceptional

very good

adequate

poor

inadequate

5. How many years have you taught? ___________
6. What grade(s) do you currently teach? ____________
7. How many children are in your classroom? ____________
8. How many children in your classroom receive a free or reduced lunch? ___
don’t know _______
9. How many of the children in your classroom are:
Hispanic
White
Black

Asian

Other

10. How many of the children in your classroom receive special education services? ____________
11. What is your assessment of the overall writing achievement level of all students in your classroom?
Write the number of students who fit within each classification. Write 0 if you have no students within
a particular classification. The combination of your answers should total the number of students in
your classroom.
______ students are above average writers (writing more than 1 grade level above their current grade
placement)
______ students are average writers (writing at their grade level or within 1 grade level plus or minus
their current grade placement
______ students are below average writers (writing more than 1 grade level below their current grade
placement)
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12. During an average week, how many minutes do your children spend writing? (This does not include
instruction. It does include time spent planning, drafting, revising, and editing text that is
paragraph length or longer). __________

13. During an average week, how many minutes do you spend teaching each of the following?
Spelling

Handwriting ______ Revising _______ Strategies

________Grammar and Usage

Planning Strategies

14. How much of your instructional time in writing involves whole group instruction?
______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
How much of your instructional time in writing involves small group instruction or “cooperative”
learning activities?
______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
How much of your instructional time in writing involves individualized instruction?
_______% (Please give a figure from 0% to 100%)
15. Do you use a commercial program to teach writing, handwriting, spelling, or any other aspect of
composing?
_____ Yes
_____ No
What programs?

16. Please check which of the following writing activities your students will do this year.
______ Stories

______ Personal Narratives

______ Journal Writing

______ Lists ______ Book Reports ______ Books
______ Alphabet Books

______ Poems

______ Comic strips ______ Plays

______ Completing Worksheets

______ Copying Text

______ Drawing a picture/writing something to go with it ______ Writing letters to another person
_____ Autobiographies

______ Biographies

______ Writing to inform ______ Writing summaries

______ Writing to persuade
______ Writing in response to material read

______ Other types of writing (Please specify):
______________________________________________________________________________
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17. How much time did you spend previewing the Being a Writer program prior to this workshop?

18. Please explain briefly what you did to preview the program?

Section 2

Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing ([TESW]; Graham, Harris, Fink, & MacArthur, 2001)
Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement below by circling the
appropriate letters to the right of each statement. Responses range from:
SD - Strongly Disagree
MD - Moderately Disagree
DS - Disagree Slightly
AS - Agree Slightly
MA - Moderately Agree
SA - Strongly Agree
1.When students’ writing performance improves,
it is usually because I found better ways of
teaching that student.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

2.Even a good writing teacher may not reach
many students.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

3.If a student did not remember what I taught in a
previous writing lesson, I would know how
to increase his/her retention in the next lesson.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

4.The hours in my class have little influence on
students’ writing performance compared to
the influence of their home environment.
5.If a student masters a new writing concept
quickly, this is because I knew the necessary
steps in teaching the concept.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

6.If I try really hard, I can help students with the
most difficult writing problems.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

7.When a student does better than usual in writing,
it is because I exerted an extra effort.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

8.If students are not disciplined at home, they are
not likely to accept any discipline during the
writing period.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

9.When a student is having difficulty with a writing
assignment, I would have no trouble adjusting it to
his/her level.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

10.The influence of a student’s home experience
on writing can be overcome by good teaching.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

11.A teacher is very limited in what he/she can
achieve because a student’s home environment
is a large influence on his/her writing achievement.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

12.If one of my students could not do a writing
assignment, I would be able to assess accurately
if the assignment was at the correct level of
difficulty.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

13.The amount a student can learn in writing is
primarily related to family background.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

14.If a student becomes disruptive and noisy
during writing time, I feel assured that I know
some techniques to redirect him/her quickly.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

15.When students’ writing performance improves,
it is usually because I found more effective
teaching approaches.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

16.If parents would do more in writing with
their children, I could do more.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

Section 3

Writing Orientation Scale ([WOS]; Harris, Graham, Fink, & MacArthur, 2001)
Section IV: Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement
below by circling the appropriate letters to the right of each statement. Responses range
from:
SD - Strongly Disagree
MD - Moderately Disagree
DS - Disagree Slightly
AS - Agree Slightly
MA - Moderately Agree
SA - Strongly Agree
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1. A good way to begin writing instruction is to
have children copy good models of each particular
type of writing.

SD MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

2. Instead of regular grammar lessons, it is best to
to teach grammar when a specific need for it
emerges in a child’s writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

SD MD
3. Students need to meet frequently in small
groups to react to and critique each other’s writing.

DS

AS

MA

SA

4. The act of composing is more important than
the written work children produce.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

5. Before children begin a writing task, teachers
should remind them to use correct spelling.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

6. With practice writing and responding to written
messages, children will gradually learn the
conventions of adult writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

7. Being able to label words according to
grammatical function (e.g., nouns, verbs) is
useful in proficient writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

8. It is important for children to study words in
order to learn their spelling.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

9. It is a good practice to let children write in
their own dialect without correcting it for
conventional English.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

10. Formal instruction in writing is necessary to
insure the adequate development of all the skills
used in writing.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

11. Children need to practice writing letters to
learn how to form them correctly.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

12. Children’s initial attempts to write should
focus on content or meaning, not on mechanics
or form.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

13. Teachers should aim at producing writers who
can write good compositions in one draft.

SD MD

DS

AS

MA

SA

14. Rather than spelling words for children durin
a writing session, a teacher should encourage
children to spell words the best they can.

SD

MD

DS

AS

MA

SA
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15. Before they begin a writing task, children who
speak a non-standard dialect of English should be
reminded to use correct English.

SD MD DS

AS

MA SA

16. Students should select their own topics for
for writing.

SD MD DS

AS

MA

17. It is important to teach children strategies for
planning and revising.

SD MD DS

AS

MA SA

18. Exposure to a print-rich environment will
result in the development of writing skills without
the need for formal instruction.

SD MD DS

AS

MA SA

SA

If you have any additional information about your writing program that you would like to
share with me, please do so here.
Section 4
Teaching Writing Scale (TWS)
(Cutler & Graham, 2008; Graham, Harris, Fink, & MacArthur, 2001)
1. During an average week, how many minutes do your children spend writing (this includes time spent
planning, drafting, revising, and editing text that are paragraph length or longer)?

2. During an average week, how many minutes do your spend teaching each of the following?
Spelling
Grammar and Usage

Handwriting

Revising Strategies
Planning Strategies

3. Do you use a commercial program to teach writing, handwriting, spelling, or any other aspect of
composing?
_____ Yes
_____ No
What programs?

Part 2
1. Circle how often you conference with students about their writing.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
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2. Circle how often students conference with their peers about their writing.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Circle how often students select their own writing topics.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

Half
The Time

6_________7
Always

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------4. Circle how often your students engage in “planning” before writing.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------5. Circle how often your students “revise” their writing products.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------6. Circle how often students share their writing with their peers.

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------7. Circle how often your students “publish” their writing. (Publish means to print or write it so that it
can be shared with others.)

I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
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8. Circle how often your students help their classmates with their writing.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

9. Circle how often students are allowed to complete writing assignments at their own pace.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

Half
The Time

6_________7
Always

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------10. Circle how often you encourage students to use “invented spellings” at any point during the writing
process.
0
Never

1

2

3

4
5
6_________7
Half
Always
The Time
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. Circle how often you read your own writing to your students.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------12. Circle how often you teach sentence construction skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Circle how often you teach students about ways of organizing text or how texts are organized.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------14. Circle how often you teach students strategies for planning.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
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15. Circle how often you teach students strategies for revising.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. Circle how often you teach students handwriting skills.
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------17. Circle how often you teach spelling skills.
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------18. Circle how often you teach grammar skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------19. Circle how often you teach punctuation skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------20. Circle how often you teach capitalization skills.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

21. Circle how often you provide mini-lessons on writing skills or processes students need to know at
this moment---skills, vocabulary, concepts, strategies, or other things.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
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22. Circle how often you overtly model writing strategies.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------23. Circle how often you model the enjoyment or love of writing for students.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24. Circle how often you reteach writing skills or strategies that you previously taught.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------25. Circle how often you assign writing homework to students in your class.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------26. Circle how often your students work at writing centers.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27. Circle how often your writing lessons have multiple instructional goals.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

Half
The Time

6_________7
Always

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -28. Circle how often you use a writing prompt (e.g., story starter, picture, physical object, etc.) to
encourage student writing.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
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29. Circle how often your students use a graphic organizer (e.g., story map) when writing.
0
Never

1

2

3

4

5

6_________7
Always

Half
The Time

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -30. Circle how often you monitor the writing progress of your students in order to make decisions
about writing instruction.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -31. Circle how often you encourage students to monitor their own writing progress.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Several
Times a Year
Times a Month
Times a Week
32. Circle how often students use rubrics to evaluate their writing.
I
Never

I
Several
Times a Year

I
Monthly

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

33. Circle how often students in your classroom use writing portfolios (add material to a portfolio, look
at material already in it, and so forth).
I
Never

I
I
Several
Monthly
Times a Year

I
I
Several
Weekly
Times a Month

I
I_________l
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Week
Times a Day

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------34. Circle how often you ask students to write at home with parental help.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------35. Circle how often you ask parents to listen to something their child wrote at school.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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36. Circle how often you communicate with parents about their child’s writing progress.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------37. Circle how often you allow one or more students in your classroom to write by dictating their
compositions to someone else.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------38. Circle how often you allow one or more students in your classroom to use computers during the
writing period.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------39. Circle how often students use writing to support reading (e.g., write about something they read).
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------40. Circle how often students use reading to support writing (e.g., read to inform their writing).
I
Never

I
I
I
I
I
I_________l
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Several
Daily
Several
Times a Year
Times a Month
Times a Week
Times a Day
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------41. Circle how often your students use writing in other content areas such as social studies, science,
and math.
I
Never

I
I
I
I
Several
Monthly
Several
Weekly
Times a Year
Times a Month

I
Several
Times a Week

I_________l
Daily
Several
Times a Day

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------If you have any additional information about your writing program that you would like to share,
please do so here.

APPENDIX H
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1. What are your main beliefs about how writing should be taught?
2. What types of instructional writing practices are you using?
3. How do you feel about teaching writing in general while using this program?
4. How do you feel about teaching the various instructional writing strategies embedded
in the Getting Ready to Write, Writing Time, and Sharing and Reflecting components
of the Being a Writer program? Please explain.
5. How would you describe your students in terms of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

their attention during your Being a Writer lessons,
their engagement during writing time,
their writing projects, and
their ability to move through the writing process?

6. Describe your successes while implementing the Being a Writer program?

APPENDIX I
FINAL INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. What changes, if any, have you noticed about how you feel about teaching writing since
implementing the Being a Writer program?
2. What changes, if any, have you noticed about your beliefs about teaching writing since
implementing the Being a Writer program?
3. What specific new instructional writing practices, if any, have you implemented in your
classroom as a result of using the Being a Writer program?
4. What aspects of the Being a Writer program do you find especially helpful in supporting
your writing instruction? Will you continue to use them? Why?
5. How does your teaching of writing before using the Being a Writer program compare to
how you now teach writing?
6. What are the challenges of using the Being a Writer program to teach writing?
7. What changes would you make to the Being a Writer program?
8. Can you sum up what has been helpful to your teaching of writing while using the Being
a Writer program? Please give specific examples.
9. What suggestions would you make for future professional development pertaining to the
Being a Writer program?

APPENDIX J
BEING A WRITER LESSON CLASSROOM OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
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Date: ___________

Observer: _________________________

Classroom Teacher:________________ Grade: ________Total Writing Time: _______
Being a Writer Lesson: Unit _____, Week _____, Day _____
Getting Ready to Write

Start time: _______ Stop time: ________

_____ Teacher reads and discusses a read-aloud.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Class brainstorms ideas for writing.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Teacher models own writing or conducts shared writing activity.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Students participate in whole-class “Quick-Writes.”
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Class discusses how they will work together.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Writing Time

Start time: ________ Stop time: ________

_____ Teacher joins students in quiet writing time for a few minutes.
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Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Teacher supports students who are having difficulty.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Teacher confers with individual students.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Ind./pairs/sm. group?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How long?

Drafting/Revising/Editing? Topic?

_____ Teacher observes and assesses the class.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Sharing Time

Start time: ________ Stop time: ________

_____ Students confer in pairs.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Students read passages of their own writing aloud to the class.
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Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Students express their appreciation for others’ writing.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Students reflect on their own participation in partner work, conferencing, or sharing time.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____ Class discusses problems that arose and how to avoid them in the future.
Details:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX K
BEING A WRITER LESSON TEACHER SELF-REPORT SURVEY
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Teacher: ________________________ Grade: _______ Date of Lesson: _____________
Being a Writer Lesson: Unit _____, Week _____, Day _____ Total Writing Time: ____
Please circle the number which best describes your teaching of each BaW component. This selfreport should reflect the entire writing lesson. Space is provided below each item for written
comments. You may continue on the back if necessary.
Scale:
0: Did not teach the component.
1: Taught but substantially changed the component.
2: Taught but somewhat changed the component.
3: Taught the component exactly as described in the manual.
NA: This component was not part of this lesson.
Getting Ready to Write

Start time: ______ Stop time: ______

1. I read and discussed a read-aloud.

0

1

2

3

NA

2. I led the class in brainstorming ideas for writing.

0

1

2

3

NA

3. I modeled my own writing.

0

1

2

3

NA

4. I conducted a shared writing activity.

0

1

2

3

NA

5. I facilitated a whole-class “Quick-Write.”

0

1

2

3

NA

6. I instructed students on how they will work together.

0

1

2

3

NA

3

NA

Writing Time

Start time: ______ Stop time: ______

7. I joined the students in quiet writing time for a few minutes.

0

1

2
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8. I supported students who were having difficulty.

0

1

2

3

NA

9. I conferred with students.

0

1

2

3

NA

3

NA

Please write down brief details from your conferring time in the chart below.
Ind./pairs/sm. group? How long?
Drafting/Revising/Editing? Topic?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
10. I observed and assessed the class.
Sharing and Reflecting

0

1

2

Start time: ______Stop time:______

11. I instructed students on conferring in pairs.

0

1

2

3

NA

12. I had students read passages of their own writing aloud to
the class.

0

1

2

3

NA

13. I facilitated students expressing their appreciation for others.

0

1

2

3

NA

14. I facilitated students’ reflections on their own participation in
partner work, conferencing, or sharing time.

0

1

2

3

NA

15. I facilitated a whole-class discussion on problems that arose
and how to avoid them in the future.

0

1

2

3

NA

